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Abstract
Keywords: aircraft power systems, architecting, preliminary design, more-electric aircraft,
model-based design
A modeling and simulation based methodology is proposed that introduces the new capability
to conduct rapidly consistent and integrated power system architecture trade-off studies at
aircraft level in the preliminary design phase of civil aircraft. Conventional and new archi-
tectures (e.g. more electric, bleed-less) can be built and analyzed rapidly, sensitivity stud-
ies are enabled. A methodology based on the formalization of a parametric power system
architecture sizing process combined with a performance analysis process is developed. De-
dicated function-based models integrating the operational space (time dependence, failure
and degraded modes) are proposed and a modular structure enabling a multi-level modeling
approach is elaborated. Three applications illustrate the new capabilities introduced by the
developed simulation framework prototype: the aircraft level comparison of different architec-
tures, the electric generator sizing synthesis and the link of power systems simulation to an
aircraft global thermal model.
Résumé
Mots clés: systèmes de puissance aéronautiques, architecting, dimensionnement
préliminaire, avion plus électrique, conception basé sur la modélisation
Cette thèse développe une méthodologie introduisant une nouvelle capacité de trade-offs rapi-
des et consistantes au niveau avion des architectures de systèmes de puissance aéronautiques
en phases amont de développement. Cette méthodologie est implémentée dans une plateforme
de simulation intégrée. Des architectures de type conventionnelles et nouvelles (plus élec-
triques ou bleed-less) peuvent être dimensionnées d’une façon préliminaire, d’être analysées
rapidement et comparées d’une manière consistante. La possibilité d’effectuer des études de
sensibilité est ainsi mise en place. La méthodologie est basée sur la formalisation du proces-
sus du dimensionnement intégrée de l’architecture, combinée avec un processus d’analyse de
performance au niveau avion. Basé sur une analyse fonctionnelle, des modèles paramétriques
dédiés sont développés. Ces modèles intègrent le concept de l’espace opération de concep-
tion (dépendance du temps, modes d’opération normal, dégradé, minimal). Ces modèles sont
implémentés dans une plateforme de simulation suivant une approche modulaire: chaque sys-
tème est implémenté sous forme d’un module de système de puissance avec des interfaces
formalisées (échange de puissance) qui permettent d’établir différents niveaux de modélisa-
tion. Les systèmes séparément et l’architecture des systèmes complète sont validés. Trois
exemples significatifs illustrent l’application de cette nouvelle méthodologie : la comparaison
de deux architectures au niveau avion, la synthèse du dimensionnement de la génération élec-
trique et le lien de la plateforme de simulation de l’architectures des systèmes avec un modèle
d’avion global thermique. Ainsi, la méthodologie et l’outil proposé permettent d’élaborer des
architectures de systèmes de puissance optimisées au niveau avion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The increasing complexity of modern civil aircraft in a constantly evolving, extremely com-
petitive environment of technological, regulatory, economical and ecological challenges leads
the aircraft manufacturers to seek for more and more optimized solutions for aircraft archi-
tectures. This optimization aims the reductions of cost, the increase of operational reliability
and the improvement of the environmental impact of the air-transportation system. In this
context, energy saving is one of the most important aspects in a highly competitive market
with increasing fuel prices and the growing importance of environmentally friendly transport.
As aircraft power systems contribute around 30% to the aircraft empty weight, development,
operation and direct maintenance costs [18], the optimization of the aircraft power system
architecture (APSA) with regards to energy consumption is an important issue beside the
improvement of the aircraft engine and aerodynamic performance.
The aircraft power system architecture is a complex network of interacting systems, such as
Electric Power System, Hydraulic Power System, Air Systems, Primary and Secondary Flight
Control Systems, Commercial Cabin Systems, Landing Gear Systems, Fuel System, Auxiliary
and Emergency Power Systems, each of them fulfilling different functions. In order to succeed
in the complex task of designing the APSA, the so-called ATA-chapters classification, estab-
lished in 1936 by the Air Transport Association (ATA) are commonly used to structure the
sub-system responsibilities and define interfaces between design teams. The ATA breakdown
is based on a conventional system architecture, which has not changed significantly until the
need for optimization arrived at the system architecture level. Therefore, it was possible to
develop overall aircraft system architectures by an assembling of single system solutions. New
technologies, especially so-called more electric technologies, are seen as promising to replace
the traditional hydraulic and pneumatic ones in order to achieve the aircraft optimization ob-
jectives. Here, the traditional ATA breakdown reveals its weakness: the efficient and consistent
integration of new technologies is only possible at trans-ATA level; the conventional interfaces
change or disappear. This impacts the system design in the same way as the organizational
structure: emerging topics like power and heat management are only solvable at trans-ATA
and multi-domain (systems, structure, power-plant) level.
The search for optimized solutions is combined with the need for more robust solutions,
which leads to the requirement to master the design space of such a complex product in an
increasingly exhaustive way. Especially, as the role of the aircraft manufactures shifts more
and more to an architect and integrator role, mastering the overall architecture becomes an
essential dimension. In the same way, the reduction of development costs and the acceleration
of the development cycle of new aircraft are important drivers for the improvement of the
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development process. The competitive market drives aircraft manufactures to risk sharing
and out-sourcing of increasingly big sub-systems. The suppliers, experts in the sub-system
domains, are typically only equipped to develop system-level optimized products with a miss-
ing view on the global product optimum. Thus, capabilities allowing the integrator to guide
the system specialist to solutions, which correspond to the aircraft level optimum, have to be
made available.
These new challenges, step-changes in technology and organization, are faced today by build-
ing of multi-disciplinary teams of expert to overcome the ATA-structured way of working.
However, the methodology has not changed significantly: the exchange of information, the
assessment of systems and architectures is still based on a manual exchange between the
different systems that has two major disadvantages. First, the time-consuming work of con-
solidation of common assumptions, exchange of data allows only to concentrate on a small
number of pre-defined architectures. Second, the results of assessments are often not repro-
ducible, as calculations performed not automated and all the advantages of today’s state of
the art methods as parametric studies, sensitivity analysis or even probabilistic methods are
not applicable. For the very rough and quick aircraft level evaluation, so-called trade-factors
are often used.
The variety of possible solutions and new technologies and the large number of influencing
design parameters require an efficient tool enabling the system designer or aircraft archi-
tect to analyze the impact of system architecture changes at aircraft level (mass, drag, fuel
consumption) and the impact of aircraft level changes (e.g. certification, safety or ETOPS1
requirements) on the system design. Thus, new methodologies to support the work of system
architecting are required. The objective of the Airbus internal research project Common Vir-
tual Bird [5] is to improve and strengthen the use of modeling and simulation during the whole
life cycle of the aircraft. A pilot-project entitled Power Management focusing the preliminary
design of APSA serves as the industrial application frame of the presented thesis.
Beside the search for revolutionary methods to meet the ACARE2 objectives [2], aircraft
manufacturers are interested in practical methodologies to optimize the aircraft power archi-
tecture. Initiatives like Power Optimized Aircraft (POA) [50], More Electrical Aircraft (MEA)
or the more recently founded special program committee of the American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics (AIAA) with the subject Energy Optimized Aircraft and Aircraft
Equipment Systems (EOASYS) [14] show the growing interest in this topic. The main empha-
sis lays on promoting a better understanding of the technical issues behind aircraft systems,
i.e. challenges for aircraft level integration of equipment systems, exergy-based and power-
optimization-based aircraft design and new approaches or methods for optimizing a system
of power systems. Other projects as e.g. More Open Electrical Technologies (MOET) [15] are
fostering the field of enabling technologies and methodologies for power source rationalization,
electrical power flexibility and significant changes in power management and use. However,
the level of details addressed by these projects is generally not suitable of early design trade-
offs. On the academic side, the development of physical based model for preliminary design
analysis is not new (e.g. [34], [57], [6]). Nevertheless, the proposed methodologies lack often
the multi-system approach, the flexibility to analyze and compare different architectures, or
to analyze the interactions of systems within their architectures as well within their global
context (here: the aircraft). But the field of architecture design and systems-of-systems design
1Extended-range Twin-Engine Operational Performance Standards: defines basically the allowable distance
the airplane can be from an alternate airport [18]. ETOPS certification of an aircraft requires a specific level
of reliability an maintenance.
2Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe: 50% CO2 reduction by 2020
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3methods are increasingly in the focus of the research (refer e.g. to [45]). Clearly, the develop-
ment of capabilities for an integrated APSA analysis in the preliminary and conceptual design
phase with the right level of detail is required.
The challenges of the introduction of an integrated and model-based methodology for the
preliminary design trade-offs are seen on technical and organizational levels. On the technical
level, the challenges of a new modeling approach have to be solved. If high-level multi-domain
and multi-system analysis and optimization is envisaged, the right level of detail of the models
plays an important role. In order to master the complex design space, each model should be
simple and only containing the key parameters, but not simplistic in order to give a meaningful
view and to allow, in a hierarchical approach, that the tendencies observed with the high-level
model stay consistent with a more detailed view. On the organizational level, the introduction
of a new methodology and thus a new way of working never goes without resistance. In
system design, the paradigm shift to a model-based engineering is not yet fully accomplished.
The modeling and simulation means are not used in a homogeneous manner within different
domains. In domains where tests are costly or only representative in strong constraints, the
simulation capabilities are more developed than in the domains where physical testing is
easier, simulation capabilities have developed more slowly. Especially the implementation of
model representing new technologies leads to skepticism, as the validation of these models is
only hardly to complete with traditional methods (test bench, flight tests) and only limited
experience is available. The establishing of this new methodology requires the capture of
expert knowledge. Implementing those knowledge in form of a simulation tool leading to
more transparency may seem threatening to the expert. The benefit of this new approach for
the global product, but also for each of the involved experts teams has to be demonstrated.
Regarding those challenges, a practical approach is required. Therefore, the research presented
here is developed within the boundary condition that it must be directly applicable in an
industrial context. The methodology is elaborated in close dialog with architects and system
designers.
In order to overcome the ATA chapter separation and to enable the comparability of different
architectures, a functional approach is proposed. The functional approach, starting form the
aircraft requirements in order to conceive solutions on architecture and technological level,
helps to open the design space and to start shifting from an evolutionary design to more
revolutionary solutions [28]. As well, the tracing of common assumptions and therefore the
transparency of the design process may be improved. Special attention is given to the validity
and level of detail of the modeling approaches. As traditional validation methods (comparison
with existent systems, use of test data) are not applicable to new systems and architecture
concepts, computational methods have to be applied to rebuild the confidence space, i.e. by
the use of probabilistic methods. A model-based, parametric preliminary-design process is
proposed here that allows the quantification and minimization of design margins and the
better understanding of interdependencies between the systems with regards to the power
architecture and will be of great benefit for the aircraft manufacturers in its role as architect
and system integrator.
Within this thesis, a dedicated modeling and simulation based methodology for aircraft power
systems architecting is developed, with the purpose of overcoming the disadvantages of the
conventional, not automated processes, providing the right level of detail required for prelim-
inary design studies.
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1.1 Objectives and Boundary Conditions
Against this background, the objectives of the present thesis are the following:
• The development of a methodology that enables:
– the consistent comparison of different power system architectures (conventional,
novel),
– parametric studies to work out optimized architectures with regards to power con-
sumption, mass and drag.
• The implementation of this methodology into a simulation framework prototype im-
proving the preliminary design architecture trade-off studies.
• The proposition and prototyping of dedicated modeling principles for the considered
systems.
As a boundary condition, the developed methodology shall be applicable in its industrial
context. The methodology and the dedicated modeling concept are to be established in close
cooperation with the concerned system domains.
1.2 Organization of the Thesis
In order to achieve the objectives, the presented work is organized in the following way.
The state of the art of aircraft power systems architecting is stated and analyzed in Chapter
2, leading to the definition of the perimeter of the presented research work. Through this,
today’s and future aircraft power system architecture are presented with regards to their
significance within the aircraft preliminary design process. The specificities of the preliminary
design context are examined and optimization potential is outlined.
In Chapter 3 the methodology, answering the needs outlined in Chapter 2 is developed.
The overall methodology is then detailed by the elaboration of dedicated enabling concepts.
Within, a functional analysis of the main considered systems is made, leading to a formulation
building the basis for the modeling implementation.
Chapter 4 treats the implementation of this methodology into a simulation framework proto-
type. The proposed modeling approaches and the implementation of the developed method-
ology are illustrated for three selected examples. As well, the specific concepts for simulation
and validation are formalized.
Chapter 5 demonstrates the added value of this simulation framework by the analysis of
different use case examples covering the application space of the here presented research
work.
The effectuated work is concluded in Chapter 6 and an outlook provides further improvements
and perspectives.
The reader not familiar with the technology of the considered aircraft systems in this thesis
can refer to Appendix A. Information on the considered power systems for the example of
an Airbus A320 is briefly outlined. Appendix B provides additional information for the
implementation of the simulation framework.
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Chapter 2
Architecting Aircraft Power Systems:
State of the Art and Analysis of Needs
Aircraft Power Systems are those parts of the aircraft dedicated to ensure its performance,
safety, controllability and comfort, by using a significant1 amount of power. Architecting is
defined as the process by which a system is created, designed, built [52]. Thus, architecting
summarizes the activities linked to the conception, the preliminary design and the evaluation
of architectures. In this way, the architecting activity includes the dealing with interactions
of various systems that build the architecture. Architects must therefore have enough insight
in those systems in order to understand those interactions and the impact on the global level.
Having the objective to develop a methodology to improve architecting of aircraft power sys-
tems, the presented work occurs at the intersection of several fields of research areas: the
design of architectures of complex systems and the development of new modeling and simu-
lation techniques adapted to the architecting activities, which allow optimization of system
architectures with regards to global objectives by the presence of uncertainty. All these as-
pects are treated for the specific background of the development of energy optimized large
civil aircraft.
This chapter provides in a first step an overview on the perimeter of the considered aircraft
power system architecture and the significance of aircraft system in the aircraft context. In a
second step, today’s preliminary design process is analyzed, especially with regards to the state
of the art in modeling and simulation (M&S). Following, the state of the art of the evaluation
and optimization of aircraft power system architectures and their optimization potential are
analyzed. Finally, the need for the development of new approaches for the architecting of novel
aircraft power system architectures is outlined.
2.1 Aircraft Power System Architectures
An aircraft can be divided into three major functional units [18]: the airframe (aircraft struc-
ture), the power plant (engines) and the aircraft systems (equipment). For civil aircraft, the
aircraft systems include systems that fulfill essential functions, such as the flight control sys-
tem to control the aircraft in the three-dimensional space, and systems that are destined to
passenger comfort, such as in-flight entertainment (IFE). In military aircraft, the weapon
systems must also be considered. Here, only civil aircraft are addressed. Hence, the principles
1significant means here: systems using power within an order of magnitude of at least kW.
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developed in this thesis will also be applicable to power system architectures in other appli-
cations. The Power System Architecture is defined as the ensemble of aircraft systems which
contribute to the major amount of power required by the aircraft functions.
2.1.1 Significance of Aircraft Systems at Aircraft Level
Historically, aircraft power systems has not played an important role in early design trade-
offs. If systems are mentioned in general aircraft design literature (e.g. [68], [54]), they are
generally considered as a mass or layout. This is justifiable against the background of two
aspects. First, as the APSA has not changed significantly, systems could be addressed by
extrapolation of existing designs. Secondly, the contribution of aircraft systems to the net
fuel consumption2, called non-propulsive power or secondary power represents only 1 to 5%
[41] of the power required to produce thrust (propulsive power). However, systems contribute
significantly - around 30% [18]- to the following items:
• Aircraft Empty Weight (OWE: operational weight empty)
• Direct Operating Costs (DOC)
• Aircraft Development Costs
• Direct Maintenance Costs (DMC)
The DOC are influenced by costs of the fuel consumption (around 18% [34]) and thus indirectly
by the weight which contributes to the fuel consumption as well.
Aiming at an optimization of the design of the overall aircraft system architecture will there-
fore influence the aircraft empty weight (reduction of over-sized systems), the DOC through
reduction of net fuel consumption and weight and the aircraft development costs (e.g. more
efficient trade-studies, right first time design). Even if cost or maintainability are often de-
clared as target values for a new aircraft design, they will not be considered as design drivers
for the design of the power system architecture in this thesis. This thesis will develop a
methodology to quantify exhaustively the main aspects contributing to the aircraft level en-
ergy consumption, thus fuel consumption, and their dependence on system interactions and
the improvement of the early design process, as depicted in Fig. 2.1.
2Net fuel consumption: Fuel consumption caused by secondary power off-take on the engine; snowball effects
of mass and drag are neglected; varying for the different flight phases.
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Figure 2.1: Significance of aircraft power systems
2.1.2 Classification of Aircraft Power Systems
The aircraft power system architecture is a network of interacting systems. As stated in
the Introduction, aircraft systems are classified into ATA chapters in order to structure the
complex tasks of designing this architecture. A selection of the ATA-chapters which are of
closer interest in this thesis are listed in the following Tab. 2.1. A more detailed description
of these systems and their perimeter is given in Chapter 3.3.
Table 2.1: ATA chapters and considered aircraft power systems
ATA 21 Environmental Control System (ECS)
ATA 24 Electrical Power System (EPS)
ATA 27 Flight Control Systems
Primary Flight Control Systems (PFCS)
Secondary Flight Control Systems or High Lift Systems (HLS)
ATA 28 Fuel System (FUS)
ATA 29 Hydraulic Power System (HPS)
ATA 30 Ice and Rain Protection Systems
Wing Ice Protection (WIPS)
Nacelle Anti Ice (NAI)
ATA 32 Landing Gear Systems (LGS)
extension, retraction, steering, braking
ATA 36 Bleed Air System or Pneumatic Power System (PPS)
ATA 49 Auxiliary Power
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)
Commercial Cabin System (CCS)
ATA 23 In-Flight Entertainment (IFE)
ATA 25 Galleys
ATA 33 Lights
ATA 70 Engines
ATA 80 Main Engine Start (MES)
ATA 24 or 29 Ram Air Turbine (RAT)
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This ATA classification shapes the design process as well as the organizational structure
of the design offices of the big aircraft manufacturers. The responsibilities and interfaces
are clearly defined. As the ATA classification is not a functional breakdown in the sense of
the emerging theories, this classification becomes limiting when new architectures or system
architectures with integrated functions are investigated. Alternative classifications of systems
are the following [45]:
• Function oriented: e.g. "provide electrical power",
• Component oriented: e.g. "integrated drive generator",
• Discipline oriented: e.g. "electricity" or "structure", "aerodynamics" or
• Location oriented: e.g. "fuselage", "belly fairing".
Comparing to these classifications, the ATA breakdown is a compromise between a functional,
physical and disciplinary approach, and thus is based on a conventional system architecture,
which has not changed significantly until the need for optimization at system architecture
level emerged. A proposal for a more generic functional classification is introduced in the
Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Role of the Engine. The Engine plays a special role in the aircraft power architecture: on
one hand, it is driving the design of many subsystems, as they are dependent on the charac-
teristics of this power source. On the other hand, the engine is traditionally not seen as part
of the systems architecture, as designed outside of the aircraft manufacturers responsibility.
However, the engine plays an important role when analyzing the system architecture on air-
craft level. The engines provide the secondary power to the systems. The amount and type
of secondary power extracted from the engine influences the engine cycle and efficiency. In
addition, the design of the engine (e.g. number of compression stages, number of shafts, stall
limit etc.) influences the obtainable characteristics for the secondary power off-take (pressure,
temperature to supply the pneumatic power system; shaft speed to drive a generator or a
hydraulic pump). Therefore, the engine is the key element between the coupling of system
architecture and the overall aircraft and is considered as part of the aircraft power system
architecture in this thesis.
2.1.3 Conventional Aircraft Power System Architectures
In a conventional power systems architecture (compare Fig. 2.3), common in most of the large
civil aircraft (e.g. all Airbus aircraft until the A380, Boeing until the B787), three types of
energy are used to power the aircraft systems: hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical. The engines
supply the following types of secondary power to the aircraft systems: pneumatic power in
form of bleed-air from the engine compressor and fan air from the engine fan; mechanical power
through an engine-mounted gear box (Accessory Gear Box - AGB) which is then transformed
into electrical power and hydraulic power with a generators and pumps, respectively. In case of
total secondary power loss (e.g. both engine out), a so-called Ram Air Turbine (RAT) provides
emergency power to essential systems (flight controls, cockpit etc.). Pneumatic, hydraulic and
electrical power is distributed within the aircraft through redundant circuits to supply the
dedicated end-consumer systems like the primary and secondary flight control system, the
landing gear system, the air conditioning system (environmental control system), wing ice
protection system, cabin systems, etc. Generally, an Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) ensures
the ground supply independent from airport facilities. In a conventional architecture, these
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systems consume electrical hydraulic and pneumatic power. As an example, the percentages
of this power demand in depicted for an Airbus A330 in the following Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Secondary power demand of an Airbus A330 per flight-phase [41]
Hereby, the major amount of power consumption is due to the pneumatic systems (ECS,
WIPS, NAI). These pneumatic systems extract around 70-80% of the secondary power from
the engines, the highest demand occurs during the climb, cruise and descent phases. Neglecting
WIPS operation during these phases does not change significantly the overall picture.
Not all the above-cited systems require high power during the whole flight mission of an
aircraft, but they contribute considerably to the sizing of the power architecture. Systems
with comparatively low but constant power demand such as avionics systems, sensor and
monitoring systems are not explicitly regarded in this thesis; a dedicated power budget will
be added (details are given in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.4). The Fig. 2.3 gives an overview on
the major power systems from a traditional viewpoint.
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Figure 2.3: Conventional aircraft power system architecture (e.g. Airbus A320/A330)
This traditional viewpoint focuses on the linear flow of secondary power from the engines, as
the major secondary power source, to the consumer systems via the power distribution3.
3In this thesis, the terms energy or power generation, consumption, source and sink are used from the
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2.1.4 Towards New Aircraft Power System Architectures
Motivated by technological development, new aircraft functionalities and a shift in the safety
and reliability requirements of customers and authorities, this aircraft system architecture is
undergoing a significant change. As an example, a fuel tank inerting system is required for all
new aircraft in order to reduce the fuel tank flammability risks. Initiatives to conceive More
Electric Aircraft arose to comply with the increased need for optimization. More Electric sys-
tems are promising regarding the improvement of performance, reliability and maintainability
[23]. The first example for a more electric large civil aircraft is the Airbus A380, where only
two independent hydraulic power circuits are installed and the back-up actuators are pow-
ered electrically. Generally, the aim of MEA is to replace the hydraulically and pneumatically
supplied systems by electrically supplied systems. An example for a MEA system architecture
(addressed in the frame of the POA project) is shown in Fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Example of a more electric architecture, POA-Project [50]
A specific interest in this context is to delete the engine pneumatic power off-takes (bleed
air) and to develop so-called bleed-less architecture concepts. The required bleed-air, which is
extracted from the engine compressor in conventional architectures, is provided by electrically
supplied compressors that compress outside air to the desired pressure level. In this way, only
mechanical power is taken from the engine shaft. The rationale behind this initiative is the
higher impact on specific fuel consumption of pneumatic power off-takes on the engine level
in comparison with mechanical power off-take (compare [20]). Mechanical power off-take only
extracts the required power. Whereas, for pneumatic power off-take the systems have to
comply with the pressure provided by the engines. The bleed-ports (compressor stages from
which the pneumatic power is extracted) are fixed for the sizing conditions; for the major
part of the flight mission power is wasted as the pressure supplied by the engine is higher
than the required pressure by the consumer systems. This aspect is shown in Section 4.4.3
viewpoint of the power architecture. It is self-evident, that energy generation or consumption is always a
transformation into another form of energy, following the laws of thermodynamics.
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on the PPS model. In a bleed-less architecture the functions "provide thrust" and "provide
secondary power" are decoupled, enabling potentially better optimization. The first aircraft
to implement a bleed-less architecture is the Boeing B787 [60].
Today, electrical systems are heavier than conventional hydraulic or pneumatic systems, but
will become smaller and lighter as electrical technologies continue to evolve. Additionally,
because electrical technologies are not exclusive to the aerospace sector, it can be assumed
that the weight and cost advances will be accelerated through trans-industry applications and
competition. For the shift towards more electrical architectures, two major aspects have to be
emphasized:
• Electric Power Systems provide "power on demand".
• More electric power systems require a transverse (multi-system, multi-domain) ap-
proach.
Electric "power on demand". The main advantage of more electrical architecture is the
improved possibility to apply energy management as electric generators are controlled to
match exactly the demand of the consumers, reducing thereby losses. In contrast, pneumatic
systems are powered by bleed-air at the operating pressure of the engine, irrespective of the
needs of the systems. Additional advantages of electrical systems are the opportunity for a
easier power management through shared sources. Additionally, the potential of improvements
in the power density (power to mass ratio) of electrical system is seen as high [22].
Necessity of a transverse approach. The higher efficiency of bleed-less or more electric
architectures at aircraft level is not proven. In order to compare in a consistent way on air-
craft level, a complex re-sizing task of all impacted system and parts of the aircraft has to
be considered. Studies of different architectures often show little difference e.g. for fuel burn
(integrated mass and drag impact). In comparison with a conventional architecture the gain
in fuel burn can be considered around ±0, 6% [3]. Future APSA as e.g. more electric archi-
tectures open various subjects requiring a multi-ATA approach if the identical efficiency with
today’s configurations wants to be reached. Examples for the need of an integrated approach
are thermal aspects: the demand for local cooling increases when using electrically powered
systems. If the decomposition of ATA chapter is maintained, each system will conceive its own
dedicated cooling system. Additionally, the location-oriented view is needed: the consideration
of topology of required cooling or heating may be an opportunity for the development of a
global thermal management.
2.2 Preliminary Design Process of Aircraft Power System Ar-
chitectures
The methodology developed in this thesis targets the preliminary design process of APSA.
Therefore, a clear understanding of this process and the currently used methods and tool
for APSA analysis and trade-off is necessary. Thus, this chapter gives a short description of
the today’s preliminary design process of aircraft power systems and the state of the art of
the used methods and tools to support this work. Additionally, specific design constraints,
applicable to commercial aircraft development are outlined.
The design process of an aircraft, and thus of its sub-systems, is organized through different
development phases beginning from the concept up to the wear out or retirement of the
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system. For each development phase, different methods and tools are used and necessary (see
Fig. 2.5). Generally, the concept phase is characterized by low cost of modifications (everything
is under investigation) and a high flexibility in design space. In this thesis, the focus lays on the
preliminary design phase of an aircraft, described in more detail in Fig. 2.6. The preliminary
design phase extends from the end of the feasibility phase to the beginning of the definition
phase (compare Fig. 2.5). The characteristics of the preliminary design phase are:
• A market analysis had lead to a preliminary list of top-level product requirements (pas-
senger numbers, mission range, costs),
• One or different aircraft configurations to meet these requirements (preliminary geome-
try, engine arrangements, aerodynamics) are already selected for further investigation,
• Boundary conditions for the new development are clarified or clear in the perspective
of the development.
These investigations lead to one or more initial aircraft concepts; dedicated engine-concepts
fitting these requirements can be pre-selected. The transition from concept is marked by a
so-called initial baseline design including airframe, systems and propulsion system. During the
preliminary design phase, parametric studies are made with regards to the defined baseline(s).
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Figure 2.5: Development process of an aircraft: state of the art in modeling and simulation
in the systems domain
However, historically, the aircraft systems did not play an important role in this aircraft pre-
liminary design phases ([54], [68]). For this reason, the existing Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) tools used in this phase of development, only considered the aircraft systems mainly
with respect to their weight [58] and power off-takes. As weight is one of the major impacting
factor of the systems architecture, mentioned before, weight estimation methods for early de-
sign have been recently developed [34] as well as methods for analyzing the impact of power
off-takes on the engine fuel consumption [21]. However, for the actual preliminary-design of
the system, multi-system methods are only at the beginning of development [32].
Therefore, during this stage of the development phase, different concepts, including the power
system architecture are regarded. Analyzing the state of the art in system simulation, Fig. 2.5
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shows, that simulation starts often only to be used when a specific system architecture concept
is already defined. Additionally, simulation is mainly used at mono-ATA level. Characterizing
is the diversity of used tools and the rare re-use of models. When the aircraft and system
concept is clearly defined, simulation takes an increasing importance for the validation and
optimization of systems and the system performance. However, the design of power system
architectures is driven by top-level aircraft requirements (as e.g. passenger numbers, geometry,
mission envelope, weight) that are already available in early design and allow a first estimation
of the power requirements, mass and drag contribution on a system.
Cost reduction through the achieving of right first time designs, faster and cheaper analysis
of more different configurations clearly drive for the development of early design phases M&S
[5]. As well, improvements in M&S will bring benefit throughout the whole life-cycle (virtual
testing, more specific testing or critical equipments etc.) of the aircraft. Here, the focus lays
on the development of multi-ATA, multi-systems simulation for early design, the domain that
is the less developed.
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Figure 2.6: Aircraft conceptual and preliminary design [68]
The analysis of the current situation performed within this thesis leads to the schematic picture
of the information exchange during the todays state of the art design process as depicted in
Fig. 2.7-(a). Fig. 2.7-(a) highlights the current separation into ATA chapters: each system
department uses its own methods and tools in order to design and optimize their system(s).
In the same way, each system domain considers their set of design assumptions and specific
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design points, which are often derived from experience of earlier products. Therefore, the
exchange between the system departments of the necessary interface data is not automated.
A lack of transparency can characterize this exchange, resulting in a selective transmission
of data and the according assumptions or even the addition of design margins. The overall
aircraft level evaluation process is often decoupled from the systems preliminary sizing process,
which complicates the quick aircraft-level evaluation of the APSA.
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Manual transfer
of information
Information in form
of documents
Manual selective
process
Assumptions,
Design points
Aircraft level
evaluation process
Assumptions,
Design points
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system d
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Design points
Sizing
system b
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system b
Sizing
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Figure 2.7: Schematic overview on the information exchange within the systems prelimi-
nary design process
Today, the common approach to overcome this gap is the building of so-called Integrated
Product Teams (ITP). These are teams of experts brought together to discuss multi-system
or multi-domain questions. As the described problematic becomes more and more complex,
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initiatives have been started to provide dedicated process and tool-sets to support the work
of architects and IPTs ([32], [45]).
In order to achieve an optimum design with regards to minimization of design margins, consis-
tency of common assumptions and a transparent basis for comparison of different designs, the
process depicted in Fig. 2.7-(b) is proposed. In this proposed approach, common assumptions
and shared information shall be accessed via a common structure. As well, the aircraft level
evaluation is centralized. The common access of this data avoids a summation of design mar-
gins. Such a process works best with a model based engineering approach from the beginning
of the development phase on, but could then bring benefit, by use of the automated interfaces
for example, for the whole cycle of development.
As this approach represents a significant change in the way of working for the design engineers,
a big effort has to be made to convince people that early design simulation will bring benefits.
The consistency between local system simulation and global aircraft level optimization has to
be bridged.
2.2.1 Design Drivers and Constraints
The specific design constraints of large civil aircraft are above all the complexity of functional
requirements. Additionally, a large number of constantly evolving and penalizing certification
requirements have to be considered. Specific requirements are given by safety and reliability.
Here, the number of components and different strategies for redundancy impact the sizing of
APSA, qualitatively and quantitatively.
Regarding M&S, the long development cycles (e.g. in comparison with the automotive in-
dustry) do not facilitate rapid changes in methods and tools and the support of reusable
methods.
Organizational constraints, based on historical fusions of different enterprises sometimes from
different countries and the concentration of the market, add additional complexity to the de-
sign process. Manufacturers of smaller aircraft, with a more integrated organizational structure
seem to achieve better the introduction of integrated design methods and to develop the dedi-
cated tools. As an example can be cited the so-called "Energy Management Model" developed
by Dassault Aviation which has been used for the pre-development of military projects
[55].
Family Concept and Customization. The aircraft design and especially the system de-
sign is made to answer a broad field of requirements that may change dramatically from
one airline to another, but have always to be certified by the international authorities. The
customer requirements mainly target maximum flexibility, which limits the design space for
optimization. Safety aspects mostly drive the certification requirements. The family concept,
describing a number of aircraft with the same systems, but with different fuselage lengths
hosting thus a different number of passengers, offers the aircraft manufacturer the possibility
to cover different customer requirements with one product family. The objective is the certi-
fication of the complete family, thus, the system design must fit to the different aircraft sizes.
This means, that the same systems installed on aircraft with different fuselage dimensions
and thus passenger numbers have to meet the certification requirements.
The design of aircraft within a family concept tries to compensate between flexibility and
design costs, with the inconvenience of not optimum design for each aircraft family member.
Especially smaller aircraft family members tend to have over-sized systems. For example, the
maximum passenger number (high-density cabin layout) defines the ECS design point. Thus
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airlines operating their aircraft with a lower passenger number than the maximum (e.g. a 3-
class cabin layout) with reduced need for cabin cooling and ventilation, can reduce the actual
required power via e.g. an air flow management function, but they have to fly with an ECS
that has the weight for supplying the sizing case. Another example is the cabin customization:
according to the cabin electrical equipment such as in-flight entertainment, lighting and gal-
leys, the power required by the electric power system (and thus the required generator size)
varies significantly from one airline to another. Secondary effects as consequently different
heat loads that have to be evacuated by the ECS are to be considered as well.
If it is targeted to establish a balanced optimum design in terms of energy efficiency and
broad commercial flexibility, then not only the power to be installed has to be optimized, but
also the performance of the aircraft systems for statistical missions has to be investigated and
possible restrictions in the customization has to be regarded, too. This balancing is one of
the key aspects enabled by the proposed methodology that is developed in Chapter 3 of this
thesis.
2.3 State of the Art in Evaluation and Optimization of Aircraft
Power Systems
Decision Making is the key driver for developing evaluation methodologies for the preliminary
design phase. Today, often so called trade-factors are used to allow an overall aircraft assess-
ment despite of the separated consideration of systems within the APSA. Depending on the
final overall aircraft measure (e.g. DOC) these trade-factors quantify e.g. the impact of mass
on DOC or Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC4) on DOC or DMC on DOC. These trade-factors
are aircraft, mission and engine specific. The advantage is that they allow very quickly the
quantification and the balance between different factors influencing the business target value.
However, as they offer small physical insight, they might not prevent inconsistencies within
the APSA or other parts of the aircraft. Staying in an ATA-separated preliminary design pro-
cess, those trade-factors would be elaborated system by system, taking neither into account
the propagation or changes to other systems nor assuring the consistency on the hypothesis
lying beneath the trade-factors. Thus, trade-factors have only limited potential to propagate
transparency. So, they do not help to elaborate optimization potential for the architecture of
systems.
In contrast to the very quick method of using trade-factors is the manual architecting method,
usually applied in the today’s preliminary design process (refer to the previous Section 2.2).
Data is generated from design assumptions, which is then evaluated on aircraft level. With this
not automated method, optimization of architectures is achieved through iterations, which is
very time consuming and allows only the investigation of few architectures.
Efforts have been made in academia to quantify and analyze the impact of aircraft systems
on the aircraft performance [21]. The impact of pneumatic and mechanical power off-takes on
the engine process, as well as additional mass and drag contributions of aircraft systems have
been analyzed in [20]. In [34], functions have been developed to calculate the mass and the
installed power of aircraft systems. These functions are established in a way, that allows the
comparison of different aircraft architectures or different aircraft with the same architecture.
The functions are based on physical equations and represents 80 % of the systems mass,
but are only applicable to conventional architectures. These functions are then adapted by
4SFC: fuel consumption with respect to thrust [ kg
s·N
]
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correction factors derived from verification based on existing aircraft. Besides the estimation
of the separated subsystems mass, the couplings between the systems are regarded as well,
but the aspect of parasitic interactions and global changes due to step changes in the overall
system architecture is not covered. Another more integrated approach is proposed in [59]. In
this work, an overall aircraft efficiency model is established concluding on the starting mass
as the final criterion for systems efficiency.
The work performed in the frame of the POA project deals with the optimization of aircraft
system architectures with regards to power consumption minimization of the different sub-
systems. It focuses in detail on systems, subsystems and equipment (including test-benches
etc.). Therefore, the design space is limited to beforehand selected architectures. Optimization
potential of synergy effects are not explored but interesting results concerning optimization
potential had been gained. In the same context, a simulation framework called Virtual Iron
Bird had been developed which sets the system architectures in a global context. In [6], mod-
eling libraries for aircraft power systems analysis are described using an inverse modeling
approach which allows calculating the power requirements from the functional system re-
quirements. As well power analysis and uncertainties are investigated. Hierarchical modeling
library is implemented in the object oriented language Dymola/Modelica r© [1], [67]. Fil-
tered Power, peak and average power criteria are treated. However, as the approach is based
on a set of pre-defined architectures, the required flexibility for architecting activities cannot
be achieved.
Aircraft system design optimization and the development of dedicated modeling methods
are subject of research in [35], [36]5. In the cited articles, the focus is on hydro-mechanical
systems as flight controls, hydraulic and electro-mechanical power transmission systems. Mod-
eling techniques as scaling laws or allotment models (refer to Section 4.2.1) are presented to
enable the propagation of parameter changes onto interfacing components (motors, shafts,
transmission lines etc.). As well, a modeling formalism is proposed enabling the implementa-
tion in object-oriented languages.
On system level, efforts have been made to develop CAE tools for specific systems. In [57] an
early approach to develop a CAE tool for parametric aircraft system analysis in preliminary
design, focused on the Primary Flight Controls and the Hydraulic System. In [11] a mathe-
matical approach for the optimization of the design of electric power distribution systems is
formulated. Often, these mono-system methods are very precise already in early design phase.
They require therefore very detailed knowledge on the system (expert knowledge) and are
thus less suitable for an architecting activity, where only the key parameters and influences
have to be clearly outlined and visible. Additionally, the studied literature usually focuses
on a specific technology for a given system or architecture. Generic approaches, enabling
the comparison or analysis on a more global level have not been found. Only in the field
of thermodynamic systems, methodologies proposed for global energy optimization become
more and more common. Especially approaches based on the entropy minimization or exergy
analysis [8] are promising for optimizing systems or subsystems like e.g. the environmental
control system on aircraft level [49]. However, these methods require again a high number of
parameters and technology information (e.g. heat exchanger exchange-surface characteristics)
and are thus more suitable for advanced design phases. On the other hand, they are difficult
to apply to other than thermodynamic systems, like e.g. Commercial Cabin Systems, where
e.g. statistical modeling or evaluation methodologies are more suitable.
5A number of further publications are available on this subject from the same authors. Here, the two articles
are cited representatively
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In [69], a framework for aircraft power systems optimization is developed. The use of Genetic
Algorithms for numerical optimization for the example of a power system network is inves-
tigated. The paper focuses mainly on the optimization framework and not on the required
modeling approaches for the power systems. Despite of interesting results, the establishing of a
numerical optimization for such a complex system is neither seen as the main axis of improve-
ment nor expressed by architects as a primordial need. The work performed in this thesis will
allow optimization through analysis and transparency. Another reason for not investigating
numerical multidisciplinary optimization methods is the limited scope of the objective space.
Section 3.1.1 shows, that the multi-objective problem can be reduced to a single objective
problem, when regarding the APSA at aircraft level. The potential for improvements and re-
search is seen on developing modeling methodologies that allow the analysis of APSA, which
will lead to optimization (computer assisted but not necessarily numerical). However, a para-
metric modeling and simulation based approach allows applying later numerical optimization.
In the last years, significant effort has been made to include probabilistic approach and sta-
tistical methods within the preliminary design process (e.g. [29], [53]). As the preliminary
design process of APSA is characterized by a high level of uncertainty, the benefit of the
implementation of those methods within a simulation framework is addressed. Uncertainty
occurs in requirements, in technological development potential and thus system characteristics
as well as in the range of possible parameter choices for system and aircraft parameters. All
these aspects are of high interest regarding robust decision making in the early design phase.
Therefore, the advantage of the today’s highly developed information technologies shall be
taken.
2.4 Optimization Potential for Aircraft Power System Archi-
tectures
The present research work is motivated by the elaboration of aircraft power optimized archi-
tectures. Beside the already discussed topics, like the need for a multi-ATA and functional
approach as well as decrease of design margins, this chapter illustrates the optimization po-
tential of APSA on two examples.
The first example deals with analysis of the secondary power efficiency. The power efficiency
is here defined as the ratio between the required power Preq and the power actually extracted
from the engines Poff−take. Fig. 2.8 presents an example for the different efficiencies of the
conventional hydraulic, pneumatic and electric power systems of an Airbus A330 [41]. The
example shows the ratio between the required (specified) and extracted power for the three
different types of secondary power systems. It has to be noted that the required power is
not necessarily the actually consumed power but the power specified in system description
documents, which represents often the maximum sizing requirements.
According to Fig. 2.8 the electric power extraction is the most efficient - around 90% of te
available power is used. In contrary, the pneumatic power extraction is constantly low between
50% and 70% due to efficiency of the technical solution and power losses in pre-conditioning
the air taken from the engine. The hydraulic power efficiency is the highest, for the specific
sizing condition during landing in the here presented example. For the major part of the flight
mission, the available power is not required and thus not used.
A closer look on the significance of the required power reveals the gap between specification
and actual used power. As an example for not optimum design of an aircraft system, Fig. 2.9
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shows the difference between the electric load specified for the design of one engine generator,
for maximum and normal operation conditions and the load measured during a representative
flight-test on this generator. The maximum specified load is about 70% of the actual available
power of the generator, whereas the actual load consumed during the flight-test is below 35%.
Another example of this type can be found e.g. in [47], for the case of a flight control actuator,
where only 13% of the specified design area is used, even for turbulent flight cases. However,
these considerations have to be addressed with care, as failure cases are mostly the sizing
cases.
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Figure 2.8: Example Airbus A330: ratio of required and extracted power from the engine
for the different energy types [41]
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Figure 2.9: Electric load analysis vs. flight-test data for one electric engine generator
These examples illustrate that even in the presence of specific design constraint (compare
2.2.1) optimization potential can be identified. Beside the elimination of design margins, it is
proposed to consider the power consumption characteristics not with averaged budgets per
flight but with regards to the time axis of the flight mission.
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The subjects of interest for APSA optimization can be summarized as the following:
• Power Generation: Optimization of installed power and minimization of consumption.
• Power Transformation: Minimization of steps between generation and consumption.
• Power Distribution: Consideration to the topology of architectures (e.g. location of com-
ponents, lengths of distributions lines).
• Power Losses: Consideration to synergy effects, such as waste (heat load) that may be
an opportunity (heating).
• Power Consumption: Global reduction through new technologies, peaks reduction
through better power management (source sharing).
Additionally, optimization potential is seen in higher integration of architectures (e.g. com-
mon thermal management rather than local solutions), simplified architectures, a better un-
derstanding of interdisciplinary functions and requirements as well as in the transparency of
the sizing process.
2.5 The Need for a New Methodology
The analysis of the state of the art shows that no methodology is available to address the
today’s challenges of aircraft power system architecting where new and highly integrated
architectures are investigated. A new methodology filling the gap between the quick trade-
factors approach and the cumbersome not-automated process is required. The methodology
has to cover the complete APSA with the "right level of detail". Additionally, aspects such as
the time-dependency of power consumption in order to enable time-based power management,
are to be included in order to allow the exploration of the above-mentioned optimization
potential of APSA.
To achieve this "right level of detail" of the modeling approach at architecture level, a func-
tional modeling philosophy building up the preliminary sizing process of the complete archi-
tecture while highlighting the key design parameters of considered system, is seen as the most
promising. However, regarding the aircraft level, where the impact of architecture changes
are only in very small limits, a right approach to assess the uncertainty of the simulation is
necessary.
In order to achieve these objectives, a model-based methodology is proposed in the next
Chapter 3, while the implementation of dedicated modeling techniques is developed in Chapter
4.
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Chapter 3
A Model-Based Methodology
This chapter presents the developed methodology and describes the enabling concepts for
modeling. In order to formulate this methodology, a multidisciplinary analysis (MDA) is
applied. An MDA is adapted when the development of optimization and integrated design
strategies for coupled systems, thus architectures, is to be achieved [33]. First, the parame-
ters, constraints and objective goals for each single domain are defined. Second, the couplings
between the systems and common parameters are elaborated. Finally, the global process for
analysis and design is set up, ending with the implementation into a simulation environment.
In practice, the methodology is developed based on the formalization and the synthesis of
information available for the separated systems. This information is gained in a first step
from the analysis of different aircraft documentation, in a second step consolidated and en-
riched through interviews with system designers and architects and finally refined through
observations made during the participation in traditional trade-off studies.
In contrary to the approach chosen during the establishing of the methodology, here, the
results are presented using the following top-down approach:
1. Analysis of the local-global interactions: the impact of the power system architecture
(local) on the aircraft performance and energy balance (global) is addressed.
2. Analysis of the local-local level: the system interactions are investigated with regards to
the propagation of changes between systems.
3. Detailed analysis of the local level: defining the degrees of freedom and design space for
each system or subsystem which causes changes to be addressed on the global level.
The functional analysis of the systems is presented in Section 3.3, after the main principles
of the methodology are outlined. Section 3.4 synthesizes the specific modeling requirements
leading to the implementation of the presented concepts into a software tool.
3.1 Analysis of Energy Flow at Aircraft level
The proposed methodology shall enable the analysis of aircraft power system on the global
aircraft level. Therefore the impact of all parameters of the power system architecture on the
overall aircraft performance is regarded. In a first step, this section gives a brief overview on the
main parameters of aircraft systems impacting the aircraft performance. These factors are then
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detailed in the dedicated system chapters. In a second step, the energy flow between systems,
between systems and the aircraft and between systems and the environment is analyzed. The
synthesis of this section is the outline of the proposed methodology.
3.1.1 Aircraft - Systems Interdependencies
Two concepts are considered in order to analyze the impact of the APSA on aircraft level:
1. the aircraft force equilibrium and
2. the aircraft energy balance,
both depicted in Fig. 3.1. The combination of these two principles allows the formalization
of the aircraft energy optimization problem as a single objective problem regarding the fuel
consumption. Even if no numerical optimization is envisaged here, this approach is adapted
if a consistent comparison of different architectures is to be achieved.
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(a) Aircraft force balance
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(tosupply power systems)
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thrust
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(heat dissipation)
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(solar heat, ram air)
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Figure 3.1: Force equilibrium and energy balance at aircraft level
The aircraft force equilibrium. The force equilibrium of the aircraft (Fig. 3.1-(a)) relates
lift and mass, thrust and drag, as described by the following equation, known as the master
equation [43]:
TSL
WTO
=
β
α
{
q · S
β ·WTO
[
K1
(
n · β ·WTO
q · S
)2
+ K2
(
n · β ·WTO
q · S
)
+ cD0 + cDR
]
+
Ps
V
}
.
(3.1)
With:
TSL [N ] thrust at static sea
level
K1, K2 [-] coefficients in lift drag polar
equation
WTO [kg] take-off weight n [-] load factor
β [-] weight fraction cD0 [-] coefficient of drag at zero lift
α [-] thrust lapse cDR [-] coefficient of additional drag
q [N/m2] dynamic pressure Ps [W/kg] weight specific excess power
S [m2] wing planform area V [m/s] velocity
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The Eq. 3.1, detailed in [43], describes the force equilibrium and the required thrust TSL
for each state of the flight trajectory of an aircraft. Hereby, the aircraft systems contribute
directly to the following terms: take-off weight WTO, weight specific excess power Ps, and the
coefficients cD0 (drag at zero lift) and cDR (additional drag). More generally, aircraft systems
influence the following aircraft characteristics:
• Aircraft Mass:
Systems impact the aircraft mass directly through their mass contribution msys (impact
on OWE), and indirectly through the necessary fuel to be carried mfuel,sys (impact on
TOW) to provide the necessary potential energy to power the systems. Hereby, not only
the direct system weight (e.g. equipment, components, ducting) has to be considered
but also the impact on the structural weight. This impact is either directly though
necessary fittings etc. to attach the equipment to the structure, or indirectly through
thermal requirements of the systems ambiance that impact the structural design. The
latter is not directly considered in the modeling. Section 5.3 gives an example of a first
step into the direction of addressing this aspect of increasing importance, especially for
more electric system architectures in a composite structure.
• Aircraft Drag:
Aircraft systems contribute in two ways to the aircraft drag. First, the system instal-
lation shapes the aircraft (e.g. belly fairing to host the ECS, flap fairings to host the
flap-tack and the flap kinematics), which contributes to the reference drag. Second, the
required so-called ram air impacts the aircraft performance through drag generation in
ram air inlets. Ram air is required for cooling or fresh air supply of various systems. The
drag is generally specified in so-called drag counts. Following the flow balance, all air
taken into the aircraft is ejected to the ambient via air outlets, which creates additional
drag or may lead to thrust recovery. The contribution of ram air inlets and outlets to
the aircraft drag depends significantly on the local flow characteristics. The shape of the
air inlet and outlet as well as the position of the air intakes on the aircraft, impact the
amount of drag produced. Therefore, generic preliminary design models are difficult to
establish. An attempt for a simplified modeling approach is described in Section 4.5.2.
• Aircraft Thrust:
The secondary power off-take (bleed-air, fan-air or mechanical power) from the engine
impacts the engine cycle and thus contributes to the required thrust of the aircraft.
The systems’ mass and drag impact the required equilibrium thrust in cruise1. Thrust
recovery may be achieved by air outlets that provide air characteristics on a higher
energy level (in particular higher pressure) than the ambient air.
The aircraft energy balance. Regarding the aircraft energy balance (Fig. 3.1-(b)), fuel and
outside air (heat sink and fresh air source) are the energy sources for conventional aircraft and
aircraft systems. For conventional aircraft, solar energy builds a disturbing heat load for the
cabin (convection through the aircraft skin, radiation through the windows) and influences
therefore the need for cabin cooling, especially on ground. For future aircraft, solar energy
may become an energy source, refer to [46].
Thrust is produced and secondary power generated from the fossil energy provided in form
of fuel. Conventional engines provide pneumatic power off-take at different compressor stages
and a possibility to extract mechanical power on different compressor shafts via a gearbox.
1Generally, the equilibrium thrust is only calculated in cruise conditions. For other flight phases (take-off,
climb, descent etc., a so-called fixed rating defines the engine thrust level.
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The major part of the power losses is rejected in form of heat into the environment. The
remaining part heats the systems’ surrounding structure. Parts of the exhaust may lead to
thrust recovery or to induced drag.
The required fuel mass for flying a specific mission depends on the aircraft thrust and thus
on the mass and drag. For this reason considering the coupling between fuel consumption and
aircraft mass is essential for performing a consistent comparison between different aircraft
architectures. The so-called snowball effect of the fuel consumption due to additional fuel
mass to be carried is to be taken into account. The quantification of the aircraft energy can
be made via the time depending fuel flow or via the so-called block fuel, which is defined in
Eq. 3.2, as the fuel mass consumed for a specific mission.
mblockfuel =
∫ tmission,end
t=0
m˙fuel dt (3.2)
With:
mblockfuel [kg] block fuel
m˙fuel [kg/s] fuel flow rate
t [s] time
tmission,end [s] time at end of mission
Summarizing, the principle depicted in Fig. 3.2 is proposed to analyze the impact of the
system architecture at aircraft level. Thereby, the engine plays a key role for the coupling
between the systems’ architecture and the aircraft level, justifying the inclusion of the engine
in power systems architecture analysis. The Fig. 3.2 insists in the aircraft - system interaction.
More detailed couplings, such as the dependency of the required power (e.g. bleed air flow)
of the systems on the available power characteristics of the engine (e.g. the temperature and
the pressure of the bleed air flow) influenced by the thrust is deepened in the next Sections.
Aircraftpower system architecture
Aircraft performance
calculation
Mass systems
Drag systems
Power demand systems Fuel consummtion
Fuel consumption other systems
(e.g. APU)
Required thrust Mission characteristics
Systems }
Engines
Power off-take characteristics
Figure 3.2: Couplings between the ASAP and the aircraft performance
The presented view on the impact of aircraft systems on the aircraft level is well known.
However, the separation of the aircraft level analysis and the systems preliminary design makes
it difficult to keep this view on system level. This is above all linked to the multidisciplinary
character of this problem and to the absence of dedicated tools. Hereby, the specific difficulties
are the following:
• Difficulty to predict the impact of e.g. drag very early in aircraft design (aerodynamics).
• Difficulty to capture all majors propagated changes on interacting systems of the power
architectures.
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One of the major objectives of this thesis is to improve the second point. Therefore, the next
section focuses on the system-system interactions.
3.1.2 System - System Interdependencies
As systems are commonly regarded separately by ATA chapters, the collection of all data is
made by interviews with specialists and the use of standard aircraft descriptions like System
Description Notes (SDN) [66] or [64] for different aircraft. The energy interfaces of each system
are collected. The analysis of these interfaces reveals that a hierarchical presentation as e.g.
in Fig. 2.3 is not adapted, when a complete picture of the aircraft level energy flow is to be
established. The presentation depicted in Fig. 3.3 is proposed instead. Fig. 3.3 summarizes the
main energy flows for a conventional architecture. For legibility this overview neglects minor
energy flows, as e.g. pneumatic power supplied to pressurize hydraulic tanks or electric power
supply for sensors and controllers. However, the presented overview shows the complexity to
be dealt with when conceiving the aircraft energy network.
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Figure 3.3: Energy flow overview for a conventional power systems architecture
In order to establish the energy flow map in Fig. 3.3, the following classification of the systems
within the APSA is made, anticipating the functional analysis presented in Section 3.3. The
terms power generation and power consumption are defined with regards to the considered
aircraft boundary.
• Power Generation Systems (PGS): Beside the Engines, the APU and a RAT generate
secondary power for ground operations and emergency cases, respectively. Fuel Cells are
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candidates for future solutions. Batteries are seen as part of the electric power system
considering that they provide secondary power by transforming a consumable energy
source [46]. They are considered as a buffering part in the electrical distribution system.
• Power Transformation and Distribution Systems (PTDS): These systems trans-
form and distribute the secondary power provided by the Power Generating Systems
to the consumer system. The Electric Power System and the Hydraulic Power System
transform conventionally the mechanical power of the engine into electrical and hydraulic
power. Pneumatic power is distributed to the dedicated systems after temperature and
pressure control.
• Power Consuming Systems (PCS): These systems fulfill the different functions of
the aircraft by using one of the supplied types of power. The main systems are the
Primary Flight Control System, the High-Lift System, the Wing Ice Protection System,
the Environmental Control System, the Fuel System, the Fuel Tank Inerting System,
the Commercial Cabin Systems and the Landing Gear Systems.
In this way, the systems constituting the APSA are classified with regards to their main
function. However, in different phases of the operation of a system, the function may be
another than the main function. For the example of the Fuel System, classified as a Power
Consuming System, provides the engines with the required fuel for the generation of thrust and
secondary power. Secondary power is then distributed in form of mechanical and pneumatic
energy to the dedicated systems, which then distributes pneumatic, hydraulic and electric
energy to the consumer systems (compare the conventional view in Fig. 2.3). For engine
starting, first energy is provided via batteries (part of the electric power system as explained
before) to the APU, which then provides pneumatic energy to start one engine after another.
In failure cases or on ground, power is transferred between the distribution systems. Different
technologies are available to transfer power between different power distribution systems. The
most common principles are the following:
• Between two hydraulic circuits: e.g. Power Transfer Unit (PTU)2;
• Electrical into hydraulic power: e.g. Electric Motor Pump (EMP);
• Hydraulic into electrical power: e.g. Constant Speed Motor Generator (CSMG);
• Pneumatic into hydraulic power: e.g. Air Driven Pump (ADP).
In case of complete loss of secondary power (engines and APU) an emergency power generating
system (e.g. a ram air turbine) provides power to either the electric power system or the
hydraulic power system.
Beside the three groups of power systems, the environment to this systems has to be consid-
ered. Hereby, the environment includes the ambiance (e.g. as source for cooling in terms of
ram-air) as well as the surrounding structure of the systems. Considering the systems’ envi-
ronment enables the integration of thermal flow beside the conventional energy flows (electric,
hydraulic, pneumatic). Each system produces heat due to its own power losses. This heat
• increases the temperature of the component itself, which may require active cooling;
2See A320 family, Appendix A.6.
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• increases the temperature of the surrounding structure, ambient air or fluid (i.e. fuel),
which may influence the required material thickness as well as active cooling solutions;
• may increase the temperature of an adjacent system.
Heat rejection and parasitic heat flow impact the design of systems. It becomes crucial to
consider these aspects for more electric system architectures. The major heat-flow between
systems is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The heat rejection of the commercial cabin systems contributes
directly to the sizing of the ECS. Another example is the case of the hydraulic pumps near
the fuel tanks, where eventually heat shields needs to be installed (impact on weight), or
the cooling of the hydraulic fluid reservoirs with fuel. The latter is especially important with
regards to the new security requirements for heat loads in fuel tanks and the sizing of the
FTIS [26]. A functional simulation, as it is targeted here, is not adapted to address all of
theses phenomena. However, capturing all heat flows (that are outcome of the energy balance
of the systems) allows to couple the system simulation in a multidisciplinary context e.g. to
a structural thermal model (refer to Section 5.3).
In order to cope with heat loads from power electronics for more electric systems, a so-called
Cooling System Module is foreseen in Fig. 3.3 (depicted with dashed-lines). Furthermore, the
picture of the energy flow becomes still more complex if more electric systems (electrical power
supplied to all power consuming systems) or new solution such as highly integrated Fuel Cell
Systems are regarded (depicted with dashed-lines). For legibility, the additional energy flow
interfaces of the Cooling System and the Fuel Cell are not depicted but have to be added to
integrate these systems. Further coupling occurs as for example the fuel cell exhaust (nitrogen
enriched air (NEA)) may be used for fuel tank inerting.
Beside the complexity based on the various energy flow types, the following dimensions of the
energy flow are identified as essential to be addressed regarding the objectives of this thesis:
1. Time dependence:
Systems are operating in different modes during the different phases of flight (e.g. dur-
ing cruise the engines deliver pneumatic power to the bleed system; for engine start
pneumatic or electric power has to be provided to the engine). The function of a system
may change depending on the flight-phase or operation mode of the aircraft. Therefore,
the power consumption of a system can be expressed as a function of time, which is
essential for the sizing of the Power Transformation and Distribution Systems and for
the establishing of power management strategies.
2. Operation mode dependence:
System power requirements are different for normal or failure conditions. Additionally,
different degradation states are defined for most of the systems leading to accordingly
lower power requirements. These changing requirements have to be taken into account
on a global level for the sizing of the Power Transformation and Distribution Systems
to avoid a summing up of maximum or sizing case conditions that extremely remote
occur together.
3. System location and topology dependence:
The complexity of the networks (electric, hydraulic, pneumatic) is driven by the topology
of the system architecture (location of power sources and consumers in the aircraft),
installation and safety constraints. The architecture topology impacts directly the length
of the required distribution means and consequently the weight of the distribution and
the occurring distribution power losses. Additionally, it is important to consider the
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location of heat sources and sinks in order to detect synergy possibilities. As aiming at
the preliminary design phase in this thesis, the topology is regarded on a macroscopic
level, knowing that the final detailed physical integration of systems and distribution
means may impact this analysis significantly.
4. Safety and reliability dependence:
Redundant systems and power distribution circuits have to be installed to comply with
safety and certification requirements. These requirements drive the system design and
have to be challenged in order to avoid over-sizing but to meet the certification re-
quirement. Additional, particular risks such as engine rotor burst analysis impacts the
topology of the system architecture regarding the possible installation area in the air-
craft.
5. System configuration or technology dependence:
In a first level, the technology influences the form of energy that is needed (e.g. electric
or pneumatic). In a second level, the chosen technology impacts as well the power
consumption characteristic (e.g. a solenoid valve requires power to stay in a discrete
state during the complete operation whereas a motor-driven valve only requires power
to switch from one state to another).
The aspects time dependence and operation mode dependence are especially important in the
light of APSA energy optimization. A dedicated concept for the systematical consideration of
these two aspects is developed in more detail in Section 3.3.1.
Beside the complexity of interdependencies between systems, it has to be noted, that the
systems themselves contain a high level of complexity in their architecture. For the example of
Primary Flight Control architectures, [7] illustrates how automated approaches are necessary
for a systematic assessment. The here considered system complexity and their dedicated design
space are outlined in the Sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.5.
3.2 Proposed Methodology
With regards to the complexity of the systems interactions, a change of the systems architec-
ture, of a single system or of the aircraft overall configuration leads to a propagation chain
difficult to master by a not integrated process. Especially, the modification of the required
energy amount or type of one system leads the propagation of changes for a number of directly
or indirectly interfacing systems. This is especially important for the sizing of systems. The
necessity of introducing the sizing process into a parametric modeling framework is emerging
form this analysis. Thus, the proposed methodology is based on the definition of two different
axes with regards to the APSA:
• Installed Power: The installed power represents the outcome of the sizing of the sys-
tems and is directly linked to the systems mass. However, the installed power, defined
by integrating all the various criteria for the sizing (redundancy, failure cases analysis,
certification constraints) is not the power that is actually consumed for normal opera-
tion.
• Consumed Power: The consumed power is the power actually consumed during spe-
cific operation conditions (also called off-design performance). The consumed power is
dependent on the size of the components, thus on the installed power. The performance
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of the dedicated components (e.g. electric generators, hydraulic pumps) depends on the
efficiency characteristics for the off-design conditions. The consumed power combined
with the actual drag contribution and the consideration of the ASPA mass allows the
computation of the fuel consumption.
An example for the quantification of the difference between the installed and consumed power
is given in Section 2.4, Fig. 2.9.
The concept of installed and consumed power enables the consistent coupling of the APSA to
the aircraft level. The proposed methodology is characterized by the formalization of the power
architectures sizing process (called Inverse Engineering Principle) and the coupling with an
aircraft level performance analysis, illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The consideration of these two
aspects, sizing and performance, is of major interest for the challenging of aircraft performance:
the power to be installed (outcome of the sizing process taking into account various security
margins and other requirements) has to be balanced against the power actually consumed
during a flight mission (assessable in the performance process).
The implementation of the sizing process, combined with parametric models, enables the
automated propagation of system changes to the dependent systems. The performance process
allows the assessment of system characteristics for different missions.
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Figure 3.4: Methodology: integrated sizing and performance process
Pre-Sizing process. The pre-sizing process starts with the consideration of aircraft top-level
requirements (mission, passenger number, geometry, etc.). These requirements define the basic
power needs for the Power Consuming Systems, which lead then, after the choice of dedicated
candidate system configurations to the definition of the required power to be distributed by
the Power Transformation and Distribution Systems and the power required from the Power
Generation Systems. This schematically formalized power architecture sizing process enables
the calculation of the power to be installed and thus the mass to be carried by the aircraft.
During this process, one configuration is chosen for each system, defining thus the type of
required power, leading to one complete power system architecture.
Performance process. After the sizing of the architecture through the above-described
Inverse Engineering Principle, the performance and thus operational power consumption and
losses are assessed. For optimization and evaluation of changes, the sizing and the performance
process are coupled. In this way, the impact on aircraft top-level changes, on power architecture
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choices or even on system parameters is calculated directly and in a consistent way. In order
to assess the changes in mass and drag on aircraft level and secondary power off-take on
the engine, the power systems module is linked to an aircraft performance calculation that
computes the required thrust for flying the defined mission, as defined in Fig. 3.2.
With regards to the aircraft level performance, the sizing process fixes the mass, which leads to
the dedicated basic fuel consumption for the defined APSA. The performance process allows
the calculation of the contribution to the actual fuel consumption due to secondary power off-
takes and drag. Therefore, the coupling of both processes with the aircraft level performance
calculation enables the trade-off between architectures or systems, that are heavier but more
efficient during normal operation and architectures or systems, that are lighter but less efficient
in operation.
Fig. 3.4 formalizes schematically a complex calculation procedure. It is outlined that the real
calculation process uses the coupling of the sizing and performance calculation for each step of
the calculation already during the sizing calculation procedure. As an example, the sizing of the
Power Transformation and Distributing Systems, the power demand for off-design conditions
and thus the performance process calculation, for various scenarios of the beforehand sized
Power Consuming Systems is necessary. In order to enable the completion of this automated
sizing process in a realistic manner, a systematic approach for the consideration of different
operational and failure scenarios is required, which is outlined in Section 3.3.1.
The proposed methodology allows the identification of architectures and the required compo-
nent sizes of the major systems from aircraft top-level parameters. Therefore, this methodology
fulfills architecting needs, as not starting from a pre-defined architecture. All necessary ele-
ments are coupled in a way that allows the consistent comparison and automated propagation
of changes.
It has to be emphasized that today’s state of the art in M&S mainly covers the performance
process of Fig. 3.4, for separated systems. Thus, the major effort in this thesis is made on the
development of enabling methods for the sizing-process. The required M&S techniques. As
already evoked, the basis of the sizing model development for each of the considered systems
is a functional analysis, which is the subject of the next Section 3.3.
3.3 Functional Analysis of Aircraft Power Systems
The major interest to approach the aircraft systems with a functional point of view is the
possibility to establish the link between the top-level aircraft and operational requirements
with the key parameters for system sizing independent of technical solutions. As well, the
use of a functional approach for the analysis and knowledge capture leads to an inverse
description of the sizing task. This inverse description corresponds to the formalization of
the sizing process of a system taking into account the complex dimensions, as mentioned
before, time-dependence, operation-modes, safety, certification requirements. Here the time
dependence and operation mode dependence is focused. Safety and certification requirements
are considered as boundary constraints or are implicitly considered within the sizing rules for
the systems. The inverse description of the sizing process is proposed as the major enabler for
the establishing of the modeling approach required to implement the methodology presented in
the previous Section 3.2. Finally, a functional approach enables the consistent comparability
of different concepts. This is especially important for trade-off studies between competing
concepts of architectures.
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In this section, first the proposed operational design space concept is described. Then, the
analysis concept is presented in a generalized form before entering into the functional analysis
of selected systems focused in this thesis.
The power systems fulfill dedicated functions within the operational envelope of an aircraft.
The basic functions impacting the system design are outlined in Fig. 3.53. Hereby, Fig. 3.5
does not represent an exhaustive list, but summarizes the major basic functions which are
translated into detailed functions associated to one or several physical systems. The different
conceptual and technological solutions to cover these detailed functions are evoked in Section
3.3.3 to 3.3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Major aircraft functions impacting the APSA (see 3)
Even in the preliminary design phase, the functional breakdown is not sufficient to describe
the complexity of power system interactions. The operational space of these functions has
to be considered as well. The operational space describes when and under which conditions
the major functions of a system have to be fulfilled. For an aircraft, the operational enve-
lope defines the key parameters of the mission (e.g. the possible range, ceiling altitudes, cruise
Mach-number), the operational scenarios corresponding to ETOPS and maintenance intervals.
The operational scenarios include as well the different flight and ground phases of the aircraft.
These operational scenarios combined with the above-listed functions define the requirements
for the preliminary sizing and performance of the aircraft power system architecture. There-
fore, the operational envelope should ideally be established clearly at the beginning of any
new aircraft concept. In practice, the operational envelope depends on customer (airline) re-
3The presented functional breakdown is adapted from different analysis done within Airbus.
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quirements. These requirements are often antagonistic (e.g. less expensive while introducing
more functionalities) and evolve throughout the preliminary design phase. For this reason, the
operational parameters that drive the system sizing and the aircraft performance (but as well
cost or reliability) have to be traced during the concept phase. Tracing these design drivers
enables to a rapid feedback of the "cost" of requirements to the customer.
3.3.1 The Operational Design Space Concept
The consideration of the time dependence and the operation mode dependence of the power
required by the systems constituting the APSA is highlighted in the previous Sections. In
order to formalize these two characteristics of the power flow between system with the aim
to make them exploitable within an automated simulation environment, a dedicated concept
called the Operational Design Space Concept is proposed. First, the time dependence of the
power systems operation is treated. Secondly, the operation mode dependence is formalized.
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Figure 3.6: Example for system operations during a typical mission
For a normal aircraft operation the mission is here divided into nine major flight phases:
ground, taxi, take-off, climb, cruise, descent, approach, landing and roll-out. For each of these
flight-phases, different functions have to be fulfilled by the aircraft systems, different systems
are operating and different power sources are available. It is important to mention that the
operational scenario of an aircraft, depending on the aircraft type (long range, short range,
low cost carrier), covers potential more than one mission from departure to arrival. Thus,
the operational scenario may consist of different missions completed during a dedicated time
interval. This cyclic nature of the mission profile is important for systems dealing with thermal
constraints e.g. the braking system or other mission-dependent sizing constraints as the empty
fuel tank volume for the Fuel Tank Inerting System. For cyclic mission scenarios the turn-
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around time (time between arrival at the gate and the new departure) plays an important
role. In order to facilitate the visualization, only a linear description of one mission is made
here. For cyclic scenarios the mission’s boundary conditions, e.g. the empty tank volume or the
initial temperature of the brakes, are to be adapted accordingly. As the different functions and
thus system operations and their sequencing impact significantly the sizing and the consumed
power, a short description of the major sub-functions during a typical mission is illustrated
in Fig. 3.6.
The ground phase is subdivided in order to capture the different system operations. At least
three phases have to be considered: operation without engines, engine start and operation
after engine start. During the operation without engine, depending on airport facilities and
the airline’s operation philosophy, power is supplied through a ground connection (electrical
and/or pneumatic power) or by operating the aircraft’s APU using fuel as power source. Thus,
the Fuel System, the Pneumatic Power System and the Electric Power System are operating
in order to fulfill different ground functions.
• Parking brakes are activated,
• Ground servicing and preparations for boarding (e.g. cleaning) requires light, air condi-
tioning (heating up or cooling down the cabin after longer operation interrupt),
• Cargo operations require power to open doors (i.e. a hydraulic pumps is used for this
function),
• maintenance,
• ground operation with passengers boarded (air conditioning, cabin light, galley cooling,
entertainment).
In preparation of the taxi -phase, a significant amount of power is required to start the engines
(this phase is not depicted in Fig. 3.6). Conventionally, pneumatic power is used for this
function; one engine is started after another to minimize the sizing. The ECS may be shut
down during this operation, according to the applied sizing rules.
During taxi, the engines are running as primary power source for the power distribution
systems, but the APU may continue to operate in order to supply e.g. the ECS during take-off.
After the push-back (towing) of the aircraft, mainly the ground operation systems like braking
and steering are consuming power. As well the Primary Flight Control System operation is
checked or required for steering; flaps and slats are extended in preparation for take-off.
During the short but demanding take-off phase (approximately 1−2 min), it may be assumed
that systems like WIPS, ECS or CCS are not operating. In contrast, the Fuel System, the
PFCS and the landing gear retraction are operating. With regards to the sizing of the power
transformation, this phase is not critical, as the engines are running at maximum power and
thus, for the conventional pneumatic and hydraulic power system, enough power is available.
The climb phase, as well as the descent phase, are critical phases as normally WIPS is required
and the CCS (i.e. the In-Flight Entertainment and the Galleys) are fully operating. Slat and
Flap have to be retracted during climb. The Primary Flight Controls System demands more
power than during the low speed phase with more maneuver activity than in the cruise phase
at high speed. The WIPS operation is only necessary during icing-conditions that occur only
up to an altitude below the final cruising altitude (between 22000-31000 ft (≈6700-9500 m)
according to the ambient conditions). Thus, the secondary power required during cruise is
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less important than during climb or descent. In terms of available power, the descent phase is
more critical than the climb phase, as temporarily the engines are running idle, thus pneumatic
pressure is low.
During approach, commercial loads can be considered as reduced (for a normal flight - although
many airlines demand full availability during the whole flight), in anticipation of landing. In
this flight-phase, during a short time-period, the slat and flap extension consume a significant
amount of power, as well as the landing gear extension function (but a lower amount as for
retraction). At the end of the landing-phase, the braking systems, together with e.g. thrust
reversers or spoilers (applied as air brakes) are operating.
Following the roll-out, the power demand during the taxi maneuvers is the same as before
take-off. Finally for parking, power for brakes is required. Specific re-fuel pumps of the fuel
system are operating during re-fueling of the aircraft.
The here-described operational scenario may vary according to the aircraft functions, the
system architecture, the selected technologies as well as to the airline. For example, differential
flap setting for aerodynamic optimization or wing load alleviation, requiring additional fuel-
pump operation may increase the power demand of specific systems during cruise (while
having a positive impact on aircraft drag or on the wing structural weight).
The above-described normal operational scenario enables the detailed analysis of the power
consumption of all considered systems. For sizing the APSA and thus for defining the installed
power, it is essential to consider additionally specific flight phases and failure case operation
scenarios. The rejected take-off is one example building the sizing scenario for the only for the
braking system and can therefore be regarded separately. Failure events, like the loss of one
engine or an electric generator failure, influence in general more than one system and influence
thus the functional requirements of the architecture. For these "global" failure scenarios, the
subsequent impact on the system operation and required operation has to be clearly defined
in order to improve the sizing (especially to avoid over-sizing). In addition to the operational
scenario, defined on the mission time axis, it is proposed to introduce a third dimension that
covers the operation mode of the systems (see Fig. 3.7). The operation mode is defined by the
operational state and the dedicated power requirement.
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Figure 3.7: The three-dimensional operational design space
Three characteristic operation modes are proposed to be distinguished:
• Normal operation: systems operating in the normal operation mode shall be able to
fulfill the specified requirements. These requirements focus beside the correct operation
of the systems the passenger comfort.
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• Degraded operation: systems operating in a degraded operation mode may fulfill the
specified requirements only partly. Different graduations of the degraded mode are con-
sidered according to the frequency of occurrence of the degradation. The acceptability
of a degraded state is therefore strongly influenced by the operational reliability re-
quirements of systems and the overall architecture. Herewith, it is proposed to take a
function-oriented view-point. Regarding e.g. the air-conditioning function, the required
cabin temperature is an indicator for the required power for cooling. The relaxing of
requirement for a specific temperature for a dedicated failure event occurring statisti-
cally every x flight hours leads therefore to a reduction of the required power for the
considered failure event. The degradation of the passenger comfort (cabin temperature)
can therefore be linked directly to the frequency of occurrence of the event. However,
degraded modes are not applicable to all types of systems. Some systems only have two
operation modes: "on" and "off" or "operating" and "not operating". The possible op-
eration modes are implied by the technological solution and / or by the applied control
strategy. For example, the conventional pneumatic-thermal Wing Ice Protection System
is an open loop system (no control) that operates or not according to the environmental
conditions or the pilot choice.
• Minimal operation: The minimal power requirements for a system is the necessary
amount to fulfill an essential function like primary flight control. For essential sys-
tems (e.g. in-flight entertainment) the minimal operation can be the non-operation, if
accepted by the airlines. Analogous to the definition of the degraded mode, the event
that demands a power reduction (e.g. one engine failure) and the frequency of possible
occurrence of this event defines the power demand of a specific system. For some sys-
tems, specific minimal requirements are defined by the certification authorities: e.g. for
the air conditioning system, at least 0.4 lb/min (3 · 10−3 kg/s) fresh air per passenger
must be supplied in order to guarantee sufficient oxygen in the cabin air. The required
power for emergency cases (e.g. no other secondary power source is available) defines the
requirements for the sizing of the RAT (or any alternative emergency power system).
The ambient conditions add a fourth dimension to the operational design space concept.
The sizing of an aircraft must sustain different ambient condition scenarios according to the
International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) [18]. For example, HOT Day conditions on ground,
can become sizing for the cooling-function of the ECS, whereas the heating-function sizing
may be driven by COLD day conditions. Hereby, it is important to ensure the consistency of
the ambient conditions to all impacted systems for the sizing analysis. One power profile in
the operational space is thus only valid for a given ambient condition scenario.
It has to be outlined that with the today’s state of the art preliminary sizing process (not
automated architecture calculation, systems designed separately), a consistency between the
systems’ sizing assumptions is only difficult to be achieved with regards to their operation in
specific operational scenarios and with regards to dedicated boundary conditions.
Summarizing, the definition of the power requirements for each considered system in this
operational design space enables, combined with a prior analysis of the major failure scenarios,
the establishing of an APSA sizing process covering those failure scenarios in a consistent way.
Thus, the proposed operational space concept and the analysis of architecture level failure
scenarios is the cornerstone to enable a realistic preliminary sizing process. The practical
implementation of this concept is illustrated in Chapter 4 while one analysis example is shown
in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.
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3.3.2 Power System Analysis Concept
The challenge of a concept based on a functional approach is to translate the verbal formula-
tions into a model. In order to achieve this and to capture a maximum of existing knowledge,
dedicated interviews had been conducted with system designers, specialists and architects.
These interviews had been structured in a way allowing the elaboration of a common and
generic modeling approach of the considered systems. The following aspects have been treated:
• Which functions have the systems to fulfill and which type and amount of power is
necessary to fulfill these functions?
• With regards to the fulfilled functions, are there different technical or architectural
solutions? Candidate systems and architectures are identified in this way.
• Which are the optimization parameters and constraints as well as the interesting trade-
offs that can only be addressed on multi-system or aircraft level?
• System interfaces: What are the functional system interfaces (e.g. power supply) and
which are parasitic interactions (e.g. power loss of a system leading to heat another
system and influencing thus the other systems’ performance or design). In this way, the
energy flow between systems is identified.
• Which parameters, constraints and requirements influence the required power, the power
losses, mass and drag contribution of the system?
• Design process: what are the design drivers, design points and failure scenarios that
have to be considered and implemented within the modeling framework?
In the following, a systematic analysis of the considered systems is made, by regarding:
• Local system parameters are defined as parameters that are not common with other
systems and influence thus only indirectly other systems, i.e. via the interfaces (e.g.
recirculation ratio for the ECS);
• Global system parameters are defined as parameters that influence different systems
and lead therefore to indirect coupling (e.g. number of passengers (aircraft parameter)
or system mass (system parameter));
• System Interfaces: interface to other systems that constitute the direct coupling (e.g.
electric power supply, ram-air supply).
The information obtained through these interviews, often empiric and sketchy, is formalized
and generalized in order to structure the elaboration of models fitting to the proposed method-
ology. In the following sections, first the generalized concepts gained are described. Second,
the major system analysis results are given in detail.
The Power-System-Module Concept
A general format for each power system is proposed in Fig. 3.8. By anticipating the later
model implementation, this form of each so-called power system module enables a structured
approach for the following functional system analysis. This modular representation allows as
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well the analysis of an arbitrary amount of sub-system or different systems with arbitrary
defined system borders and to keep the same representation format.
Localparameters
Power
System
Module
System
parameters
Aircraft
parameters
Power
exchange
Mass
Drag
Power
exchange
Global parameters
Topology
Figure 3.8: Generalized Power System Module
Each System involves different types of parameters, as described before:
• the global parameters are the aircraft parameters and system parameters to be evaluated
on aircraft-level (here only the constant drag contribution of the system is considered;
the variable drag through ram-air inlets is included in the power interfaces in form of
ram-air flow),
• the local parameters are the system design parameters (that may influence neighboring
systems through the system interfaces).
In addition, operational parameters (mission, ambient conditions, operation mode) influence
the off-design characteristics of a system (refer to Section 3.3.1). Some of these parameters
(aircraft parameters or system parameters) are independent of the choice of an aircraft con-
cept (e.g. the window size). These free parameters describe therefore the design space of the
considered concept and are subject for optimization and trade-off analysis.
The interfaces between the system modules are defined by the power-exchange. The different
types of these power-interfaces between systems and systems, systems and the aircraft and
systems and the environment are listed in the following Tab. 3.2.
Table 3.2: Power Interfaces and Variables between the Power System Modules
Interface Power Variables
mechanical torque, angular velocity
force, translational velocity
pneumatic airflow, pressure, temperature
hydraulic volume flow, pressure, temperature
electrical voltage, current and voltage type
thermal heat flow rate, temperature
The bi-directional representation of the power interfaces is inspired by object-oriented model-
ing techniques (e.g. Dymola/Modelica r©, as well evoked in [36]) or within the Bond-Graph
methodology [10], where cause and effect, effort and flow between system can be modeled (for
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more details refer to Section 4.2). The bi-directional power interfaces schematize the two dif-
ferent calculation modes, sizing and performance, required for each module according to the
methodology proposed in Section 3.2.
Each system module must ensure an energy balance:
Prequired = Pfunction + Ploss . (3.3)
with:
Prequired [W] total required input power
Pfunction [W] power required to fulfill the function of the system
Ploss [W] power loss with regards to the efficiency or effectiveness of the system
The consequent adherence to the energy balance principle (e.g. through modeling using conser-
vation laws) allows the automated assessment of thermal issues. After a meaningful repartition
of the amount of power loss heating the surrounding structure, ambiance (e.g. air, fuel etc.)
or neighboring systems, the required cooling demand can be defined. Section 5.3 illustrates on
one example the necessity of the here proposed approach with regards to a multidisciplinary
aircraft pre-development process.
To link the aircraft parameters with the system parameters and to propagate changes of theses
parameters via the power interfaces as well via the mass and drag, the following generalized
terms are defined:
• Power:
Ptype,sys [t, OM ] = f {xi, yj} , (3.4)
• Mass:
masssys = f {xm, yn, Ptype,sys,DP } . (3.5)
with:
P [W] power
m [kg] mass
type [-] power type: e.g. electric, hydraulic,...
sys [-] concerned system: e.g. ECS, WIPS,...
t [s] time
OM [-] operation mode: e.g. normal, degraded,...
x [-] aircraft parameters
y [-] system parameters
i, y, m, n [-] indexes
DP [-] design point
The drag contribution of a system dragsys is characterized by the ram air demand and the
air inlet and/or outlet conditions. A more detailed view, describing the influence of additional
parameters, is given in Section 4.5.2. In the following (Section 3.3.3 to 3.3.5), the ram air
demand is the representing characteristic of the systems’ drag contribution to the aircraft
drag.
In order to "fill" these power system modules, the concept of so-called logic-trees is established
for each system. The logic-trees are the enabling concept to translate functions into power
system modules allowing sizing and performance calculation. The logic-trees structure the
calculation process in a functional way. The steps of technological choices are clearly outlined.
Before the development of the logic-tree principle for selected systems, the candidate archi-
tecture design space for the complete APSA is presented in the following section.
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From Functions to Architecture Concepts
The architecting activity aims at developing system architectures that correspond to aircraft
functions. Today, often the solution (technological level) is seen at the beginning, known from
experience as the answer to a specific function. This view may inhibit the development of
new, innovative or even revolutionary solutions. However, the knowledge of technical feasible
candidate configurations of systems and sub-system is required. The combination of those
conceptual solutions to an integrated and optimized architecture is targeted.
The functional decomposition introduced in the previous Fig. 3.5 is now used to illustrate
the conceptual and technological possible configurations for APSAs, identified through the
interviews with the system designers and experts as well from literature studies. In Fig. 3.9
the detailed functions are taken as a starting point.
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Figure 3.9: System conceptual candidates to comply with detailed aircraft functions
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As a first step these function are decomposed into functions corresponding to one or more
Power Consuming Systems, to the Power Transformation and Distribution systems and to the
Power Generation Systems. The conceptual realization of the functions distribute secondary
power and generate secondary power is induced by the conceptual choices made for the Power
Consuming Systems.
As an example, the Environmental Control System covers the functions control pressure,
provide air cooling and control air supply. These functions can be fulfilled using different
technological concepts (e.g. a conventional air cycle machine providing expansion cooling,
a vapor cycle system, etc.) using different types and amount of power at a conceptual level
(pneumatic, pneumatic & electric, electric) and different impact on mass and drag. An example
path for the function control air temperature is depicted in Fig. 3.9.
For each of the major considered system in this thesis, different conceptual and technolog-
ical candidates are listed in a configuration-tree depicted in Fig. 3.9. Hereby, no claim for
completeness is made; only an overview on candidate solutions is given, representing state of
the art and short- to mid-term possible configurations. The different configurations for the
power consuming systems require different possible configurations for the power distribut-
ing systems, depending on the type and amount of power demand. Finally, these different
power distributing system configurations induce possible configurations on power generation
level. Therefore, this functional approach starting with the basic functions for the architecture
building corresponds to the Inverse Engineering Process formalized as basis for the modeling
methodology in this thesis (refer to the before-presented Fig. 3.4).
The Logic-Tree Concept
Following this overview on the varieties of possible system configurations for building air-
craft power system architectures, the next section focuses with more detail on these systems
separately. This separated analysis allows to implement at system level the necessary inter-
faces and parameter for establishing a dedicated Power System Module (refer to Fig. 3.8). As
mentioned before, the concept of the logic-tree is introduced to establish these Power System
Modules system per system. In order to keep a functional viewpoint, a generalized analysis
of the systems is presented, introducing specific technological concepts as late as possible in
the decision process. For more physical insight on one specific technical solution, the reader is
referred to Appendix A, where one typical example for each of the discussed systems is given.
Fig. 3.10 shows schematically the top-down approach chosen to develop the logic-trees of the
considered systems: the formalization of the systems design process starts from the functional
level and reaches the technological level via the conceptual level. Each level (functional, con-
ceptual, technological) may already be influenced by requirements or parameters from a lower
level.
Through the application of the here proposed power system analysis concept, a generic for-
malization of the considered power systems is achieved. The logic-trees for the considered
Systems are presented in the following Sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.5. This detailed presentation aims
at capitalizing the acquired knowledge from the interviews and literature review, required for
the model implementation. The architecture level synthesis is presented in Section 3.3.6 while
the modeling methodology deduced from this analysis is outlined in Section 3.4.
The graphical representation as depicted in Fig. 3.11 is applied for the logic-trees.
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Figure 3.11: Legend for the Logic-Trees
3.3.3 Power Consuming Systems
As examples for the major Power Consuming Systems, the Environmental Control System,
Wing Ice Protection System, Fuel Tank Inerting System, the Commercial Cabin Systems, Fuel
System, Primary Flight Control System, High-Lift System and the Landing Gear Systems are
analyzed in the following.
Environmental Control System (ECS)
The Environmental Control System is one major power consumer in the aircraft. The ECS is
divided into three functional entities:
1. Pressure Control of the cabin, the cockpit and specific cargo areas.
2. Ventilation and Fresh Air Supply in order to keep the oxygen content of the air above
an acceptable limit.
3. Temperature Control of the pressurized and non-pressurized areas of the aircraft.
Additional functions, not closer regarded here, are humidity control and air quality control
(e.g. O3-control).
In a conventional ECS configuration, these different functions are provided through an inte-
grated technical solution. An example for the Airbus A320 is given in the Appendix A.1.
Here, it is attempted to regard the functions separately.
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Pressure Control. The pressurization function is characterized by three major parameters:
• the minimum pressure allowed in the cabin pcab,min4,
• the maximum pressure change rate dpcab
dt
and
• the maximum / minimum ∆p between the cabin and the environment.
Comfort and health requirements drive the two parameters pcab,min and dpcab. The higher
pcab,min, the better for passenger comfort and health, but the more penalizing for the structure
design and thus the weight of the aircraft. The certification requires a minimum cabin pressure
corresponding to the pressure at 8000ft (2438 m) for normal conditions and 15000ft (4572m)
for failure cases. Most aircraft manufacturers design the cabin for a minimum pressure altitude
of 7200ft (2195m), establishing a compromise between regulation requirements and passenger
comfort and aircraft structural mass. The cabin pressure altitude is a comfort parameter with
marketing value. Therefore, a decrease of the minimum cabin pressure altitude in order to
increase passenger comfort by augmenting the oxygen-partial pressure is under discussion for
most of the new aircraft programs.
The two parameters pcab,min and
dpcab
dt
characterize the pressure schedule, defined as a function
of the aircraft altitude:
pcab = f(altitude) . (3.6)
Pressurization of the cabin is commonly realized through airflow into the cabin and the
controlled outflow through dedicated valves. Thus, the relation (3.6) influences the required
amount of air mass flow into the cabin.
Regarding the pressure change rate, dpcab is higher on climb and lower during descent respect-
ing the passengers physiological needs.
Ventilation. In order to ensure passengers health and comfort, fresh air must be supplied
to the cabin and the cockpit. JAR-25-831 [27] defines the minimum requirements. A nominal
and a minimal airflow rate per passenger is indicated. As well, the complete air-renewal
interval influences the amount of airflow to be supplied to the cabin. Used cabin air is usually
recirculated into the cabin in order to mitigate the impact on air-renewal requirements and
to minimize the fresh air supply.
Temperature Control. Beside the pressurization of the cabin, the temperature control in
the cabin through cooling or heating represents a major amount of power required by the ECS.
Heating and cooling cases have to be considered for design. The key step in the definition
of the cooling or heating requirements is the analysis of the cabin heat loads. The following
major cabin heat loads have to be considered:
• passengers and crew heat dissipation,
• cabin systems heat dissipation (lights, galleys, IFE,...),
• heat exchange with the environment:
– conduction through cabin skin,
– solar radiation through window,
• heat exchange with the underfloor compartments.
4As well named as maximum cabin pressure altitude.
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These heat-loads have to be balanced in order to achieve a defined cabin temperature Tcabin,
the major design and comfort parameter. Cold or hot air supply m˙cabin at the cabin supply
temperature Tcabin,inlet is available to achieve this. Here, the passenger comfort provides ad-
ditional limiting criteria: the air inlet temperature for the cabin and the airflow velocity have
to be established in an acceptable range (e.g. between 8◦C and 50◦C if passengers are on
board) to avoid uncomfortable cold or hot air streams. These boundary conditions build the
static sizing scenarios. Additionally, dynamic requirements have to be considered as potential
sizing cases: the so called pull-up or pull-down cases. For these scenarios, the time interval for
bringing the cabin to the required temperature is an additional sizing parameter. Here, the
heat capacity of the cabin equipment and passengers (if any) has to be considered as well.
In general, considering cases without passengers on board leads to a softening of the comfort
driven parameters as Tcabin,inlet or the air flow velocity.
The cabin temperature is regulated by acting on the controlled supply of m˙cabin. Thus, the
parameter Tcabin is the parameter to be adapted in case of non-nominal supply conditions.
Generally, higher cabin temperatures (e.g. 27◦C instead of 24◦C) are allowed. Temperature
control takes mainly place in a mixer unit, where the air coming from the air-conditioning
pack is mixed with recirculated air from the cabin (refer to Appendix A.1 for details). The
recirculation ratio ϕrecirc defines the amount of air recirculated in the cabin. Additional tem-
perature control can be performed using trim air or individual electric heating elements,
according to the technological solution of the air condition pack and the air distribution sys-
tem. The number of the temperature zones in the aircraft impacts the number of components
for temperature control and recirculation and thus the system weight as well as complexity.
In order to fulfill the above-described functions, the following system decomposition is pro-
posed:
1. Cabin: providing the main requirements;
2. Conditioned air distribution (including recirculation and mixing);
3. Conditioned air generation - called air-conditioning pack.
The logic structure of the sizing process of the ECS system is schematically depicted in Fig.
3.12. As described above, aircraft and cabin requirements enable the definition of the sizing
boundary conditions. By choosing parameters for the distribution, mixing and recirculation
systems, the pack outlet conditions can be defined. Finally, the selection of the air-conditioning
pack architecture let derive the required power and fresh air sources and the systems’ mass.
Different candidates for conceptual and technological solutions for each sub-system of the
ECS are identified and can be combined to various ECS configurations. On conceptual level
(thus, only defining the different possible power interfaces), two solutions are considered for
the fresh air supply:
1. Fresh air from the engines, so-called bleed air, already pressurized by the engine com-
pressor,
2. Fresh air from ram air intakes, to be pressurized with dedicated compressors.
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Figure 3.12: Logic-Tree of the ECS
For the generation of cooling power, the following technological solutions are available:
• Expansion cooling using an air cycle machine (ACM),
• Vapor cycle cooling (Vapor Cycle System - VCS) using a vapor cycle with a refrigerant
liquid cooling the airflow with a heat exchanger,
• Cooling with heat exchangers using ram air (only possible during flight).
Concerning the air distribution, either centralized or local systems can be used, for the different
temperature zones in the aircraft. The recirculated air may be cooled additionally to influence
the mixer thermal balance and pack outlet requirements. The location of installation of the
air conditioning pack in the aircraft plays a role for duct lengths and thus pressure drop in
the ducts. Conventionally, the air-conditioning pack is installed in the belly fairing, below
the center wing box. Especially in terms of overall aircraft drag reduction, the installation of
the ECS-pack in the rear end of the aircraft may be beneficial (reduction of the belly fairing
size). But the impact on the distribution architecture and power supply systems cable or
duct lengths have to be taken into consideration for this trade-off. To summarize, the major
parameters influencing the ECS design are summarized in Tab. 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Environmental Control System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Passenger number
Heat loads (window size, structure material & isolation)
Cabin temperature
Cabin size, number of temperature zones
Minimum cabin pressure, pressure schedule
Power supply characteristics (pressure, temperature)
Internal parameters Air-conditioning pack configuration
Air distribution configuration
Recirculation configuration, recirculation ratio
Interfaces EPS: electric power demand
PPS: fresh air demand, pressure supply
CCS: heat loads
FTIS: cabin air supply (refer to paragraph on the FTIS)
Environment: ram air
Ice Protection System
The ice protection system includes the Wing Ice Protection System, the Nacelle Anti Ice
System and the protection of the windshields and sensors. Here, only the WIPS is focused for
the sizing analysis, as this is one of the systems of major interest to change from a conventional
thermal-pneumatic solution (see Appendix A.2) to a more electric solution (e.g. for the B787
[60]). The NAI is integrated into the engine nacelle and the bleed air flow for conventional
systems is not influencing the sizing of the Pneumatic Power System. Therefore, even for
bleed-less APSAs, it is assumed that the NAI remains a pneumatic powered system, with no
impact on trade-offs between bleed or bleed-less APSAs.
According to the aircraft requirement assure maneuverability in icing conditions (descent or
climb through clouds), the function of the WIPS is to protect critical surfaces against ice
accretion. The surfaces to be protected are for most of the conventional jet engine aircrafts
the leading edge of the wing, tail-plane or nacelle inlets. Ice accretion changes the aerody-
namic effectiveness of these surfaces and could therefore lead to a decrease of lift or aircraft
maneuverability, up to stall.
Therefore, the first step in the design process (see Fig. 3.13) is the definition of the surface
to be protected, the so-called extent of protection (EOP). For the WIPS, the EOP depends
on one side on the wing geometry and on the other side on the chosen ice protection concept
(e.g. anti-ice or de-ice5, thermal or impulse). In general, the EOP tends to be larger for de-ice
concepts than for anti-ice concepts. In a second step, the power required at the outer wing
surface to preform anti-icing or de-icing has to be determined.
The design point of the WIPS is driven by certification requirements: 45 min holding flight
under icing conditions (FAR25, Appendix C [27]). Thus, the maximum required power is
defined for this condition. The systems technological solution defines then the type of power
required, taking into account the system specific effectiveness to provide the necessary power
for ice protection to the surface. This effectiveness is influenced by the characteristics of
the supplied power (e.g. temperature and pressure of the pneumatic power) and as well by
environmental conditions (e.g. ambient pressure). The system technological choice fixes the
5De-ice: ice is removed after accretion of a critical thickness; Anti-ice: ice accretion is prevented.
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characteristic of power demand from the dedicated power distribution system (modulated
power demand or on/off characteristic; refer to the model implementation in Section 4.4.1,
Fig. 4.7). Additionally, the environmental conditions, such as the ceiling altitude for icing
conditions, define during which flight-phase ice protection is required.
With regards to the design of the Power Transformation and Distribution Systems providing
power to the WIPS, the location of power consumption (place of installation) has to be
considered as well. The definition of the so-called Center of EOP (CEOP) depends, as the
EOP, on aircraft characteristics and the conceptual ice protection principle.
Different technologies are available for the ice protection function. The most common for
large civil aircraft is thermal anti-icing working with hot air from the pneumatic power system.
Electro-thermal anti-icing, combined with de-icing for failure cases with reduced electric power
demand is currently in the center of interest. Electro-mechanic de-icing (applied on military
aircraft) or fluid ice protection systems often used for small leisure or business aircrafts are
further solutions for ice protection, not considered in this thesis.
The major parameters and power interfaces for the candidate technological solutions are
summarized in Tab. 3.4.
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.
Certification requirements:
Enable flight in icing conditions
.
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Figure 3.13: Logic-Tree of the WIPS
Table 3.4: Wing Ice Protection System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Wing geometry
Aerodynamic performance, aircraft handling qualities
Ceiling altitude for icing conditions
Power supply characteristics (temperature, pressure)
Internal parameters Extent of protection
Ice protection principle
Ice protection technology
Interfaces EPS: electric power demand
PPS: pneumatic power demand
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Fuel Tank Inerting System
Since the accident of the TWA flight 800 in 1996, significant efforts have been put on fuel
tanks safety [26]. The Fuel Tank Inerting System is a means to increase security by minimizing
the risk of flammability of fuel tanks. The function decrease fuel tank flammability can be
translated into two requirements:
1. keep the fuel temperature under a certain level and/or
2. limit the oxygen content in fuel tanks.
Here, the limitation of the oxygen content in fuel tanks is considered. The design philosophy
implies a statistical decrease of the flammability. The design drivers are the following:
• ullage volume: tank volume to be inerted,
• descent rate and
• cruise altitude.
The descent rate and the cruising altitude allow the definition of the amount of inert-gas to
be supplied to the tank in order to reach a maximum oxygen-concentration at touch-down.
As depicted in Fig. 3.14, those parameters define the conceptual frame.
Numberof
air separation modules
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Tank volume (ullage volume)
.
Inert Gas Generation System
configuration
Air supply characteristics:
temperature, pressure
Mission parameters:
Descent rate
Cruise altitude
Operational scenarios
(etc. sequencing of mission)
Required
inertgas flow
Inert gas
generation
Air Supply System
configuration
Electric power demand MassRam air demand Pneumatic power demand
Inert gas demand
Mass (ducting)
Direct inert
gas supply
FTIS concept choice
Figure 3.14: Logic-Tree of the FTIS
In a second step, the required power and mass to supply the required amount of inert-gas
depends on the concept of the air supply architecture. Two principles are possible: direct
supply of inert-gas (if an inert-gas source is available, e.g. in form of a Fuel Cell System)
or generation of inert-gas via a so-called Inert-Gas Generation System (IGGS). The IGGS
consists of one or more Air Separation Modules (ASM) that separate the oxygen from the
supplied air. For the air supply, here, three candidate architectures are under investigation on
conceptual level:
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• Bleed air supply from the Pneumatic Power System,
• Cabin air supply (using cabin exhaust air) or
• Ram air supply (using ambient air).
All solutions with ASM require a defined temperature, pressure and humidity at the ASM
interface. The number of ASM depends on the supplied pressure. An acceptable range of the
ASM air inlet temperature (e.g. between 60◦C and 80◦C) is required for the ASM. For this
reason, the IGGS contains compressor and / or heat exchanger elements depending on the air
supply type in order to condition the air according to the requirements. For example, if cabin
air is used, the air has to be compressed with a compressor driven by e.g. an electric motor.
The compression increases the temperature of the air supplied to the ASM, thus requiring a
heat exchanger to remain within the accepted temperature range. This heat exchanger can
be an air-to-air heat exchanger using ram air or can be connected to a global liquid cooling
circuit. ASM are passive elements with a limited lifetime and influence thus significantly the
maintenance costs. The trade-off has to be made between the number of ASM and the required
power type and characteristics.
The key parameters describing the Fuel Tank Inerting System are summarized in Tab. 3.5.
Table 3.5: Fuel Tank Inerting System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Ullage volume (tank size depending on aircraft size)
Mission characteristics: descent rate, cruise altitude
Power supply conditions (air pressure, air temperature)
Internal parameters System configuration: inert-gas source,
air and power supply architecture
Interfaces EPS: electric power demand
PPS: pneumatic power demand
Cabin (ECS): cabin air demand
Fuel Cell: NEA demand
Environment: ram air demand
Commercial Cabin Systems
As air transport becomes more and more widespread, passengers comfort requirements and
thus requirements on Commercial Cabin Systems change. The requested operational reliability
for those systems increases and most of the airlines change their requirements significantly. In
terms of power architecture design, this means that CCS, not essential for the flight mission,
impact the failure case analysis and especially the sizing of the electric power generation
according to the chosen electric power system architecture (this is explained on a example in
Section 5.2).
The sub-systems addressed here are the Galleys, the In-Flight Entertainment (IFE) and
the Lighting (cabin light and reading lights). Regarding these systems in the frame of an
architecture synthesis is of interest because they may significantly impact the design of the
following systems:
• Electric Power System, which supplies the required energy to the cabin systems.
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• ECS: all heat dissipated in the cabin builds a heat-load that impacts the sizing of the
air conditioning system.
According to the formalization of the CCS preliminary sizing process, depicted in Fig. 3.15,
the first step is the estimation of the amount of equipment installed into the aircraft. The
amount of required equipment depends approximately on the cabin dimensions and cabin lay-
out (repartition of first class, business-class and economy seats) and the airlines’ comfort level
according to the mission type of the aircraft (long range, short range, etc.). In a second step,
the installed system technology level defines the mass and power demand of these systems. In
a last step, the passenger behavior (leisure travel, business travel, etc.) and airline operational
procedures influence the consumed power and therefore the heat dissipated into the cabin as
well as the power to be supplied by the power distribution system (here i.e. the Electric Power
System). The implementation of technical innovations, like a power management device for the
secondary power centers supplying the CCS may decrease the amount of the power required
from the EPS [63]. In general, all heat produced by the cabin systems (corresponding to the
electric power required from the EPS) has to be considered as heat-load to the ECS. However,
parts of this heat-load, especially for the Galleys, may be directly dissipated by a dedicated
cooling system, a so-called Supplemental Cooling System, using often liquid cooling.
Aircraftparameters:
Aircraft type (long-range,
short range, etc.)
Cabin geometry and layout
Passenger number
.
Cabin Systems technology
(e.g. conventional
or LED lights)
Electric power demandMass
Airline requirements:
Comfort level
Amount of
installed equipment
Local power management
(secondary power centres)
Mass and
nominal power
demand, efficiency
Customer behavior:
Usage level
Consumed power
Cabin heat load Heat load for dedicated cooling
Figure 3.15: Logic-Tree of the Commercial Cabin Systems
The major parameters characterizing the CCS and its interfaces are summarized in Tab. 3.6.
Table 3.6: Commercial Cabin Systems parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Passenger number and behavior
Cabin layout
Comfort level
Cabin size
Internal parameters Technology (e.g. diode cabin lights)
Interfaces EPS: electric power demand
ECS: heat-load
Supplemental Cooling System: heat-load
With regards to the APSA, the diversity of airline requirements is one of the major difficulties
for the integration of CCS within an optimized architecture (see Section 2.2.1). Against this
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background, a statistical approach for modeling is proposed in Section 4.4.2 to better define
an adequate comfort level for the aircraft.
Fuel System
No significant evolutions are seen for the Fuel System with regards to prospective power
architectures. However, the Fuel System is an interesting example how aircraft functional
requirements impact the system architecture (see Fig. 3.16).
APUfeed Refuel/transfer
Jettison
Outer wing tanks
Tail tank
Extra feed tanks
Basic 2-engine aircraft
2-Engine aircraft
+ Jettison function
Engine feedPump (AC)
Pump (DC)
Valve
2-Engine aircraft
+ Jettison function
+ Wing Load Alleviation
2-Engine aircraft
+ Jettison function
+ Wing Load Alleviation
+ CG-control
4-Engine aircraft
+ Jettison function
+ Wing Load Alleviation
+ CG-control
Figure 3.16: Increase of the Fuel System complexity through functional diversification
Beside the major function supply fuel, the fuel system fulfills a number of functions with
relevant impact on the overall aircraft performance as:
• Jettison: The jettison system enables rapid emptying of the fuel tank in emergency sit-
uations in order to reach the allowed landing weight. Jettison is in general only required
for large long-range aircraft, as it is only required for aircraft for which the ramp weight
exceeds the maximum design weight by more than 5% [54].
• Wing Load Alleviation: The wing load distribution is optimized to reduce weight by
transferring fuel between wing-tip tanks and wing tanks. The advantage in structure
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weight reduction has to be weighted against increasing fuel system weight, power demand
and complexity.
• Center of Gravity (CG) control: CG-control can decrease the aerodynamic drag which
has to be weighted, as for the WLA, against increasing fuel system weight, power demand
and complexity. CG-control can be achieved through fuel transfer from a trim-tank to
the center tank.
The increase of complexity for the different system functionalities cited above is depicted
schematically in Fig. 3.16. The increase complexity is due to the number of required pumps
and valves to fulfill the functions.
In addition, Fuel Tank Inerting may open the use of the fuel as a heat sink (of course under
consideration of the certification requirements) and increase therefore the functional link of
the Fuel System with other systems of the APSA. Although Fuel Tank Inerting might allow
the use of fuel for cooling by reducing the fuel tank flammability exposure, the limiting
factor of heat-absorption is the maximum allowable temperature for fuel supply to engines.
Additionally, the availability of fuel in the tank constrains the use of fuel for cooling. Thus, fuel
cannot be used for essential cooling requirements (i.e. it must always be possible to shut-off
the cooling fuel flow without safety effect). Today, fuel is used for engine cooling and for some
aircraft as a cooling medium for the hydraulic power system. As schematically depicted in Fig.
3.17, beside the required aircraft functions, the number of engines and tanks and the general
size of the aircraft influence the number of required components (pumps, valves, controllers).
FAR regulations [27] define the level of redundancy required (e.g. at least two pumps and a
dedicated tank per engine).
Number
ofpumps
Aircraft parameters:
Aircraft geometry
Number of engines
Aircraft functions (CG control,
Wing Load Alleviation, jettison)
.
Pump technology
Electric power demand Mass
Power supply characteristics:
e.g. voltage type
Number
of valves
Converter & controller
technology
Number of gauging
& avionic modules
Certification / safety:
redundancy
Number
of fuel tanks
Valve technology
Figure 3.17: Logic-Tree of the Fuel System
The sizing case for the feed pumps is the take-off: each pump has to be able to feed one engine.
The valves are sized accordingly. Thus, the fuel pumps are designed for an extreme case of
short duration and do operate at rather low efficiency (around 20-30% [70]) in off-design
conditions. Without exception, electric power is used to supply the fuel pumps. According to
the different function of the pumps and valves, the operational scenario defines the profile of
the power required from the electric power system. The characteristics of the supplied electric
power (e.g. variable or fixed frequency) influence the mass of the fuel system (e.g. additional
power electronics).
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The major parameters defining the fuel system sizing are summarized in Tab. 3.7.
Table 3.7: Fuel System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Number of engines
Number of tanks
Required aircraft functions: e.g. Wing Load Alleviation,
CG-control, jettison
Power supply characteristics
Internal parameters Pump technology
Valve technology
Interfaces EPS: electric power demand, generator cooling
HPS: heat exchange
Primary Flight Control System
The function of the Flight Control System is the control of the aircraft trajectory and aero-
dynamic configuration in flight. The Primary Flight Control System (PFCS) is used for high
speed performance control of the aircraft movement around its three axis (see Appendix
A.3.1). The major design driver of the PFCS is the system safety. Sufficient handling qual-
ity of the aircraft shall be obtained even in catastrophic failure scenarios (total power loss).
The safety requirements generally imply that the PFCS actuators are supplied by three in-
dependent power sources. Those requirements impact strongly the architecture of the PFCS:
number of control surfaces, number of actuators per control surface, type of power supply.
As simplified in Fig. 3.18, the starting point for the actuator sizing is the definition of a
movables configuration (number and size of aircraft primary control surfaces) and the required
handling qualities. In this way, the aerodynamic loads can be translated into hinge moments
to be balanced by the actuators and required surface deflection rates to be translated into
actuator velocities. Hereby, the kinematics influence the load applied on the actuator and the
deflection rate.
Aircraftparameters:
Handling quality requirements
Aircraft geometry and mission
Movables definitions
.
Actuator technology
Control surface loads
Deflection rates
Power supply type (electric, hydraulic)
and characteristics (e.g. pressure level)
Mass and
nominal power
demand, efficiency
Safety requirements:
segregation, redundancy
Electric power demandMass Heat loadHydraulic flow demand
Figure 3.18: Logic-Tree of the Primary Flight Control System
In a second step, the actuator type and the characteristics of the supplied power are the key
parameters for actuator sizing. Normally, the actuator surface is sized to resist to the stall
load. The dynamic part is sized to comply with the demanded deflection (servo-valves) rate
and load (electric motor drives). In order to minimize flutter risk, at least two actuators are
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installed per control surface. For normal operation different modes are possible:
• active-active: both actuators are operating carrying half of the load,
• active-standby: one actuator is operating carrying the full load, the other actuator being
in a passive-damping mode.
In this way, the operation mode combined with the actuator technology defines the character-
istics of the required power from the distribution system. The efficiency of the actuators and
the operation mode (active or standby) influences the local heat dissipation. For hydraulic
actuators, the major amount of the heat dissipation is transported via the hydraulic fluid, for
electric actuators, heat has to be dissipated locally.
The following actuator types are currently available:
• Hydraulic Servo-Actuators (HSA): supplied by central hydraulic circuit.
• Electro-hydraulic Actuator (EHA): supplied with electric power, local hydraulic power
circuit.
• Electric Back-up Hydraulic Actuators (EBHA): hydraulically supplied in normal mode
(HSA), electrically supplied in back-up mode (EHA).
• Electro-Mechanic Actuators (EMA): supplied with electric power.
Due to the risk of possible jamming in EMA, those types of actuators are currently not
yet considered for the primary control surfaces (aileron, elevators, rudder). However, their
operation on spoilers or the trimmable horizontal stabilizer (THS) will allow the aircraft
manufacturer to gain in-flight experience and realistic number for jamming probabilities.
Depending on the deployed actuator technology, different behavior with regards to thermal
aspects has to be considered. The heat rejected of HSA and EBHA operating in hydraulic
mode is mainly transported within the hydraulic fluid. For the electrically supplied EHA,
EBHA and EMA the heat rejection has to be absorbed locally, eventually leading to so-called
hot spots. In order to stay within the maximum structure temperature limits (i.e. critical
for composite structures), dedicated cooling strategies (e.g. additional air supply) have to be
applied which could lead to aircraft level penalties (e.g. increased drag).
Summarizing, the characteristic parameters of the PFCS are listed in Tab. 3.8.
Table 3.8: Primary Flight Control System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Handling qualities, safety, reliability
Hinge moment
Deflection rate
Power supply characteristics (pressure/voltage level)
Internal parameters Kinematics
Actuator technology: efficiency, power supply type
Interfaces EPS: electrical power demand
HPS: hydraulic flow demand and minimum pressure
Environment/Cooling System: cooling demand
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High Lift Systems
The secondary flight control system or High Lift System (HLS) complies with the low speed
performance (slats and flaps) and enables safe take-off and landing. The function of the HLS
is to increase the aircraft lift to enable to fly with low speeds. The increase of lift is achieved
through the augmentation of the wing surface by extending flaps (trailing edge) and slats
(leading edge). A large number of possible kinematics concepts are available to realize the
extension and retraction of the slats and flaps. The number of movables, the number of tracks
(device leading the load applied on the surface to the structure) and the kinematics of the
load transmission impact the required power by the actuation system. Additional devices as
e.g. a wing tip brake may require power as well (but only transiently).
For conventional HLS, central Power Control Unit (PCU) driven shaft transmission systems
are used (see Appendix A.3.2). Those systems enable a synchronous movement of the left
and right wing flaps and slats. For new system functions as the Differential Flap Setting
(DFS)6 individual flaps drives are required. For these flap drives the system configurations
(single surface drive, single actuator) are multiplied with the different actuation technologies
(hydraulic, electro-hydraulic, electro-mechanic).
According to the function of the HLS (e.g. conventional or DFS) and the technology, power
is required driving extension, retraction and/or holding of a specific position. An overview on
the impacting parameters and system interfaces is provided in Tab. 3.9.
Table 3.9: High Lift System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Aerodynamic load
Number of movables
Extension/retraction time
Required additional functions: e.g. differential flap setting
Power supply characteristics (pressure/voltage level)
Internal parameters Kinematics
System configuration principle: central driven shaft, single
surface drive, single actuator drive
Actuator technology: efficiency, power supply type
Interfaces EPS: electrical power demand
HPS: hydraulic flow demand
Environment/Cooling System: cooling demand
Landing Gear Systems
The function to be fulfilled by the landing gear systems is the control of the aircraft on
ground. This includes steering and braking. Additionally, for large commercial aircraft, it is
common to store the landing gears into the aerodynamic frame in order to assure an optimum
configuration of the aircraft in flight, which is obtained via an extension-retraction system. Due
to the relatively high weight of the landing gear and the dedicated actuation systems, as well
as due to the high interaction between aircraft configuration and landing gear configuration
in the aircraft concept phase, literature is more available than for other aircraft systems,
e.g. [16] and [54]. Here, [16] is used as the main source of information in addition to recent
6DFS: Flaps are moved independently in different positions in order to smooth structural loads on the
wing.
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developments. For one example of a conventional configuration of LGS for large civil aircraft
refer to Appendix A.4. As each fulfilling different functions, the sub-systems of the LGS are
detailed separately in the following paragraphs.
Braking Control System (BCS). The braking system has to assure the dissipation of the
horizontal kinetic energy of the aircraft. As the kinetic energy is defined via
Ekinetic =
1
2
·mv˙2 (3.7)
the mass m and the velocity v of the aircraft are the mayor design drivers. Hereby, the
horizontal velocity vx has to be considered, the vertical velocity vy is dissipated via the shock-
absorbing system, not closer considered here. As depicted in Fig. 3.19, the required brake
power can then be derived taking into account the reachable deceleration rate of the braking
systems (by consideration of eventually additional accelerating or decelerating devices as
reverse thrust, air brakes, etc.) and the required braking distance. Different scenarios have to
be regarded in order to define the design point. Generally, the rejected take-off case is the sizing
case. On system level, the number of wheels to be braked is the main sizing parameter. Brake
material, tire material, runway characteristics etc. influence the braking efficiency through the
friction coefficient between tires and runway and wheel and brakes respectively. If an Anti-
Skid7 system is available, the braking efficiency can be improved, while increasing system
weight. Furthermore, the different braking efficiencies of the brake technology have to be
considered. The operational envelop of the aircraft and the sequencing of operations drive the
thermal sizing of the braking system. If the brake mass is not sufficient to absorb the heat to
be dissipated, different measures can be taken:
1. increase of the braking mass, in order to increase the heat capacitance, which leads to
an augmentation of the system mass to be carried along the flight;
2. increase the retraction time8, which does not remedy for a rejected take-off with hot
brakes (after a previous flight of the aircraft) and which impacts significantly the power
consumption due to increased drag;
3. installation of a dedicated cooling system, which adds additional mass and complexity
to the aircraft.
7An Anti-Skid system consists mainly of an additional valve and controller to improve the braking efficiency
through avoiding of a blocking of the wheels, leading to tire/runway sliding.
8The cool-down of the brakes occurs mainly during flight with extended landing gears.
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Aircraftparameters:
Weight, aircraft velocity .
Actuator technology
Kinetic energy to be absorbed
Power supply type (electric, hydraulic)
and characteristics (e.g. pressure level)
Braking efficiency
Operational requirements:
Runway length, operation scenarios (e.g. RTO),
Operation cycles
Electric power demandMass Heat load for dedicated coolingHydraulic flow demand
Braking System
configuration:
Number of braked wheels
Anti-skid, etc.
Tires
Thermal sizing
yes no
Cooling system required?Required brake surface
Brake-disk material Mass of brake
Actuator sizing
Figure 3.19: Logic-Tree of the Braking System
Steering Control System (SCS). The function maneuver aircraft on ground is fulfilled by
the SCS. Generally, two principles can be considered for aircraft steering:
1. active steering system on the nose wheel gear(s) or
2. differential braking combined with a nose wheel gear allowing free castoring.
Furthermore, rudder deflection or differential engine thrust may be used for ground maneu-
vering9. The power sizing, as depicted in Fig. 3.20 is mainly driven by the required steering
torque. The steering torque depends on the required steering angle as well as on the steering
system kinematics. The steering angle is driven by the aircraft and landing gear configuration
geometry, as well as by required the steering maneuvers (e.g. U-turn on standard runway).
For the case of steering at zero velocity, the aircraft weight and the tire material influence the
sizing as well.
Aircraft parameters:
Weight, geometry,
Landing gear configuration
Actuator technology
Power supply type
(electric, hydraulic)
and characteristics
(e.g. pressure level)
Max. steering torque
Operational requirements:
Runway width,
Operation scenarios
Electric power demandMass Hydraulic flow demand
Steering System configuration:
Kinematics
Tires (friction coefficient)
Actuator sizing
Figure 3.20: Logic-Tree of the Steering System
For detailed and systematically sizing of nose wheel steering system (i.a. for different solutions
for electro-mechanical system), an innovative method is proposed in [40], [39]. The develop-
ment of electromechanical steering systems is considered in order to replace the conventional
9Steering via differential braking or primary flight control actions is mainly used for small and light aircraft
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hydraulic ones. The initial objective of the transition for HSA to EMA for the nose wheel
steering is an increase of reliability, which will enable the introduction of automatic steering
to commercial airplanes. Autonomous ground guidance has high potential for the decrease
of fuel consumption during this phase of the aircraft operation (traffic flow control) and to
improve therefore the environmental conditions around airports [12]. Additional, taxiing in
bad weather conditions would be eased.
Landing Gear Extension-Retraction System (LGERS). The major design driver for
the LGERS are the extension and retraction times to be achieved (see Fig. 3.21). The re-
quired power and actuator sizes depend on the weight of the landing gear and the doors, the
aerodynamic loads on the landing gear and doors and on the kinematics of the extension / re-
traction mechanism. The technological solutions for the different actuators (braking, steering
and extension/retraction) impact the type of energy used. Basically, the same principles as for
the PFCS system actuators can be used: hydraulically powered (HSA), electrically powered
with local hydraulic power generation (EBHA, EHA), electrically powered with mechanical
transmission (EMA). Especially for the braking system, the transition from the conventional
hydraulically powered solution to an electrical system builds a challenge: torque has to be
applied, and thus energy will be required, to hold the actuator in a neutral position, e.g. for
parking or when the aircraft is in stand-by position for take-off (engines on). In this case,
power is consumed and heat is dissipated. Therefore, the step change from hydraulic to elec-
tric has to be considered for the thermal design. Additional devices have to added increasing
the system weight. The LGS contributes significantly to the weight of the APSA: this system
is only operating during a short time of the mission, but with a relatively high power demand
(i.e. for the LGERS) and contributes therefore significantly to the sizing of the traditional
Hydraulic Power System. The following Tab. 3.10 summarizes the key parameters required
for the characterization of the LGS.
Aircraftparameters:
E
Landing gear weight
Aerodynamic loads
xtension/retraction time
Actuator technology
Power supply type
(electric, hydraulic)
and characteristics
(e.g. pressure level)
Electric power demandMass Hydraulic flow demand
Extension/retraction
Kinematics
Operation requirements:
Simultaneous retraction of
NLG & MLG,doors & gear
Actuator velocity
Actuator size
Figure 3.21: Logic-Tree of the Landing Gear Extension/Retraction System
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Table 3.10: Landing Gear Systems parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Aircraft weight
Aircraft velocity
Braking distance
Runway width
Aerodynamic loads
Landing gear configuration (number of wheels, position, etc.)
Power supply characteristics (pressure/voltage level)
Internal parameters Actuator technology
Kinematics
Interfaces EPS: electric power demand
HPS: hydraulic flow demand
Environment/Cooling System: required cooling power
3.3.4 Power Transformation and Distribution Systems
The function of the Power Transformation and Distribution Systems (PTDS) is the provision
of the required type and amount of power from the secondary power generation systems to
the consumer systems. Therefore, the following functions on system level are induced:
• transformation,
• distribution and
• storing / buffering.
As aircraft power systems are safety critical applications, the requested functions have to be
fulfilled with a defined reliability, close linked to the criticality of the loss of the concerned
function. The number of required independent power sources is driven by the classification of
the effect of a non-availability of the dedicated function and therefore the possible frequency
of occurrence. For the sizing of the power primary transformation (such as hydraulic power
generation, electric power generation or engine bleed air system) the probable failure cases
of the generation (Engines, APU) have to be combined with the required availability of the
consumer systems. The proposed operational design space concept (see Section 3.3.1) is the
enabling concept for the implementation described in Section 4.4.4.
Before entering into the specific aspects of the three different PTDS (Pneumatic Power System,
Hydraulic Power System, Electric Power System), a generalized concept is proposed, which
should enable to better compare these different concepts.
The major driver for the sizing of the PTDS is the amount and type of required power of the
consumer systems, which depends on their conceptual and technological solution (see previous
section 3.3.1).
Transformation. The necessary steps of transformation depend on the power type available
from the power generation systems. Fig. 3.22 shows the main principles of power transforma-
tions applied in todays large commercial aircrafts.
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Figure 3.22: Main principles for power transformations of the PTDS
The power required for fulfilling the transformation function depends on two parameters: the
efficiency of the transformation and the number of transformations. The efficiency and the
mass of the transformation depend then on the technological solution.
Distribution. The second function of the PTDS is the distribution of the different power-
types throughout the aircraft. The length of the distribution means and the occurring or
acceptable power loss are the key characteristics to be considered. Those are influenced by
the topology of the consumer systems, the location of the distribution centers, the location of
the power generation systems and safety aspects, as segregation requirements. In preliminary
design, it is particularly difficult to determine the possible routing of the power distribu-
tion lines through the aircraft. Safety requirements (segregation, results from particular risk
analysis etc.) define the installation possibilities in the aircraft and impact lines length and
thus power loss in the distribution. Therefore, dedicated approximation methods have to be
developed in order to enable comparison between different power distribution concepts. The
length and the diameter of the routings are the major parameters for the determination of
distribution losses. Depending on the technical concept, temperature or flow velocities influ-
ence the distribution losses as well. An important parameter influencing especially the system
mass is the level of effort10 (EPS: voltage level, HPS: pressure level; PPS: temperature and
pressure) available for the system. This power-supply level, decreased by the losses occurring
due to distribution, must be sufficient to meet the consumer system requirements. Here, the
design space is reduced through the use of standard values. For the hydraulic system, rather
than starting with consumer requirements, the pressure level is chosen as a standard value
as given in the SAE Aerospace Standards [61]. The level of effort is driven by the amount of
power requested by the consumer systems. The trade-off has to be made between mass and
efficiency.
Buffering and Storage. In order to comply with transient or peak loads, PTDS dispose of
buffering or storage components as e.g. batteries or accumulators. Within the sizing process,
their design is driven by the short overload charges.
In addition to the power required to deliver to the consumer systems increased by the amount
of power lost within the PTDS through transformation and distribution, additional energy is
10The term effort is used in the concepts of Bond Graph Modeling [10], where different types of energy are
represented with an unified concept.
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necessary for the good functioning of the system itself. Especially for thermal management,
i.e. cooling power, additional power or outside airflow may be required.
Summarizing, the power required for the function of PTDS is the sum of the power losses
occurring in the system plus the power required for secondary functions. In the following
paragraphs, the presented general approach on PTDS is enriched with specific characteristics
of the Pneumatic Power System, Hydraulic Power System and Electric Power System.
Pneumatic Power System
For the Pneumatic Power System, the bleed air flow demand, the necessary pressure and
the accepted temperature is driven by the potential consumer systems ECS, WIPS, FTIS
or HPS requirements. The Main Engine Start (MES) is an additional consumer system not
closer regarded here. Bleed air sources are the Engine and the APU, a ground connection
enables external supply of compressed air. Three sub-systems can be distinguished: the Engine
Bleed Air System (EBAS), the APU bleed air system (APUBAS) and the Pneumatic Power
Distribution System (PADS). An example for the PPS for an A320 is depicted in Appendix
A.5. Regarding the sizing process of the EBAS and PADS (depicted schematically in Fig.
3.23), the required pressure for the ECS is the driving parameter for the engine bleed port
choice (refer to the Section "Engine" for more details). Once the engine bleed ports are
chosen, the characteristics of the pneumatic power system supply is fixed, thus temperatures
and pressures are input parameters for the further sizing process. Because pneumatic power is
distributed throughout the aircraft to supply consumers, a dedicated limit temperature shall
not be exceeded11. In order to assure temperature regulation, the air provided by the engine
must be cooled down during a major part of the mission. The amount of heat to be dissipated
depends therefore on the requested airflow by the consumer systems (divided by the number
of available bleed air supply sources) and the temperature of the bleed port. Conventionally,
an air-to-air heat exchanger, called Pre-Cooler (PCE) installed in the engine pylon or nacelle
fulfills this pre-cooling function. The maximum of heat to be dissipated and limitations with
regards to the size (critical installation location) are the major drivers for the PCE sizing.
The cold source for this conventional PCE is air taken from the engine fan. For the duct
sizing, the acceptable pressure drop has to be defined. The bottom-up approach implies the
definition of the pressure required by the dedicated consumer systems first, secondly define
the duct diameter for an estimated pressure drop and chose finally the bleed-ports of the
engine. Another approach would be to consider the difference between the required and the
available pressure (for matching bleed-ports) and to define the acceptable pressure drop for
the duct sizing in this way. In practice, both approaches are mixed. Therefore, a loop between
required and available power has to be performed. Additional criteria for duct sizing are the
maximum flow velocity allowed in the ducts and installation constraints. The PCE is a major
contributor to pressure drop and has to be sized accordingly. Pressure regulating valves are
installed in order to supply only the required pressure (the pressure at the engine bleed ports
is higher than requested, especially during take-off and climb phases).
11The rationale for limiting bleed air temperature is the possible damage of surrounding structure and
components due to a hot air leakage, especially after a duct burst.
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Aircraftparameters:
Aircraft geometry
Number of engines
Auxiliary power source
.
Safety/certification requirements:
Segregation
.
Max. temperature in
Bleed air circuit
Pressure demand
Cooling demandMass
Pneumatic power consumer systems:
Power demand (3D profile)
Available power
(Generation Systems):
pressure, temperature
Temperature control
Acceptable
pressure drop
Max. flow velocity
Pressure demand
Topology of consumers
Air flow demand
Air flow demand
Duct sizing
Figure 3.23: Logic-Tree of the Pneumatic Power System
To size the APUBAS, the operational scenario has to be clarified first. For conventional APU
operation, only systems operating on ground, or in-flight failure scenarios, are considered. As
the APU is sized to comply with the consumer systems demand (pressure, temperature, air-
flow), the APUBAS only consists of ducting and valves for fulfilling the distribution purposes.
With regards to possible new configurations of the PPS, the following candidates are consid-
ered at conceptual level:
• Low Pressure bleed system: conceive ECS configurations that comply with lower in-
put pressures. Thus, positioning the engine-bleed ports accordingly might eliminate the
PCE,
• No APU bleed air system: if APU (or ground) consumers are based on an electric
concept, the APUBAS could be eliminated and
• Bleed-less : complete bleed system is eliminated.
The following Tab. 3.11 summarizes the key parameters to be considered for the PPS prelim-
inary sizing.
Table 3.11: Pneumatic Power System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Aircraft geometry
Pneumatic power source characteristics (bleed ports)
Internal parameters Temperature limit in bleed air circuit
Interfaces Pneumatic power consumers systems: ECS, WIPS, FTIS, HPS, MES
Pneumatic power sources: Engine, APU, ground supply
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Hydraulic Power System
The logic structure of the HPS sizing process is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.24.
Besides the major sizing parameters cited in the general characterization of the PTDS above,
the design space of the HPS is characterized by the type of the pumps and the architecture
topology. A specific point is the necessity of hydraulic fluid tanks and dedicated return lines
between consumers and the tank and the pumps and the tank. The pressure level is a free
design parameter (discrete choice of standard pressure levels) and impacts mainly the mass
and size (in terms of space allocation) of the components.
Aircraftparameters:
Aircraft geometry
Number of engines
Auxiliary power sources
.
Safety/certification requirements:
Segregation
Redundancy (number of independent
circuits)
.
Number and type
of hydraulic pumps
Electric power demand Mechanical power demand Cooling demandMass
Hydraulic power consumer systems:
Power demand (3D profile)
Location of consumer systems
Available power
(generation systems):
Engine: shaft speeds
Pump
sizing
Pressure level
Duct sizing
Max. flow velocity
Thermal
sizing
Heat rejection
Figure 3.24: Logic-Tree of the Hydraulic Power System
Depending on the architecture, i.e. of the primary flight controls, redundant circuits are nec-
essary. In general, three independent power sources shall be linked to the consumers. In
conventional aircraft, three hydraulic circuits (3H) are installed (refer to Appendix A.6).
Other configurations for more electric actuation systems (PFCS, HLS, LGS) are possible in
combination with electric circuits (E): e.g. 2H2E (used on the Airbus A380), 1H2E or 3E.
Additionally, it is possible to produce the hydraulic power locally by a so-called Hydraulic
Power Package (HPP). A HPP enables a more flexible installation of hydraulic pumps. Espe-
cially, hydraulic pumps can be deleted from the engine nacelle and thus the hydraulic-pipes
from the pylon (a dense area in terms of installation and maintenance). The architecture
design space of the HPS depends especially on the technology choices of the hydraulic power
generation devices. The following types of pumps are the most common:
• EDP: engine gear box mounted pump,
• EMP: electric driven pump
• ADP: pneumatically powered pump (deployed in e.g. the Boeing B777).
For EDPs, the supplied power is directly proportional to the engine shaft speed (as they are
mounted on the AGB), electric motor pumps (EMP) deliver power on demand, pneumatically
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supplied pumps are subject to the power supply conditions described above (refer to the
Pneumatic Power System sizing process).
The thermal sizing of the HPS is impacted by the efficiencies of the hydraulic power con-
sumer systems and of the hydraulic generation. The power losses in pipes, components and
pumps increase the temperature of the hydraulic fluid. A part of the heat is rejected to the
ambiance, as the hydraulic pipes are generally not isolated. Temperature limits are defined
for the hydraulic fluid in order to keep the hydraulic fluid characteristics (viscosity, density,
flammability) in an acceptable range. Eventually, cooling devices have to be foreseen. The
cooling device is commonly a heat exchanger (e.g. air-to-liquid, liquid-to-liquid). Thus, the
amount of heat to be dissipated and the available cooling capacity of the cooling medium are
sizing the heat exchanger.
The major parameters driving the design of the HPS as well as the interfaces of the HPS to
neighboring power systems are summarized in Tab. 3.12.
Table 3.12: Hydraulic Power System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Aircraft geometry
Power supply characteristics (i.e. engine shaft speed)
Internal parameters Hydraulic pressure level
Local or engine-mounted hydraulic generation
Number of circuits
Number and type of pumps
Heat exchange principle
Interfaces Hydraulic power consumers: PFCS, HLS, LGS
EPS: as power source or consumer
(power transfer in emergency cases)
Power sources: Engines, APU, RAT
Cooling: ram air or fuel
PPS: tank pressurization
Electric Power System
The sizing relations for the EPS are schematically depicted in Fig. 3.25. Different types of
electric power are required by the different consumer systems: alternative current (AC), direct
current (DC) at different voltage level (e.g. 115V-AC, 28V-DC, 270V-DC (called high voltage
DC - HVDC), etc.). The choice of the voltage level is closed linked to the amount of required
power. Similar to the considerations of the HPS, mass and power loss characteristics impact
the choice.
As the function of the EPS is the reliable supply of these different types of electric power to
the consumer, different electric-to-electric power transformation devices are necessary: trans-
former, inverter, switches etc. In conventional aircraft, the mechanic power available on the
engine or APU shaft provides the power source for electric power generation. Therefore, the
location of the electric power generation is fixed, the power has then to be supplied via feeders
to the consumer systems.
The necessary transformations are done in so-called power centers (primary power centers
and secondary power centers). The location of the power center(s) is a choice to be made
with regards to cables length, weight and therefore voltage drop, accessibility for cooling,
safety, etc. The acceptable voltage drop sizes the cables diameter and therefore their weight
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for a given length. The ambient temperature of the cables is another important design driver,
although this aspect is today not covered in preliminary design (refer to Chapter 5.3). Different
architectures of the transformation and distribution system can be chosen, depending on the
consumer requirements.
Finally, the required electric power has to be generated by transformation either from me-
chanic power (engines, APU) from hydraulic power (in conventional architectures applied for
the back-up power supply). For future aircraft architectures even a direct supply via a fuel
cell system may be envisaged [19]. The number of electric generators and the generated elec-
tric power type impacts the global architecture and thus the system weight and operational
reliability. Different technologies for electric power generation are possible:
• Integrated Drive Generator (IDG): a constant speed drive (hydro-mechanical differen-
tial) is mounted on the engine gear box and drives an alternator generating AC at fix
frequency (400 Hz) whatever the driving shafts’ angular velocity. This technology has
been used for most of the large commercial aircraft until the upcoming of the variable
frequency generator technology.
• Variable Frequency Generator (VFG): this technology is first applied on the Airbus
A380, the alternator turns with proportional velocity to the engine shaft speed. AC
is generated at variable frequency (≈360...770 Hz). This technology is characterized
by a better efficiency than the IDG. However, the subsequent impact on systems not
complying with variable frequency (and requiring thus local power electronics) has to
be addressed at aircraft level.
• Permanent Magnet Generator (PMG): generates DC.
The transformation and distribution system has to be designed fitting the electric power gen-
eration choice. The generators have to be sized according to the consumer needs plus the
sum of the power losses in the power distribution and transformation. Generally, nominal
loads have to be considered for sizing. Peak loads have to be considered for detailed design
of the generator. The resistance of generators and other components against a short dura-
tion overload influences the weight, as they contain than more iron. Here, only the nominal
performance is regarded for the preliminary design, but the transient aspects are especially
important for the sizing of the feeders (i.e. with regards to thermal requirement and required
amount of material).
Thermal aspects become crucial for more electric architectures, with increasing amount of
required power and thus increasing amount of rejected heat in generation, transformation and
distribution devices. The amount of heat rejected is an indicator if free convection cooling is
sufficient or if a dedicated cooling system is needed. If cooling is required, different concepts
are possible: e.g. air cooling or liquid cooling, resulting in various cooling technologies. As
well, the generator cooling has not to be neglected. Cold fan air or an oil cooling system are
the most common, but are not considered in more detail here.
One important parameter for the AC electric power system sizing is the so-called power factor
cos(ϕ) relating the required power of the load in [W ] with the apparent power of the generator
in [V A]12. Often, inconsistencies occur due to
• different assumptions about cos(ϕ) for interfacing systems or
12[W ] = cos(ϕ) · [V A], see e.g. [18]
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• negligence by the exchange of informations between domains (double-application or
not-application of the power factor).
For high power electric systems, a slight variation of the power factor impacts significantly
the system power and weight estimation.
The following Tab. 3.13 summarizes the majors parameters and power interfaces of the EPS.
Aircraftparameters:
Aircraft geometry
Number of engines
Auxiliary power sources
.
Safety/certification requirements:
Operational reliability
.
Number and type
of generators
Electric power demand Mechanical power demand Cooling demandMass
Electric power consumer systems:
Available power
(generation systems)
Generation
sizing
Voltage level
Distribution sizing
Total amount of required power
Voltage types
Electric power demand (time, operation mode)
Location of consumer systems
Transformation
configuration
Transformation
loss
Acceptable voltage drop
Location of distribution centers
Figure 3.25: Logic-Tree of the Electric Power System
Table 3.13: Electric Power System parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Aircraft geometry
Power supply characteristics (i.e. engine shaft speed)
Internal parameters Voltage level(s)
Variable or constant frequency
Location of distribution centers
Number of circuits
Number and type of generators
Acceptable voltage drop vs. cable sizes
Power factor
Interfaces Electric Power Consumers
HPS: as power source or consumer
(power transfer in emergency cases)
Power sources: Engines, APU, RAT, ground supply
APU: starting
Environment/Cooling system: cooling demand (air or liquid)
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3.3.5 Power Generation Systems
The Power Generation Systems provide the necessary power required by the PDTS, by using
consumables like kerosene fuel. Even if the discussion of aircraft power beyond the availability
of traditional fuel is of high actual interest ([25],[37]) it is here considered that future aircraft
will still fly with traditional engines. However, these engine will be made compliant with so
called drop-in fuels13.
Addressing the complete aircraft operation space, the on-board secondary power generation
(engines, APU, RAT, fuel cells) and external power supply (instead) have to be considered.
The so-called ground-cart provides electric power connection or compressed air to the aircraft
on ground. With regards to the complete operation space of the aircraft life cycle, these addi-
tional external power supplies are especially necessary for testing and maintenance operations,
when the on-board power generation systems are not available.
Engine
The main function of the engines is to generate propulsive power (thrust). As described
in Eq. 3.1, the required thrust depends on the aircraft weight, aerodynamic properties and
the mission requirements (Mach number, altitude, range). Thus, the engines establish the
link between the systems and the aircraft performance for conventional solutions. As already
mentioned, in addition to propulsive power generation, the engines supplies secondary power
to enable the operation of the aircraft power systems14: pneumatic power and mechanical
power.
In the aircraft preliminary design process, different engine types are normally investigated
(see Fig. 2.6). The design of the engine itself depends on the thrust performance, noise re-
quirements etc. that are out of scope of the presented work. However, the influence of aircraft
power systems on the engine design is important. In a first step, the required type of power to
be extracted (mechanical or pneumatic) has to be defined. A change from a conventional bleed
to bleed-less APSA impacts significantly the engine design as e.g. the compressor stall mar-
gins are effected. The required amount of bleed-air and the required pressure level impact the
thermodynamic behavior and thus the more detailed engine design. For preliminary design,
generally the interesting engine types are selected and interpolation models fed with prelim-
inary engine data are elaborated. These models are then scaled for the analysis of different
scenarios.
In order to produce the required power, the engine is supplied with energy in form of fuel
and outside air. The amount of power required and thus the impact of systems power-off
take on the engine fuel burn depends on the following parameters: the type of power off-take
(mechanic, pneumatic), the characteristics of the off-take (so-called off-take position on the
compressor stages or the fan) and the engine architecture itself.
In order to start the engines, a significant amount of power is required, which depends on the
inertia of the engine to be overcome, the required starting time and the ambient conditions.
In-flight restart of the engines must also be assured (see FAA 25.903(e), [27]). In conventional
aircraft, the engine is started with pneumatic power supplied from the Auxiliary Power Unit
13Drop-in fuels are bio-fuels that can replace traditional fossil fuels with an minimal impact on the aircraft.
14Form a general point of view, other energy sources (as e.g. fuel cells, solar panels) could be imagined
for future aircraft, here the traditional engines-generated secondary power is considered. However, the here-
developed methodology is as well valid for other types of secondary power sources.
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(APU) via the pneumatic power system. Other solutions like an integrated electric driven
motor-generator are possible [50].
The major design parameters and interfaces are summarized in Tab. 3.14.
Table 3.14: Engine parameters and interfaces
Global Parameters Required thrust
Fuel consumption
Fan air characteristics (temperature and pressure)
Bleed port choice
Bleed port characteristics (temperature and pressures)
Internal Parameters Engine configuration (number of shafts etc.)
Interfaces PPS: pneumatic power supply, fan air supply, engine start
EPS: mechanical power supply, engine start
HPS: mechanical power supply
Fuel system: fuel supply
Environment: air intake, exhaust
Auxiliary Power System
In addition to the engines, an additional secondary power source has to be available in an
aircraft, to supply power in cases when the engine (or other primary secondary power source)
is not operating, especially on ground. In order to assure autonomous operation of aircraft
system without running engines or ground supply, most aircraft dispose of an Auxiliary Power
Unit (APU). The conventional APU is a turbo-machine providing pneumatic power to the
consumer systems on ground (air conditioning, main engine start, etc.) and electric power to
various small electric consumers. Thus, engine start and vital aircraft system operation on
ground is also possible if no airport ground power supply is available.
For most of the large civil aircraft, the APU is started from a starter motor supplied by
a battery, part of the electric power system. The required starting power depends on the
architecture and size of the APU (number of shafts, thus inertia) as well on the environmental
conditions (influencing friction).
The required power for the conventional APU is supplied in form of fuel from the Fuel System.
For the operation of the load compressor, air is taken from outside, which is a source of drag
if the APU is operated during flight. Additional air is also required for cooling the APU.
In conventional aircraft, the APU is designed for operation on ground (i.e. ECS power supply),
for the main engine start or restart during flight. Although, the APU can provide power during
certain flight phases, depending on the operator. However, like for most of the conventional
aircraft, take-off with an inoperable APU is allowed, the in-flight availability of the APU can
not automatically be considered for the sizing of the PTDS. Due to environmental conditions,
the provision of pneumatic power is only ensured up to a certain altitude (defined in the APU
operational envelope, e.g. 22500 ft (6858 m)).
The required amount, type and characteristics of the PTDS is the starting point for the APU
sizing. The second important aspect is the operational envelope and the operational reliability.
These latter parameters impact not only the APU sizing but additionally the sizing of the
PTDS (availability of secondary power). Mass has to be balanced against efficiency and thus
fuel consumption.
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The major parameters and interfaces of the APU are summarized in Tab. 3.15.
Table 3.15: APU parameters and interfaces
Global parameters Mission envelope for APU
Type & amount of required power
Internal parameters APU configuration (number of shafts etc.)
Interfaces PPS: pneumatic power supply
EPS: mechanical power system, starting
Fuel System: fuel supply
Environment: air intake
Ram Air Turbine
The function of the Ram Air Turbine is to provide emergency power to essential consumers
as e.g. primary flight controls, cockpit devices etc. to assure a landing maneuver after a total
power loss. The RAT is a small wind-turbine that extends automatically of the aircraft in
emergency conditions. The required amount of power in such an emergency case is the design
driver for the RAT. In a second step, the technology of the RAT is driving the occurring power
loss. Today, mainly two types of RAT are applied: generation of hydraulic power (for flight
controls) in a first step and transforming the required amount of electrical power through a
CSM or generation of electrical power in first step and the dedicated transformation via an
EMP into hydraulic power. For a complete consideration of the RAT sizing for different APSA
it is suggested to refer to [38].
Fuel Cell Systems
Fuel Cells are increasingly in the focus of interest of the aviation community as promising
power generation system. For this reasons, Fuel Cells are considered in this thesis as a fu-
ture technology candidates, possible to be integrated in the presented simulation framework.
However, no model is integrated yet; for completeness, the Fuel Cell System characteristics
are briefly outlined here.
Considering the sizing process of the fuel cell, in a first step, the functional requirements and
the field of application has to be defined. Fuel Cells produce electric power form hydrogen (to
provided in a separate tank or obtained after a reforming process from fuel); water and hot
NEA are side products. Studies show that the benefit of the Fuel Cells regarding the overall
aircraft performance increases, when the side products are integrated in the APSA (e.g. NEA
for inerting, water for the water/waste system) [9]. Therefore, the interfaces of the Fuel Cell
System depend on the degree of integration within the APSA. Cooling e.g. in form of ram air
is required due to the low efficiency of today’s Fuel Cells. In addition, power for starting the
Fuel Cell may be required according to the solution.
Summarizing, the architecture of the Fuel Cell System and the integration level within the
APSA define sizing cases and interfaces to be considered.
3.3.6 Architecture Synthesis
Before treating the necessary concepts for the modeling of the above-described systems, the
interdependency of the systems is addressed. The coupling of the systems through their power
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interfaces and through global parameters is considered. Generally, the concept of design de-
pendency matrix or design structure matrix (DSM) [42] is used to visualize the system inter-
dependencies of complex system or system-of-system architectures. Here, the DSM is used to
illustrate the bi-directional coupling of the systems and to show how the proposed bottom-
up sizing process (Inverse Engineering Principle) enables to minimize the required iteration
loops. An example of the DSM for a conventional APSA is given in Fig. 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Simplified Design Dependency Matrix for a conventional APSA
In addition to the conventional form of the DSM, here, the top-level parameters defining the
aircraft requirements are integrated. This allows not only the analysis of the dependencies
between systems, but also the tracing of the impact of changed aircraft level parameters on
one or more systems and on the architecture. For the presented interdependencies between
the power systems (Fig. 3.26), an optimum sequencing of the system calculation order is es-
tablished. This optimum sequencing is made for the criteria of minimizing calculation loops.
For example, the commercial cabin systems output "heat-load" is an input for the environ-
mental control system. Therefore, the cabin systems module is placed before the ECS module
in the calculation process. Examples where loops cannot be avoided are the Landing Gear
Systems that require the mass of the overall aircraft including the systems mass for the sizing
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calculation.
For the aircraft or global parameters, six subgroups are built in order to represent the different
categories of top-level parameters. Those groups of parameters are interdependent as well. The
number of passengers depends e.g. on the chosen cabin layout (number of first, business or
economy class seats) and the size of the cabin. The starting point of the regarded scenario
is important. Here, the scenario of analysis starts from a given aircraft project (e.g. fixed
passenger numbers, geometry, mission). The objective is to:
1. Analyze different aircraft power system architectures for a given aircraft scenario.
2. Analyze the impact of different aircraft scenarios (e.g. different sizing aircraft in one
family, changing of top-level requirements) on the APSA.
For a more detailed example of the use of the DSM concept, the coupling of the CCS within
the APSA and with regards to the influencing aircraft top-level parameters is given in Fig.
3.27. Here, a fourth dimension, the coupling to the aircraft performance level is schematically
shown. The influence of a top-level parameter change can be traced through the complete
functional chain up to the aircraft performance impact.
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Figure 3.27: Impact analysis of the CCS within APSA
The DSM helps especially to trace aircraft parameter changes and to analyze the propagation
through the complete APSA sizing process. However, the DSM is fix for a dedicated archi-
tecture and has to be established for each architecture under investigation. Due to the high
number of parameters, it becomes rapidly difficult to handle. As well, the various dimension
of the interdependencies (as described in Section 3.1.2, e.g. time and operation mode depen-
dence) between the systems cannot be captured and therefore aircraft power management
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strategies cannot be developed. In this thesis, the DSM is only used for the a-priori analysis
leading to the simulation framework implementation. The enabling concepts for an efficient
model implementation is given in the following section.
3.4 Modeling Methodology
The functional analysis of the major aircraft power systems in the previous sections enables
the formulation of general rules for modeling in order to integrate them in the proposed
methodology. In this section, these general principles are outlined in order to allow the later
development of new models and dedicated analysis tool fitting the methodology. The previous
subsections describing the systems separately are focused on the logic-trees as basis for the
sizing model. Here as well, the dedicated changes for the implementation of the sizing and per-
formance mode models are described. Whereas, it has to be emphasized that the development
of the sizing model using logic-trees is one of the innovative contributions of this thesis.
3.4.1 Sizing Models
The logic-trees allow the translation of the sizing process (based on a functional approach) into
parametric models, system by system. As well, the interconnection of these system-modules
through their energy interfaces (physically) and the common global parameters is enabled.
The function-based approach of the logic trees allows the comparability of different conceptual
or technological solutions. Additionally, the functional formulation opens the integration of
new technical solutions. Adding possible future solutions for each system then enlarges this
logic structure and makes it flexible for new system architectures development and assessment.
Dedicated models for the defined calculation steps, depending on the identified key parameters
are established in Chapter 4 using either physical equations (if the problem is simple) or
prepared data from more complex simulations or calculations. More details on dedicated
modeling techniques are given in section 4.2.
Consumer System Models. The functional system approach as basis for the sizing model is
rather straightforward, when the system fulfills only one function. For systems, where various
functions are combined (e.g. the Environmental Control System where fresh air supply, tem-
perature control and pressure control are closely coupled or for fuel cell systems where electric
power generation is linked with water and NEA production) the development of a sizing model
is not obvious. However, the problem can be tackled by separating the formal system require-
ments (in form of computable and generic boundary conditions) from the technical solution.
Implementing then "behavioral" models - derived from more detailed simulation - for different
possible system configurations depending on the boundary conditions is one solution.
Distribution System Models. The sizing of the power distribution systems depends on the
power demanded by the consumer systems and additionally by the available power from the
secondary power source. A dynamic sizing mechanism is implemented (see Fig. 3.28), where
the design point is formulated in form of a rule (e.g. airflow to be transferred for a bleed air
duct) and then defined according to the simulation results of the implicated systems.
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Figure 3.28: Schematics of the dynamic sizing of the power distribution systems
Generation System Models. No generalized approach can be given for the Power gener-
ation systems. The engine, as the sizing is driven by thrust requirements and not by system
secondary power off-take requirements, is not adapted as a sizing model. However, a behav-
ioral model with various options (placement of bleed ports) is recommended, and for step
changes, different engine types (bleed, bleed-less) should be available. To include the sizing
effect, scaling-factors offer an interesting solution. For the APU, RAT or a Fuel Cell System,
the logic-tree can be used to structure the modeling approach. Identical to the PTDSs, the
power demand is the major input.
3.4.2 Performance Models
The performance model represents the behavior (actual power consumption, efficiency, drag
contribution) of a system that has been sized with the above-described process. For example,
if the sizing model aims at the determination of a duct diameter according to a maximum
allowed pressure drop for a certain amount of flow, then, the performance model enables to
analyze the actual pressure drop for the chosen diameter. According to the operation design
space concept proposed in Section 3.3.1, the operational characteristics of the system are
included in the performance model. For WIPS, the required power depends on the "on"/"off"
characteristics of the system that can be defined according to the occurring icing conditions
and flight phases. In terms of an object-oriented approach, the performance model is described
by the inverse calculation direction of the sizing model. However, it depends strongly on the
model implementation and the characteristics of the system (refer to Chapter 4).
3.4.3 Modularity
In order to achieve a clear and flexible modeling structure, the different power systems are
each modeled as power system modules (compare Section 3.3.2). The module boundaries are
defined from a functional point of view, the logic structure of the sizing and performance
models being incorporated in the modules. The principle of the power ports as interfaces
between the power modules represents the bi-directional exchange: e.g. the flow demanded by
a flight control actuator is depending on the provided pressure by the hydraulic power system.
Each module can contain different models representing different system configurations and
thus different sets of system parameters. The major characteristics of these modules are the
following:
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• Each module is parametric and therefore reactive to changes of common parameters
without user interaction.
• Each module provides all identified power interfaces. If e.g. for a power consuming
system (compare 2.1) an electrically powered and a hydraulically powered solution is
possible, this module will have an electric and a hydraulic power port, while one or
the other (or both) is activated depending on the chosen system configuration. This
implementation enables the a priori connection between the system modules; the energy
flow routing is then done by computer program following logic switches. The user of the
simulation framework does not have to know all possible interconnections; this is part of
the knowledge implemented into the platform. However, modification is always possible
directly in the simulation model.
• Each module is based on an energy balance principle. That means that the required
energy is equal to the used energy for the function plus the energy losses. This allows
tracing the used and wasted energy in each system and subsystem and enables the
analysis of parasitic interactions. Additionally, the generation of a global picture of the
energy waste on aircraft level, combined with the existent information on the systems
topology, will allow to "think global" about cooling strategies - a subject that is today
treated mainly separately in the system domains.
• Each module provides the characteristics like mass and drag that contribute to the
overall aircraft energy balance to be evaluated in the aircraft performance calculation.
The formalized structure enables easy software implementation and facilitates the later en-
largement of the proposed simulation platform prototype.
3.5 Summary of Chapter 3
Concluding, Chapter 3 presents the extensive analysis and formalization work of the aircraft
power systems architectures, conventional and candidate solutions for future applications,
leading to the formalization of a methodology. First, the major relevant interactions between
the systems, the aircraft and the environment are identified and characterized. Then the
architecture calculation methodology is presented, based on a coupling of a sizing and a
performance calculation process. Three concepts are developed to enable the translation of
this methodology into modeling principles allowing a software implementation:
• the operational design space concept,
• the power systems module and
• the logic-trees.
A functional analysis of all addressed systems including the development of the logic-tree and
the identification of key parameters and interfaces is performed. Finally, dedicated model-
ing principles applicable to the three groups of systems (Power Consuming Systems, Power
Transformation and Distribution Systems and Power Generation Systems) are established.
The implementation of these models into a prototype of a software tool is subject of the
following Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Modeling and Implementation
This chapter deals with the modeling, implementation and validation of the aircraft power sys-
tem models and their integration into a dedicated simulation framework. First, the simulation
framework is presented. Second, an overview on available and implemented modeling tech-
niques is given and the challenges regarding the validation is explained. Then, selected system
models are described in more detail to illustrate the dedicated modeling techniques. Section
4.5 deals with the link between the system architecture and the aircraft-level performance. An
additional section treats the implementation of a so-called uncertainty management, which
aims at using probabilistic methods to support robust decision making at aircraft level. Fi-
nally, the validation procedure is summarized.
4.1 Simulation Framework Overview
A prototype of a simulation framework that corresponds to the methodology outlined in Chap-
ter 3 has been developed (see Fig. 4.1) in a Matlab/Simulink/Stateflow r© environment.
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Figure 4.1: Overview on the proposed simulation framework
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This simulation environment includes the APSA calculation process (sizing and performance
calculation mode according to Section 3.2), schematically depicted in Fig. 4.1-(a). The sim-
ulation environment is chosen for its suitability for the integration of different codes and
applications (e.g. C-Code, Dymola/Modelica r©). In this way, existing models or models
easier to develop with other code can be integrated instead of re-developed. As an example,
the engine model is implemented from C-code; Dymola/Modelica import is achieved for
the ECS model and a Java application is used for the aircraft performance calculation. Re-
gardless of the different codes, here the modeling principles are of interest and are presented
in a more general way in Section 4.2, significant examples for selected system models are
presented in Section 4.4.
The main objective of this integrated simulation environment is to ensure consistency bet-
ween boundary conditions for all systems during the preliminary design phase and trade-off
analysis (refer to Fig. 2.7). Therefore, different platform-facilities as aircraft data, mission
and environment definition and the operational scenarios are included (Fig. 4.1-(b,c)) as an
essential part of the simulation framework. To enable the integrated and automated aircraft
level coupling of the APSA calculation, a virtual link between the APSA calculation and the
aircraft level is established through an interface to an Airbus internal Aircraft Mission and
Performance Tool (AMPT), Fig. 4.1-(d).
Facilitating the day-by-day use of this complex simulation environment to aircraft and system
architects, not necessarily familiar with simulation tools, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is
an essential part of the proposed prototype (Fig. 4.1-(e)). The functions and ergonomics of
the GUI are outlined in Section 4.6.
The different system models implemented in the APSA calculation have different levels of
accuracy. Due to the complexity of interactions between the system modules, a dedicated
strategy for tracing the propagation of these uncertainties is required. Additionally, at aircraft
level, only very fine differences are expected (refer to Section 2.1.1) which supports the need to
know the interval of confidence of the result. This is especially important for the comparison
of two different architecture concepts with regards to aircraft-level parameters as e.g. block-
fuel. As well, in the preliminary design phase, the aircraft level input may be uncertain or
the robustness of an aircraft-level result (e.g. block-fuel) is to be analyzed for varying input
parameters. For the sum of these reasons, the implementation of the uncertainty management
(Fig. 4.1-(f)1) is seen as essential. Probabilistic methods are chosen as enabling method. This
aspect is further discussed in Section 4.7.
4.2 Modeling, Simulation and Validation Techniques
This section discusses the different simulation and enabling modeling principles relevant for
the presented prototype implementation. Especially the sizing simulation requires modeling
techniques not commonly used today. In a first part of this section, those new modeling and
simulation techniques are distinguished from conventional simulation techniques. Additionally,
the specific challenges for validation met in this research work are presented.
1The Uncertainty Management functional unit is depicted with dashed lines, as no complete integration of
this facility into the simulation framework prototype is established yet.
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4.2.1 Modeling and Simulation Techniques
Today, in the systems domain the simulation of physical systems is perceived as the analysis
of the response y(t) of a known system S exited with the known input u(t) (see Fig. 4.2-(a)).
Therefore, this type of simulation is well adapted for the analysis of a known and thus already
sized system (e.g. for controller design or performance analysis). Similar to the definitions in
controller design, Fig. 4.2-(a) shows two further types of simulation: design or identification
and inverse simulation. Identification is the elaboration of a model from known inputs and
outputs. In case of inverse simulation the system and the response (outputs) are known and
the inputs are searched.
The simulation type required for the implementation of the proposed methodology is mainly
the inverse approach based on a-causal modeling techniques. However, for characterizing the
different simulation types representing the sizing and performance modes of the proposed
methodology, the traditional simulation formalism (Fig. 4.2-(a)) is enhanced as proposed in
Fig. 4.2-(b).
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Figure 4.2: Simulation formalisms required for the proposed methodology
In order to characterize the system S (here any power system or sub-system), the parameters
ui and yj are introduced. Hereby, ui represent design constraints and yj design parameters.
Additionally, the time-dependent output y(t) is divided into local outputs y(t) and global
output z(t). This formalization represents the concept of the power systems module introduced
in Section 3.3.2, Fig. 3.8 and allows the analysis of three required simulation scenarios:
1. Sizing mode: The system characteristic parameters yj (e.g. mass, duct diameters, size
of the components) are searched using an inverse simulation mode with the y(t) known
as input for the sizing conditions. For the system S, only the configuration (e.g. type
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of technology or architecture) and design constraints uj (e.g. standard duct diameters)
are known.
2. Performance mode to size interfacing systems: Once the characteristic parameters yj
are defined (and thus the system S) from the previous step, the input variables u(t) are
now derived from the output y(t) for off-design conditions. The simulation principle is
still the inverse approach.
3. Performance mode for global evaluation: Finally, when all sub-systems are defined, sim-
ulation in the traditional direct mode is possible. This corresponds e.g. to the aircraft
performance simulation for a dedicated APSA (the obtainable mission profile is cal-
culated, whereas in the previous simulation steps, the mission profile constitutes an
input).
The formalization proposed in Fig. 4.2-(b) is adequate to describe the simulation types used
in the here presented framework. The inverse simulation principle is mainly applied which
requires a-causal modeling. A-causal modeling is defined to be based on physical conservation
laws (i.e. energy balance) [67]. Tools are available to support object-oriented modeling based
on a-causal models: e.g. Dymola/Modelica r©. The advantage of object-oriented model-
ing codes is that only one model has to be built to enable different simulation modes. For
traditional codes, all parameters of interest in an equation have to be written explicitly. In
this case, different model for different simulation directions have to be build. With regards
to maintainability of complex simulation frameworks, this is less advantageous. Whereas, the
object-oriented code has its inconvenients with regards to the simulation time due to numeri-
cal difficulties, i.e. with regards to initial conditions setting. However, the simulation principle
described in 1. requires in any case the development of dedicated code (i.e. design point search
algorithms). For this reason, a specific simulation framework has been developed here.
The major effort is done in developing specific sizing models. In order to achieve this, various
modeling techniques are available and applied. An overview on the most important is given
in the following paragraphs.
Physical Modeling. The most intuitive way to establish sizing models is the building of
physical models using e.g. thermodynamic balance equations. However, in a pre-design context
this is only meaningful if the represented system consist in a small number of subsystems.
Additionally, physical models based on conservation equations are only suitable to calculate
the energy variables. To find the weight of a component, more detailed models are necessary,
as the pure physical models become too detailed and thus specific. Here, the use of scaling
laws or regression formulas is adequate. However, their use decreases the physical insight in
cause and effect of parameter changes. The building of so-called black-box models has to be
avoided if one of the objectives of the established method is the increase of transparency in
preliminary design.
Regression or Response Surface Models. If the examined systems are more complex,
regression or response surface models are a possibility to build up a rough overview of the
system characteristics. The system characteristics can be analyzed with regards to one or more
key parameters to be varied during the study (i.e. the key parameters are identified during
the interviews and summarized in the Sections 3.3.3 - 3.3.5). Two types of those models are
used here. First, regression based on empiric data, i.e. for weight estimation. Supplier data,
data of existing systems or even test data can be used for the elaboration of those models.
Second, response surface models are generated by the use of complex simulation models. In
this way, different operation points of a system can be assessed easily (significantly reduced
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simulation time), but the range of validity of these models is often limited. This technique
has been applied to build up a first prototype of a model for different ECS architectures. For
each architecture, a dedicated set of look-up tables has been generated from complex dynamic
simulation models to represent the steady state performance.
Scaling Laws. From the viewpoint of physical insight provided by modeling methods, scaling
laws are between physical modeling and regression. Scaling laws allow scaling systems based
on their physical similarity. This method may be especially very precise for component weight
estimation (e.g. fans, motors, pumps).
All the above-described methods have to be considered carefully, when new technology is
regarded. Especially the empirical or statistical based approach is then not applicable without
adaptation to the new technologies. The most common technique to overcome this problem is
to introduce extrapolation factors to scale from conventional to new technology. Additionally,
in order to forecast the technology improvement in the future, technology factors can be
applied. Technology factors are means to implement e.g. the weight decrease potential of a
dedicated component for which only empirical data is available.
As this thesis describes a prototype development still in progress, most of the models combine
different modeling techniques. For some models, a preliminary model is build using very rough
modeling techniques as regression, but the development of more adequate models (e.g. object-
oriented subsystem libraries that can be composed to system architectures and then integrated
within the simulation framework) are initiated and in progress. An overview of the applied
modeling techniques and some specific examples of modeling are presented in Section 4.4.
4.2.2 Validation
The validation of the developed models is a key step when aiming at acceptance of simulation
for decision-making. Here, the validation has two objectives:
• Confidence-building in the proposed modeling approaches and
• Quantification of the model uncertainty.
Confidence building is especially important as a new way of working is introduced: using
simplified modeling for decision-making in early design phases. Therefore, it is important to
demonstrate to the system designers, that the developed models are a sufficiently "good"
representation of the system itself with regards to the overall aircraft impact. It is especially
important to balance between a requested conservative approach (requested from the system-
designer side in order to include uncertainty of the later detailed design) and a speculative
approach for new technologies which are pushed by Research & Technology (R&T) projects.
Sensitivity analysis of the impact of margin reduction or extension is one solution.
The quantification of the model uncertainty is crucial, if uncertainty management strategies
are to be integrated. However, the validation (and thus the quantification of the uncertainty) of
models for new (not yet physically existing) system solutions cannot be done with traditional
methods as e.g. comparison with test data or the validation of the proposed model with
existing system solutions on flying aircraft. Additionally, the possibility of changed design
paradigms and requirements has to be considered when comparing the simulation with existing
systems or on architecture level. For the sum of these reasons, the following hybrid approach
is chosen:
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• System models representing a conventional configuration are compared to data of ex-
isting systems. The occurring differences are analyzed taking into account the changing
requirements and hypothesis.
• System models representing new configurations are calibrated to data representing cur-
rent state of the art technology and knowledge. Evolution potential is outlined.
In this way, it is possible to evaluate the level of confidence for each system separately. The
complete architecture is assessed by comparing ’manual’ trade-studies with the simulation
results.
4.3 General Platform Models
A brief description of the basic principles for the general platform modules is given in order to
define the prerequisites for the system model implementation in Section 4.4 and the simulation
applications in Chapter 5.
4.3.1 Mission Profile
For all power system modules the operational space for a complete mission profile is regarded
(refer to Section 3.3.1). The mission profile is defined by the altitude and Mach-number
as a function of time. This mission profile builds the basis for the simulation process. The
mission time corresponds to the simulation time, the altitude and the Mach-number are input
variables for dedicated modules (e.g. the altitude is an input for the ECS module to calculate
the current cabin pressure; the altitude is an input to the WIPS-model to signal though a
discrete parameter weather or not the maximum altitude for icing conditions is reached). A
variable called flight-phase is used to trigger flight-phase dependent events and changes in the
system behavior. The flight-phases definition according to the mission profile is implemented
using a parametric description (using Stateflow r©, refer to Appendix B.3).
The mission profile is the output of the Aircraft Mission and Performance Tool and corre-
sponds to a dedicated aircraft. The aircraft-specific mission profile is parametrized by the
following parameters: mission length in [NM or m], maximum cruise altitude [ft or m]. Addi-
tionally, specific flight-phases as e.g. a holding2 phase can be added. The AMPT only provides
a mission above 1500 ft (from climb to landing). Therefore, a specific mission definition for
the ground, taxi and take-off phase and respectively also for the landing, taxi and roll-out
phases is added in order to build a complete mission profile.
A more detailed decomposition of the flight-phases is required in order to analyze specific
systems. For example, the Landing Gear Extension Retraction system is not consuming power
during the whole take-off or landing phase, but only when operating. The same is applicable
for the High-Lift System or the Fuel System’s re-fueling function. Therefore, dedicated sub-
flight-phases with the dedicated operational time as an input parameter are included in the
flight-phase model using a hierarchical approach, enabling further detailing if required.
2The holding phase is necessary to assess WIPS and PPS design cases.
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4.3.2 Ambient Conditions
Ambient conditions such as temperature Tamb, pressure pamb and relative humidity xamb are
necessary input variables for all systems using ram-air (ENG, APU, ECS, FTIS, etc.). For
the ECS, the ambient conditions impact significantly the heat-loads. According to the ISA,
the ambient conditions are defined as a function of the altitude and a specific derivation
(so-called delta ISA) from the ISA normal definition (15◦C at sea-level). Here, three different
ambient-conditions are regarded for the design space definition:
• ISA: standard condition, 15◦C at sea-level,
• HOT: equivalent to ISA + 23, 38◦C at sea-level,
• COLD: equivalent to ISA -38, -23◦C at sea-level.
In rare cases, also the scenarios like so-called "extra-HOT" (XHOT) may be required for the
analysis of specific cases. In the simulation framework, the temperature Tamb, the pressure
pamb and the relative humidity xamb are implemented as a function of the altitude and the
ambient conditions.
4.3.3 Aircraft Geometry
The current state of the prototype implementation is valid for a classical aircraft configura-
tion, with two or four wing-mounted engines. An example, including the the major geometric
characteristics is depicted in the Appendix B.2, Fig. B.1, indicates as well the naming conven-
tion for the three aircraft axis x, y and z. The objective is to analyze not only conventional
aircraft geometries but also other aircraft configuration such as aircraft with rear-mounted
engines. Therefore, the geometric relations important for ducting and cables lengths etc. are
defined as parameters.
4.4 Selected Examples for System Modeling
In the frame of this research work, the initiation of prototyping of system models allow-
ing demonstrating the added value of the new approach is targeted. The models are to be
developed by the corresponding system departments of Airbus in order to guarantee the
acceptance of this new methodology and the correctness of the models. The contribution of
the here presented work is therefore the specification, guidance and support to develop these
models with respect to the proposed methodology. However, for some of the models, a proto-
type is completely developed as part of the presented research work, based on data received
from the system departments. The perimeter of the covered system models, their modeling
approaches, current status and contribution in the frame of this thesis is summarized in Ap-
pendix B.1, Tab. B.1. In the following, four significant examples are selected to illustrate the
applied modeling approaches.
• The Wing Ice Protection System model gives an example for a model based on an
empiric approach using extrapolation for new technologies.
• The Commercial Cabin System model demonstrates how statistical data is used for the
model elaboration.
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• The Pneumatic Power System and Electric Power System models illustrate the logic
structure for the Power Distribution System sizing and the combination with physical
models and empiric data.
4.4.1 Wing Ice Protection System
The model of the WIPS is based on the functional analysis presented in Section 3.3.3. The
following calculation steps are performed successively (refer to Fig. 4.3).
1. After to the concept choice (here: thermal ice-protection) the required EOP is derived
from aircraft top-level parameters and the location of the EOP (center of EOP) is
defined.
2. The power required for the anti- or de-icing functions is defined.
3. The power required from the pneumatic or the electric power system is calculated de-
pending on technology choice for the WIPS
The mass of the system is computed as well. If a fully evaporative system is assumed, the
WIPS has no significant impact on the aircraft drag; especially no drag difference between
different system configurations is expected. However, residual ice on the wing creates drag.
Therefore, no drag calculation is addressed for this model.
Sizing Model. The logic structure of the sizing process of the Wing Ice Protection System
is introduced in Fig. 3.13. Here, four different configurations of WIPSs are regarded:
1. WIPS CONFIG 1: Conventional Thermal Anti-Ice (pneumatic)
2. WIPS CONFIG 2: Thermal Anti-Ice (pneumatic) with flow modulation
3. WIPS CONFIG 3: Thermal Anti-Ice (electric)
4. WIPS CONFIG 4: Thermal Anti-Ice (electric) with De-Ice mode
The conventional solution for wing ice protection for large commercial aircraft like the com-
plete Airbus family uses a thermal pneumatic system. In the following, a calculation method
is described which is applicable to those conventional systems using an empirical approach.
In a second step, a formulation applicable for electro-thermal system is derived by the use of
extrapolation formulas. The structure of the model is depicted in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Wing Ice Protection System module structure
Estimation of the EOP. The EOP depends mainly on the capacity of the wing profile
and geometry to catch water drops while flying through icing conditions. Thin profiles catch
more as they induce a higher diversion of the air stream prior to the profile nose. Thus, the
EOP is sensitive to the wing profile that still may change until later stages of the design
process. Calculation methods like indicated in the SAE Norm 1168 [62] are based on detailed
information on the wing profile not available in the phases of early design as targeted here.
In a first step, it is sufficient to identify the span-wise EOP. The chord-wise EOP is more
sensitive to the actual wing profile. Figure 4.4 shows the example of the EOP location and
geometric definition for an Airbus A320.
Center of EOP
EOP chord-wise
EOP
Span-wise direction (y-axis)
Slat-wise direction
asweep
Wing Anti
Ice Valve
(WAIV)
Figure 4.4: Pneumatic thermal WIPS (A320) - system structure and geometric definitions
The here established method for the EOP estimation is based on a study conducted in the
Aerodynamic Department of Airbus [17] showing that the Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MAC)
is the parameter with the strongest influence on the aerodynamic effects of ice accretion and
the required span-wise EOP, assuming similar wing designs. The proposed method allows
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the calculation of the EOP in span-wise direction as a function of the MAC and the wing-
span, well known parameters in early design. The trend shows that as MAC increases, the
requirement for anti-icing decreases (see Fig. 4.5-(a)). The older aircraft (gray squares) fall to
the conservative side of the trend line, while more recently developed aircraft (black rhombs)
fall to the speculative side of the trend line.
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Figure 4.5: Regression curve for EOP definition
The depicted regression curve ignores those older aircraft in order to give a better approxi-
mation for new aircraft programs. A relative error range of ± 5% encloses all recent Airbus
aircraft. In the aerodynamic domain the EOP is defined in span-wise direction, as the area of
water catch is of interest:
yEOP,AI
yspan
= −kWIPS,1 · xMAC + kWIPS,2. (4.1)
With:
yEOP,AI [m] EOP in span-wise direction per wing for anti-ice function
kWIPS,1 [−] slope of WIPS-EOP regression formula
kWIPS,2 [−] intercept of WIPS-EOP regression formula
xMAC [m] length of mean aerodynamic chord
yspan [m] aircraft wing span
Whereas in the systems-domain the slat-wise (or wing-wise direction) is required, in order to
determine the power required for the ice protection function. The span-wise and the slat-wise
direction are linked via the wing sweep-angle αsweep. The EOP per wing in slat-wise direction
can therefore be calculated as follows:
lEOP,AI =
1
cos(αsweep)
yEOP,AI . (4.2)
With:
lEOP,AI [m] EOP in slat-wise direction for anti-ice function
αsweep [◦] wing sweep angle
It has to be emphasized that the value of lEOP,AI concerns both wings. For the calculation of
the EOP per wing, a factor 0.5 has to be considered.
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EOP for De-Ice System (E1). For a de-icing WIPS, a larger EOP is necessary as for
the anti-icing system in order to reach the same level of aircraft maneuverability in icing
conditions. A linear approximation is defined for the extrapolation from existing to future
technology:
yEOP,DI = kWIPS,EOP,DI · yEOP,AI . (4.3)
with:
lEOP,DI [m] EOP in slat-wise direction for de-ice function
kWIPS,EOP,DI [−] extrapolation from de-ice to anti-ice
Estimation of the center of EOP (CEOP). In order to approximately locate the EOP
(anti-or de-ice) on the wing, and thus to define the required length of the power supply
distribution means (ducts or feeders), the span-wise location of the EOP has to be defined.
Fig. 4.5-(b) shows percentage span anti-icing center plotted against percentage span-wise anti-
icing coverage for various aircrafts. Additionally, Fig. 4.5-(b) depicts the theoretical possible
range of anti-icing center versus anti-icing coverage (gray area), as well as the actual range
of the considered aircraft (white area). Two trend-lines are established that take into account
the limitation of the EOP through the wing tip. The center of the EOP can be derived from
the EOP calculated in Eq. 4.1 with the following relation:
yCEOP
yspan
=
{
kWIPS,3 ·
yEOP
yspan
+ kWIPS,4
yEOP
yspan
< 51%
kWIPS,5 ·
yEOP
yspan
+ kWIPS,6
yEOP
yspan
≥ 51%
. (4.4)
With:
yCEOP [m] center of extent of protection
kWIPS,3, kWIPS,5 [−] slope of WIPS-CEOP regression formula
kWIPS,2, kWIPS,4 [−] intercept of WIPS-CEOP regression formula
Power required for Anti-Icing. In this first step, the power associated with the system
function is calculated independently from the technology solution. For a thermal anti-ice sys-
tem, this power corresponds to the power required to keep the surface of the slat at a sufficient
temperature leading to fully evaporation at the slat. The consideration of the temperature
distribution on the slat surface in chord-wise direction will be eliminated by this approach.
The required power depends on the icing conditions. The icing conditions (standardized in
FAR25, Appendix C [27]) describe the water content and droplet size which influence mainly
the amount of water to be evaporated at different ambient conditions. Two scenarios are
described: continuous maximum conditions and intermittent maximum conditions. The re-
quirements for system sizing, is the achievement of full evaporation for the holding phase
(17000 ft (≈ 5180 m) flying altitude) under continuous maximum conditions.
In order to define the required power for the sizing case, detailed simulations are performed
taking into account the slat geometry and different icing condition scenarios. In Fig. 4.6,
simulation results (required power per EOP) for continuous maximum conditions and for
three different ambient conditions as a function of altitude are depicted. Up to a critical
altitude, for higher altitudes and higher ambient temperature, more power is required to keep
a certain surface free of ice. Above this critical altitude (depending on the ISA-condition) the
required power is lowering as the liquid water content in the air is decreasing. The holding
case forming the sizing condition is depicted as well (white filled square). For this condition,
the power required for anti-icing per meter EOP (Preq,AI,perEOP ) is taken as the approximate
sizing parameter.
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Figure 4.6: Required power per EOP for different ambient conditions
In this way, the power required for anti-icing under sizing conditions is defined by the following
equation:
Preq,AI = Preq,AI,perEOP · lEOP,AI . (4.5)
With:
Preq,AI [W ] required power for anti-icing
Preq,AI,perEOP [W/m] required power for anti-icing per EOP
The parameter Preq,AI is valid for any thermal anti-icing system and describes the power
required at the slat surface. Before the specific technological choice (pneumatic or electric
configuration) is addressed, first the extrapolation to a de-ice solution is developed.
Required power for De-Icing (E2). For de-icing, an extrapolation factor is applied (see
Fig. 4.3) to the reference technology solution defined in the previous paragraph (i.e. Eq. 4.5).
In this way, the power required for de-ice is defined by the following equation:
Preq,DI = kWIPS,PWR,DI · Preq,AI . (4.6)
With:
kWIPS,PWR,DI [−] extrapolation factor from de-ice to anti-ice
The required power for electro-thermal de-icing is around 25-35% of the power required for
anti-icing. This lower power requirement is due to the technological embodiment of an electro-
thermal de-icing system. Electro-thermal systems consist generally of heating mats installed
inside the slat. These heater mats are composed of different areas (divided in slat and chord-
wise direction). For de-icing, those heater mats are powered sequentially not simultaneously.
Therefore the amount of required power is significantly reduced.
Power required from pneumatic power system (CONFIG 1 & CONFIG 2). Starting
with a conventional pneumatic anti-ice system, the coupling with the pneumatic power system
consists of the following three physical parameters:
• air mass flow m˙WIPS ,
• pressure pWIPS and
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• a temperature TWIPS .
The pressure pWIPS and the temperature TWIPS are defined at the Wing Anti Ice Valve
(WAIV, see Fig. 4.4) which constitutes the interface between the WIPS and the PPS. Those
three parameters contribute to the heat transfer from the piccolo tube3 outlet to the slat
surface (see Fig. 4.4). The heat transfer consists of forced convection (pressurized air is blown
on the inner slat surface) and heat conduction through the slat structure. For preliminary
design, it is not suitable to build up this complex flow pattern and within the slat geom-
etry. A simplified, thermodynamic approach is chosen and the heat transfer effectiveness is
included into the efficiency factor ηWIPS,pneu. In the conventional design process, pWIPS and
TWIPS are considered as given by the PPS, the required air-flow m˙WIPS is calculated. The
pWIPS pressure is defined by the engine bleed port parameters and the characteristics of the
pneumatic power distribution system, i.e. the pressure drop in the PPS ∆pPPS . For the sizing
of this energy chain, an acceptable range of TWIPS and pWIPS must be specified, the demand
of m˙WIPS is calculated.
The temperature loss in the bleed air circuit is negligible (isolation). Thus the WIPS is pro-
vided with an airflow at the following temperature TWIPS :
TWIPS = TPPS . (4.7)
With:
TPPS [◦C] regulated temperature in the PPS downstream the pre-cooler
The pressure must take account of the pressure loss in the bleed air system ∆pPPS :
pWIPS = pPPS,ENG −∆pPPS . (4.8)
With:
pPPS,ENG [Pa] pressure in the PPS upstream the pre-cooler
∆pPPS [Pa] pressure drop in the PPS (pre-cooler and ducting)
In a first estimation, the impact of the air pressure on the effectiveness of the heat transfer
between the hot bleed air blown from the piccolo duct to the slat surface is integrated in the
system efficiency parameter ηWAI,pneu (around 65%). The relation between the temperature
and the air flow and the required power is derived from the enthalpy equation:
Preq,WAI = cp · m˙WIPS · (TPPS − Tslat,surface) · ηWAI,pneu . (4.9)
With:
cp [J/kg/◦K] specific heat capacity
m˙ [kg/s] air mas flow
Tslat,surface [◦C] required temperature at the slat surface
ηWAI,pneu [−] efficiency of a pneumatic WIPS
Hereby, Preq,WAI is defined in Eq. 4.5 and Tsurface is defined by the requirement to achieve full
evaporation at the slat surface. The temperature of the airflow provided by the pneumatic
power system TPPS is regulated through the PCE (see Section 4.4.3) and limited by the
structural temperature limit in case of a duct burst. For the specific heat capacity cp, function
of the temperature (see standard literature as e.g. [31]), a mean value (e.g. for the mean
3Piccolo tube: perforated duct which supplies the hot air into the slat area. See Fig. 4.4
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logarithmic temperature) can be defined, or simplified, the temperature of the airflow (TPPS)
is chosen as reference. Thus, the required airflow of the Wing Anti-Ice System can be derived
from Eq. (4.9) with the temperature TPPS as global design variable. The temperature TPPS
is generally regulated to a fix temperature. For the flight conditions in which the engine
bleed port temperature is below the regulated temperature (e.g. descent or approach), the
temperature in the PSS is as well below the regulated temperature. For more details of the
pneumatic power system temperature characteristics refer to Section 4.4.3, Fig. 4.16-(a). As
the airflow for the WIPS cannot be modulated or regulated with the current technology, the
definition of the sizing airflow must include the consideration those temperature variations.
A technological solution with a so-called modulating valve, e.g. driven by a torque motor,
instead of the conventional on-off WAIV, allows the reduction of the required airflow from
the PPS compared to the conventional solution. This aspect is discussed in the paragraph on
off-design characteristics of the WIPS power demand in the performance mode.
Required power from the Electrical Power System. Considering an electrical powered
technology for anti-icing, the calculation of the required power from the electrical distribution
system from (4.5) can be estimated in the following way:
Pelec,WIPS,AI = Preq,WAI · ηWAI,elec . (4.10)
With:
ηWAI,elec [−] efficiency of an electro-thermal WIPS
Taking the example of a technology with heater-mats fixed to the inner slat surface, the ef-
ficiency ηWAI,elec (around 90%) describes the effectiveness of the heat transfer between the
heater mats and the outer slat surface as well as of the dedicated efficiency of the transfor-
mation from electrical energy to thermal energy of the heater mats. The same assumption is
made for the de-ice system:
Pelec,WIPS,DI = Preq,DI · ηWAI,elec . (4.11)
Required Power for a mission. In the previous paragraphs, the required power for sizing
conditions of the WIPS is defined for different WIPS configurations. Now, the power required
with regards to the aircraft operational space is defined. The major trigger for the WIPS
operation is the occurrence of icing conditions. They occur up to a so-called ceiling altitude
for icing conditions, which is around 22000 ft (≈6700 m) for ISA conditions and up to around
31000 ft (≈9500 m) for HOT conditions. If icing conditions occurs on ground, the aircraft
is in general treated with a chemical de-ice procedure. In this way, the aircraft only requires
WIPS operation during climb, descent, holding and approach4.
Today’s conventional thermal-pneumatic WIPS is not regulated regarding the required power
on the slat surface. The pilot commands the operation of the WIPS in two states: on and
off. The same applies to an electro-thermal system for normal operation conditions. However,
in failure scenarios (e.g. one engine is not operating or an electric generator is failed), it can
be switched in de-ice mode. As well, de-ice mode may be chosen for altitudes with lower
probability of occurrence of icing conditions (e.g. between 22000ft and 31000 ft). These
different operational scenarios building the WIPS operational design space are depicted in
Fig. 4.7 for a test-case mission.
4The take-off and landing flight-phases are considered as to short with regards to the requirement of WIPS
operation.
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Fig. 4.7-(a) displays the required bleed-air demand for a conventional system (black line) and
a system with flow modulation (dashed gray line). No airflow reduction is possible for failure
scenarios. Though, for the electric powered WIPS with de-ice-mode, depicted in Fig. 4.7-(b),
dashed gray line, a significant reduction is achieved. The impact of the different WIPS power
profiles on the sizing of the power distributions systems (PPS and EPS) is discussed in the
respective modeling sections and in Section 5.2.
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Figure 4.7: WIPS Power demand: operational scenarios
Validation and local error sensitivity analysis. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the tradi-
tional validation can only be made for the conventional pneumatically driven thermal WIPS.
Here, the different calculation steps are analyzed. First, the estimation of the EOP is com-
pared with existing Airbus aircraft. Then, the calculation of the required air flow is compared
with the specified design air-flow requirements for existing aircraft as well. Fig. 4.8 shows the
relative error of the dedicated calculations.
Fig. 4.8-(a) summarizes the relative error affected to the presented calculation method for the
EOP (black bars) and the CEOP. The CEOP is calculated two times: first using known EOP
as input (light gray bars), secondly, using the estimated EOP as input (dark gray bars). The
relative error of the prediction of the EOP is in a range of +34% to −62%. The estimation
of the CEOP is slightly better (in the range of +26% to −17%). Taking into account the
propagation of the EOP estimation error, the CEOP estimation error is in the range of +32%
to −22%.
Fig. 4.8-(b) shows the relative error for the estimation of the required airflows for a number of
existing aircraft. The estimation is made once with known inputs (light grey bars) and with
estimated EOP as input (black bars). The sources of uncertainty are the following:
• Model Uncertainty: the approximation with the enthalpy equation combined with the
estimate of the required power per EOP Preq,WAI and the estimated effectiveness
ηWAI,pneu.
• Input uncertainty: The calculation requires the EOP, which is calculated in a previous
step with a error range of +34% to −62% (compare figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Validation of the WIPS model (conventional thermal WAI)
Summarizing, the estimation capability of the presented method seems rather weak. Although,
the advantage of the method is its simplicity and the obtained physical insight. The EOP can
be calculated with only two aircraft geometry inputs, whereas conventional methods (e.g.
presented in the SAE norm [62] or wind-tunnel testing) require much more input information
not available in the preliminary design phase. As over- and underestimation occurs, it is not
possible to improve the methodologies by application of a correction factor.
The erroneous calculation of the EOP is propagated to the calculation of the center of EOP
(later used for the mass estimation of the power distribution systems) as well as to the
estimation of m˙WAI . For this reason, the model will provide the possibility to enter the EOP
directly as an input if it is known, leading to a model with ≈ ±30% relative error.
The analysis of on-going studies considering i.e. electro-thermal anti- and de-icing WIPS let
conclude that the proposed extrapolations from the existing technologies to the new technolo-
gies reflects the current state of the art. In other words, the here presented model is not less
correct than the usual applied preliminary design calculations for new WIPS technologies.
WIPS Mass Estimation. The mass of the WIPS is subdivided into two categories: the
EOP and CEOP depending part (e.g. supply ducts or cables, heater-mats surface etc.) and
the component number-depending part (e.g. valves, sensors, controllers). The mass estimation
depends therefore on the technology choice (electric of pneumatic system), on the EOP and
on the CEOP. For the different components of the system, a weight per meter EOP and a
unit weight for single components is defined with data of existing aircraft and suppliers. Logic
rules for the number of required components (e.g. depending on the aircraft size) are defined.
As well, depending on the technology choice, the dedicated list of components is composed.
Further potential is seen in the development of a more sophisticated mass estimation method,
i.e. for the ducting. Here, the trade-off between duct size (and thus weight), required pressure
and required airflow may be implemented.
WIPS Thermal Aspects. As the considered technologies describe thermal wing ice pro-
tection system, all power is transformed into heat. Hereby, the part of the heat leading to a
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temperature increase of the structure corresponds to the power demand for the icing function
(not to the power loss as for most of the systems). Therefore, thermal analysis e.g. of the
structure has to consider this functional power. An example for the interfacing between the
power systems model and an overall thermal model is presented in Section 5.3.
WIPS configuration trade-off. On system level, the following Tab. 4.1 summarizes the
expected changes when going from a conventional pneumatic system to an electro-thermal
WIPS with anti-ice and de-ice mode, calculated with the present model. The raw data for
this calculations is provided from the design offices.
Table 4.1: WIPS calculation results on system level changes: conventional configuration to
electro-thermal anti-ice with de-ice mode
Required power (normal conditions) ≈-28%
Required power (degraded conditions) ≈-75%
System weight ≈ +300%
Hence, the CONFIG 4 enables a power reduction, i.e. for failure cases which leads to a prop-
agated advantage (i.e. to the sizing of the electric power system), but leads to a significant
weight increase. The weight increase is due to the weight of the heater mats, the larger EOP
and the required controllers.
Summarizing, the here presented model implementation of the WIPS is based on a deter-
ministic approach combined with physical parameterization and extrapolation in order to
reflect new technological concepts. Even if potential for improvement is seen, this model rep-
resents a first step allowing to analyze aircraft-level and system-level parameter changes as
well as different operational scenarios required for the sizing of the power transformation and
distribution systems.
4.4.2 Commercial Cabin Systems
For the Commercial Cabin Systems (Galleys, IFE, Lights), the system requirements depend
significantly on the type of aircraft (long range, short range) and the operating airline (low
cost, luxury liner) as well as on the final passenger behavior (leisure travel, business travel,
etc.). As these factors are difficult to predict in a deterministic manner, the impacted systems
(ECS, EPS) may be to over-sized regarding the required cooling or power demand, respectively.
The use of simulation offers the opportunity to assess different scenarios, a new modeling
approach is proposed. This modeling approach combines the estimation of the "worst-case"
power demand with a statistical approach reflecting the variety of airline requirements and
passenger behavior.
To develop a model according to the methodology proposed in this thesis, a study has been
requested to EADS Innovation Works. The here presented model is based on the specification
elaborated in the frame of this thesis and the outcome of the requested study [13]. In a first
step, the significant sub-systems are identified (refer to [34] for the methodology). Fig. 4.9
shows the contribution of the considered sub-systems to the power consumption of the CCS.
The identified subsystems are then modeled in a way to allow the sensitivity analysis with
regards to the key parameters identified in Section 3.3.3.
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Figure 4.9: Repartition of the nominal power consumption of the considered CCS sub-
systems
Definition of the number of components. According to the logic-tree Fig. 3.15, first the
number of components installed in the aircraft is defined. The inputs to this calculation are
dedicated aircraft parameters (such as passenger number, cabin layout and/or cabin geometry)
and the aircraft comfort level, depending on which component is addressed. The comfort level
factor is established through a statistical analysis of around 30 aircrafts of different airlines
[13], where the following three comfort levels are defined:
• Minimum,
• Most likely and
• Maximum.
The user of the simulation framework can chose between these three values, which are then
representing a dedicated level of airline comfort standard. For the example of the galley
systems, the following definitions can be derived: minimum corresponds to charter airline
with e.g. low catering standards, maximum represents long range or high catering and comfort
standards. Regarding the ovens (see Tab. 4.2), the comfort level factor ccomfort,oven represents
different catering strategies, which define the required number of ovens:
Novens = Novens,perPAX,class ·NPAX,class · ccomfort,oven . (4.12)
With:
Novens [-] total number of ovens
Novens,perPAX,class [-] number of ovens required per passenger
(different for economy or business/first class)
NPAX,class [-] number of passenger seats per class
ccomfort,oven [-] comfort level factor, according to Tab. 4.2
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Table 4.2: CCS comfort level factors: example for ovens
Comfort
level Description ccomfort,oven
economy class
Minimum Meals are reheated in 2 cycles, 10% buffer 0.6
Most-likely Meals are reheated in 2 cycles, 30% buffer 0.8
Maximum All meals are reheated at once, 40% buffer 1.4
first/business class
Minimum Meals are reheated in 2 cycles, 20% buffer 0.7
Most-likely All meals are reheated at once, 10% buffer 1.1
Maximum All meals are reheated at once, 50% buffer 1.5
More generally, the number of components corresponding to minimum can be found in equal
or less than 10% of the examined aircrafts. More equipment than on the maximum line was
found in equal or less of 10% or the airlines. The most-likely value is given by the average
number of components counted in the aircraft test examples. This approach is illustrated in
Fig. 4.10 for the example of the beverage makers (part of the galley equipment).
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Figure 4.10: Example for statistical distribution of installed cabin system equipment [13]
Nominal Power Demand and Mass. For each equipment, standard values for the nominal
power demand Pnom and mass per component are derived from supplier data. Different sup-
pliers are taken into account and average values are generated. This characteristic data power
per component and mass per component correspond to a dedicated technology. For changing
technology (e.g. diode light), an additional parameterization can be added.
Summarizing, the sizing mode of the model consists in defining the number of installed equip-
ment, the nominal power demand per equipment Pnom and the weight, taking into account
aircraft parameters and the aircraft comfort-level based on statistical analysis.
Consumed Power. For the operational power demand (performance mode), so-called usage-
factors are defined per system and per flight-phase. For these usage-factors, defined between
0 (not used) and 1 (used at nominal power level), as well, statistical data has been generated.
Here, the minimum corresponds to 0, the maximum to 1 and a statistical average value corre-
sponds to the most probable choice. The contribution of the identified sub-systems (Galleys,
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Lights, IFE) to the power profile of an example configuration is depicted in Fig. 4.11-(a). The
electric power on the y-axis is normalized with regards to the total nominal power installed
for this configuration.
In order to implement the operational space model, an additional factor cOM describing the
acceptable load shedding is defined. This factor cOM has to be aligned with the APSA sizing
scenarios, which is discussed in Section 4.4.5. Summarizing, the following Eq. 4.13 defines the
power-space of the CCS.
Pelec,CCS(t, OM) =
n∑
i=1
cusage,i(t) · Pnom,i · cOM,j . (4.13)
With:
n [-] number of different cabin sub-systems i
cusage(t) [-] usage factor, depending on the flight phase
(1=maximal use, 0=not used)
cOM,j [-] operation mode factor to be defined for each operation mode j
(1=normal, 0=minimal)
In Fig. 4.11-(a) the power consumption for one example mission scenario as a result of the
nominal power multiplied with the dedicated usage-factors for the different flight phases is
shown. The galleys (gray hatched area), operating mainly during climb and cruise, consume
the major amount of power. Whereas for the Lights and the IFE, the statistic analysis leads
to a more constant power characteristics. The operational design space of the CCS (including
all sub-systems) is illustrated in Fig. 4.11-(b) for two different cabin layouts. Only the normal
mode is shown, highlighting the impact of the different comfort levels. The power consumption
curves are normalized with regards to the total nominal power of the reference configuration
(door-limit5 cabin-layout, most-likely comfort level, statistical usage factors). The nominal
power is in a range of around −27... + 50%, which corresponds to a weight variation of the
CCS of around −35... + 40%, for the here examined case of an aircraft with around 200
passengers.
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Figure 4.11: CCS power consumption characteristics for a mission example
5The door-limit cabin layout is the cabin layout defining the maximum number of passenger seats.
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The impact of different operation mode settings according to global failure case scenarios is
discussed with regards to the Electric Power System sizing. The application of this statistical
modeling approach within the PWR-Platform is illustrated in Section 5.2 and Section 4.7.
4.4.3 Pneumatic Power System
As a power distribution system the PPS follows the principle of the dynamic sizing method
explained in chapter 3.4.1. Therefore, input data calculated in the power consuming systems
as well as input data calculated in the power generation systems is necessary.
An example for the conventional PPS is depicted in Appendix A.5, Fig. A.8. As already
mentioned in Section 3.3.4, the conventional Pneumatic Power System consists of three major
sub-systems:
• The Engine Bleed Air System (EBAS), which is dedicated to tapping of bleed air from
the engine compressor and to provide pressure and temperature control. Beside various
valves and ducting, the pre-cooler (PCE) is the major component to be considered in
preliminary design, as its size and pressure drop characteristics impact significantly the
PPS sizing and physical integration. The PCE is a heat exchanger assuring the supply
of a controlled temperature to the remainder of the PPS circuits.
• The APU Bleed Air System (APUBAS), which supplies the bleed air provided by the
APU compressor.
• The Bleed Air Distribution System (PADS), which distributes the pneumatic power
provided by the EBAS and the APUBAS to the dedicated consumer systems.
The model is structured following this sub-system modularity. This allows the assessment
of non-conventional PPS configurations such as described in Section 3.3.4 (e.g. a reduced
PPS with a bleed-less APU leading to the elimination of the APUBAS). The system border
between the EBAS and the PADS is the pylon-wing-interface; the system border between the
APUBAS and the PADS is the APU check valve. A schematic of the PPS modules is given
in Fig. 4.12.
APU
PADS
outboard
wingduct
PADS
inboard
wing duct
WIPS
APUBAS
duct
EBASEBAS
ENGENG
ECS
pack
EBAS EBAS
ENG ENG
ECS
pack
WIPS
PPS
Interfacing systems
Figure 4.12: Schematics of the PPS ducting circuit
Model hypothesis and limitations. The here-developed model is valid for a two or four
engine aircraft with a conventional configuration, where the engines are mounted below the
wings. The extension to unconventional configuration (e.g. rear engine configuration) is fore-
seen as future work. As in the here presented prototype implementation only a fix engine
model is available (bleed port choice and switch logic already defined and not parameterized),
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the decision step bleed port choice is skipped, however depicted in the schematics in order to
allow a later implementation into the prototype framework. The temperatures and pressures
of the engine bleed ports depend on the characteristics of the power off-takes. Additionally,
the bleed ports position and the switch logic between the bleed ports should be identified as a
function of the pneumatic power system outputs. These characteristics are neglected as well
in the current model implementation. The implementation of those characteristics will add
an additional iteration loop into the model, but will improve the flexibility of the simulation
framework.
PPS Sizing Model
According to the logic-tree established in Section 3.3.4, the sizing model depends on the
consumer systems requirements and the available power provided by the generation (here:
engine and APU). The calculation principle implemented for the engine supplied part (EBAS,
PADS) is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.13
ECS
WIPS
PPS ENG
p ,TPPS PPS
mECS
Bleedport
choice
pECS,min
mWIPS
mPPS
pPPS,req
p , TENG ENG
DpPPS,estim
PCE
DpPPS
mfan
Other
consumer
Figure 4.13: Couplings withing the pneumatic power architecture
As essential part of the PPS, the PCE sizing is given as illustrative example. Furthermore,
the sizing model of the PPS includes the definition of the main characteristic components as
duct diameters of the APUBAS and PADS, as well as valve numbers and sizes.
Pressure. Fig. 4.14-(a) shows the pressure supplied (dashed black line) by the bleed ports
(black line - High Pressure (HP) port, bold gray line - Intermediate Pressure (IP) port) after
their pre-defined positioning and switch. HP is supplied during taxi and for descent, approach
and landing. In Fig. 4.14-(b), the matching of this available pressure to the consumer system
needs (here the ECS) including a rough pressure drop calculation is shown.
The critical point for the bleed port choice occurs during descent (often on top of descent /
end of cruise). The pressure difference between available and required power is especially high
in the take-off and climb phases. The initiative to conceive bleed-less APSA is based on this
"waste" of power. An engine model giving the transparency on the bleed-port choice would
increase the analysis and thus optimization potential of the present simulation framework.
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Figure 4.14: PPS required versus available pressure
Calculation of required bleed air flow m˙bleed. First, the bleed air flow per EBAS has to be
calculated as a function of the sum of the consumer systems air mass flow demand m˙bleed,cons,
taking into account that for each consumer m˙bleed,sys,i is a function of time depending on
the mission profile of the aircraft. Fig. 4.15-(a) shows the total accumulated bleed air of the
ECS, WIPS and FTIS for an example mission and required in normal and failure operation
modes (e.g. one EBAS of, or one ENG off) form the PPS. The ECS bleed air demand is
characterized by a decrease with increasing mission altitude, the WIPS requests a constant
flow (conventional configuration) during altitude and flight-phase with icing conditions. Here
for a bleed-driven FTIS, a constant flow is assumed for the whole mission.
m˙bleed,perEBAS = kPPS,leakage ·
{∑n
i=1 m˙bleed,sys,i(t)
NEBAS
normal conditions∑n
i=1 m˙bleed,sys,i(t)
NEBAS ·2
failure case
(4.14)
With:
m˙bleed,perEBAS(t) [kg/s] bleed air flow per EBAS
kPPS,leakage [-] global air flow leakage factor
n [-] number of pneumatic power systems
m˙bleed,sys,i(t) [kg/s] air flow per pneumatic power consumer system
NEBAS [-] number of available EBAS system,
depending on number of engines and operation mode
The factor kPPS,leakage takes into account a global amount of leakage in the Pneumatic Power
System (between consumer and Engine or APU, respectively). According to the definition
in Eq. 4.14, for a four engine aircraft two EBAS shall provide the necessary flow in failure
conditions (e.g. Engine failure, EBAS failure). For a two engine aircraft, one EBAS is designed
to supply the pneumatic power consumer systems. According to the coherence between the
major failure cases, the air flow demand of the consumer systems is adapted (definition in
Section 4.4.5). Fig. 4.15-(a) displyas as example the reduction of the ECS flow to the limits
requested by the certification; the FTIS is considered to be switched off; no flow reduction
is possible for the WIPS. In Fig. 4.15-(b) the required bleed air flow per EBAS is depicted.
Despite of flow reduction in failure cases, the failure scenarios may remain the sizing scenario
for the components characterized by maximum flow.
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The bleed air flow required from the APU is calculated accordingly. Depending on the design
philosophy of the APU, only ground consumer systems are considered (e.g. ECS, MES and
FTIS). No failure cases have thus to be assumed. Additionally, it is assumed that the APU
delivers bleed air up to 22000 ft (≈6700 m). Thus, also degraded consumer demand may
be considered as the design of the APU includes the consideration of failure cases such as
one EBAS is not operating. Summarizing, the bleed air flow demanded from the APU load
compressor is the following:
m˙bleed,APU (t) = kPPS,leakage ·
n∑
i=1
m˙bleed,sys,i(t) , (4.15)
regarding the operational envelope of the APU (i.e. ground operations here, but in-flight
operation may also be considered).
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Figure 4.15: Pneumatic power consumer systems: required bleed air flow
PCE sizing. The PCE is the primary heat exchanger fulfilling the function of keeping the air
supplied by the engine bleed ports at a regulated temperature TPPS . Fig. 4.16-(a) shows the
temperature of the air at the two different engine bleed ports and the resulting PPS supply
temperature. The heat dissipated via the PCE Pdiss,PCE is in a first approximation defined
with the enthalpy equation:
PPCE,diss(t) = cp · m˙bleed,perEBAS(t) · (TENG(t)− TPPS) (4.16)
With:
cp [J kg/K] specific heat capacity of air
TENG [◦C] temperature at the EBAS inlet
TPPS [◦C] regulated temperature downstream the PCE
The air mass flow per EBAS is defined in Eq. (4.14). The limit temperature in the bleed air
distribution circuit TPPS is a design parameter (but constrained by safety considerations),
which is defined by three operation levels: normal, failure cases, warning limit (the over-
heat detection system is activated). Thus, a higher temperature TPPS,failure can be assumed.
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For normal conditions, TPPS,normal is fixed. Fig. 4.16-(a) depicts the different PCE outlet
temperature levels with respect to the PPS supply temperature for the engine bleed ports.
To define the PCE design point, different operation mode scenarios are simulated (adapting
m˙bleed,perEBAS(t) and TPPS accordingly) and finally the maximum is identified. The required
cooling power, normalized with its maximum value, is depicted in Fig. 4.16-(b). The maxi-
mum heat to be dissipated occurs during take-off where the engine supply temperature is at
its highest level and the bleed air flow is maximal, too.
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Figure 4.16: PCE sizing: temperatures and required cooling power
The second step in the PCE sizing is the definition of the required cooling medium. Conven-
tionally, the PCE is cooled by air taken from the engine fan, so-called fan-air. The required
fan air demand depends on the efficiency ηPCE of the PCE. Here, in a first assumption, a
constant heat exchanger efficiency is chosen (refer to standard literature for heat transfer e.g.
to [31]). With the dedicated boundary conditions of the PCE, the following relation can be
derived:
ηPCE =
TENG − TPPS
TENG − TFAN
. (4.17)
In the same way as TENG, the fan-air temperature TFAN is an output of the engine model. In
order to define the required fan air demand, a regression curve is used. This regression curve
is established based on current PCE data from various different Airbus aircraft [4]. Using
Eq. (4.17), the following exponential function approximates the fan air demand:
m˙fan,PCE =
m˙bleed
kPPS,0 · exp(−kPPS,1·ηPCE)
. (4.18)
With:
kPPS,0 and kPPS,1 [-] factors defining the regression curve
Estimation of Duct Diameters. The duct diameter is estimated as a function of the
bleed air demand defined in Eq. 4.14 and Eq. 4.15. The diameter of the ducts is defined
with the acceptable pressure drop and the air flow velocity. Taking into account the various
uncertainties of the pressure drop and flow characteristics due to the specific duct-routing
constraints in an aircraft, an empirical duct diameter estimation is used in a first approach.
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In this way, the APUBAS duct diameter can be estimated as a function of the maximum ECS
air flow required on ground. The following relation is proposed:
dAPUBAS = kAPUBAS,duct,1 · m˙bleed,ECS,max + kAPUBAS,duct,0 . (4.19)
With:
kAPUBAS,duct,1 and kAPUBAS,duct,1 [-] factors defining the linear approximation
m˙bleed,ECS,max [kg/s] maximum bleed air flow of the ECS
(on ground or in APU operational envelope)
The duct diameter dAPUBAS is rounded up to the next higher standard diameter for ducts
(here: steps of 0.5 in (0.01225 m)). The relative error resulting form this model, before and
after rounding, is depicted in the following Fig. 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Relative error of the APUBAS duct diameter estimation
For the PADS, according to the number of engines, the in-board duct and out-board duct di-
ameter need to be calculated (compare Fig. 4.12). Depending on the location of the consumer
systems (e.g. the WIPS), the airflow defining the duct diameters is adapted. Following an em-
piric approach, it is proposed to calculate the outboard diameter as a function of the inboard
diameter. Whereas, the inboard diameter can be approximately related to the APUBAS di-
ameter. If the duct diameters estimated in this way are the input to the calculation of the
overall system weight for conventional bleed systems, the relative error is rather small (see
below). However, a more parametric and more physical approach is recommended.
Estimation of System Mass. The mass estimation of the PPS includes beside the duct
diameters, the specific geometric dimensions of the aircraft and the mass of valves and the
PCE (constituting around 33% of the PPS mass). Here, the following assumptions are made:
• 2 or 4 wing-mounted engine aircraft,
• ECS Packs and high pressure ground connectors in center section of the aircraft,
• the mass estimation method includes the weight of fittings, isolation etc. which are part
of the system.
The mass estimation here is as well based on empiric analysis, leading to rather satisfactory
results of around −10... + 7% relative error.
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Summarizing, the PPS model is based on physical equations to describe the basic phenomena
required for the sizing model. The design point search logic links the available power with the
required power. Empirical studies enable the mass estimation. Despite the relatively simple
modeling approaches, the model implementation according to the proposed operational design
space concept increases the transparency of the PPS sizing, as the complete power demand
profiles of the consumer systems are available. Compared to today’s state of the art methods
used in the design offices, which consists of single point calculations of the system performance,
the physical insight on architecture level is improved. To ameliorate the model, scaling laws
are proposed as suitable approach especially for the PCE mass estimation.
4.4.4 Electrical Power System
Today, architecting the EPS and the associated preliminary sizing is often performed with-
out the use of integrated simulation of the consumer system needs. The sizing of the major
components leading to the computation of system weight is done by the analysis of mission
points, using a so-called Electrical Load Analysis (ELA). In the frame of the MOET project
[15], an electric power system architecture sizing tool [56] is under development using Dy-
mola/Modelica r©. This tool will integrate further important aspects to the architecture
sizing as reliability and network re-configuration analysis capabilities [51]. Here, the objective
of the model is to propose a first solution that allows an automatic sizing analysis of the main
architecture components. Therefore, no detailed physical model of the dedicated components
of the EPS (generators, bus-bars, switches, batteries) is required, but a more logical approach
is necessary. A logical approach combined with an efficiency-model allowing the analysis of
the approximately power required from the sources (GEN, RAT, APU) with regards to the
consumers demand. This is the basis for the implementation of an automated sizing approach.
Moreover, it is important to consider the complete mission profile of the required power, as the
sizing point varies depending on the EPS-architectures as well on the electric power consumers
(refer to Section 5.2).
The EPS is divided into functional entities. The weight breakdown for these subsystems is
depicted in Fig. 4.18 for two different architecture types (inducing corresponding APSA): a
conventional bleed architecture and a bleed-less architecture. Exemplary, the main channel
sizing model is presented in this Section, which represents around 22% of the EPS total system
weight.
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Figure 4.18: Weight breakdown of the EPS for two different architectures (conventional
and bleed-less)
The main channel involves the main electric power generation, the generators (GEN) and
the dedicated power feeders supplying the power from the generators to the primary power
center(s). The number and type of generators per engine are the major design parameters
of the EPS (refer to the logic-tree Section 3.3.4, Fig. 3.25 and Tab. 3.13). Due to the high
number of possibilities for the routing and thus for re-configuration in failure cases, a simplified
approach is proposed for the generator sizing. The main hypothesis of this proposed approach
is the symmetrical distribution of the charge (required power) to all available power sources
(i.e. generators).
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Figure 4.19: Schematical overview of EPS main channel
The Fig. 4.19 gives the example of an aircraft with two engines and two AC-generators per
engine. However, the principle is valid for any number of generators or engines, when a sym-
metric architecture is chosen. The generator size is then defined in Eq. 4.20.
PGEN,sizing = max
m
j=1
{
1
NGEN,j
[
n∑
i=1
Pelec,cons,i(t)
]}
(4.20)
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With:
Pelec,cons,i(t) [W] electric power of consumer systems at the generator input,
function of time
NGEN [-] number of generators
n [-] number of electric power consuming systems
m [-] number of tested operation scenarios
The power profiles Pelec,cons,i(t) of the consumer systems correspond to the outputs of the
dedicated consumer system modules implemented in the simulation framework. As only the
major power consumers are modeled, the possibility is given to include additional power
demand manually. For example, the power demand of smaller consumers like computers,
sensors etc. can be taken into account in the electrical load analysis in this way6. In the
same way as for the modeled consumer systems, the voltage type of the consumers (AC, DC,
HVDC) has to be specified in order to apply consistently the additional power losses due to
transformation when considering theses loads at the generator input.
Safety and reliability issues mainly drive the sizing of the EPS and thus of the generators.
Therefore, Eq. 4.20 has to be analyzed for the major sizing scenarios: e.g. normal conditions,
one GEN failure, one ENG failure. For each failure scenario j, the possible frequency of
occurrence induces possible load shedding of the consumer systems. These dedicated load
profiles of the consumer systems (defined according to the operational design space concept,
Section 3.3.1, in the 3-dimensional power space) are combined with the number of available
generators in order to identify the sizing case (refer to Section 4.4.5).
An automated search algorithm defines the sizing point for the generators. The power value
defining the generator size is then rounded to the next higher discrete step. Here, the user of
the simulation framework can define standard generator sizes. The rounded value is assumed
as the generator size PGEN,sized. For this sizing point, a dedicated mass estimation, depend-
ing on the type and parameters of the generator is available (network frequency, number
of pole pairs). The mass estimation is based on supplier data inter- and extrapolation. The
power feeder’s mass is estimated using the generator sizing power as well. For the feeder mass
estimation, a tool taking into account various detailed design parameters as the feeders am-
bient temperature, maximum voltage drop, cable length, gauge-sizes material etc. is used to
generate look-up tables allowing the estimation of the feeder weight for a given sizing power7.
It has to be outlined that here only steady state or nominal power consumption characteris-
tics are regarded for the generator preliminary sizing. This is a common practice. The here
presented method is also applicable if a more detailed power profile is available. For this case,
it is possible to set a dedicated parameter defining the duration of the peak to be considered
for sizing or to add filter functions. The overload to be absorbed by the generators and circuit
devices is reflected in the weight of the components.
For the performance simulation, the simplified efficiency maps depending on the generator
load are defined. This allows the representation of the off-design conditions efficiency and
thus the computation of heat rejection with regards to the operational conditions.
Regarding the remaining sub-systems of the EPS, dedicated models are still under develop-
ment or have to be developed. The Auxiliary-Channel is implemented in a similar way as
6For conventional architectures, around 20% additional load is assumed; for more electric architectures an
extrapolation of this value is to be considered carefully.
7Here, additional parameterization, as e.g. the cable length is under development. This allows introducing
the required flexibility for the analysis of different aircraft sizes (e.g. family concept considerations) or different
locations for the electric power centers.
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the Main-Channel. For the power transformation part (AC and DC -Channel), different con-
figurations can be chosen corresponding to the global power systems architecture (e.g. first
transformation to DC then to AC or vice versa), adapting then the transformation efficiencies.
Summarizing, this simple but not simplistic model shows satisfactory results when comparing
e.g. the main channel sizing with the results obtained by manual evaluation. The high level of
transparency gained through the power profile consideration in the operational design space
concept allows the analysis of the impact of the different consumer operations on the generator
sizing. This is shown in more detail in the following Chapter 5, Section 5.2. Regarding the
EPS model, efforts have still to be done to develop similar modeling approaches for important
sub-systems, especially for the power centers representing around 30% of the system weight.
4.4.5 Implementation of Safety Requirements for Systems Sizing
As already briefly discussed in the dedicated system describing sections, the consideration
of failure case scenarios is essential for the feasibility of architecture concepts with regards
to safety and certification aspects. Therefore, a concept for the analysis of the major failure
cases leading to the system sizing is proposed. The operation design space concept (refer to
Section 3.3.1) applied to the modeled systems builds the basis for the exploration of failure
case scenario on aircraft level. Here, the practical implementation in the simulation framework
is briefly presented.
The major hypothesis taken is the symmetry concept. Hereby, the power distribution systems
are considered as symmetric, with an equal distribution of the loads to the power supply
devices. In this way, failure cases on a global level do not consider if e.g. the left or right
engine is in failure condition. On one hand, this symmetrical approach is simplifying the
whole architecture load distribution (which is not necessarily symmetrical). On the other
hand, this approach corresponds well to the aircraft-level consideration, where no difference
is made between the reliability to be obtained by e.g. the left or the right generator.
For the practical implementation, a limited number of top-level failure events are consid-
ered. Whereas, the generic coding approach enables the integration of more failure events.
Exemplary, the here considered failure events are:
• One engine failure: 1 ENG off
• One generator failure: 1 GEN off
It has to be noted that corresponding to the considered EPS architecture (i.e. number of
GENs) as well combined cases as 1 ENG off and 1 GEN off on the opposite can be covered by
the symmetric approach. According to these top-level failure events, the operation mode of
each consumer system is defined in a dedicated operation mode definition file. The operation
mode of the system defines then the dedicated event on system level, as e.g. power reduction
as a result of top-level parameter changes (e.g. higher cabin temperature tolerated), building
the operation design space model for each system. As the definition of the architecture and
system level event is made parametrically, the user of the simulation framework can easily
adapt the scenarios. On power distribution system level, the top-level failure events lead to
a logic analysis of remaining power supply devices. Here as well, the implementation is to be
enhanced by integrating the auxiliary or emergency power sources in the future.
As an example for an aircraft with two engines, two generators per engine and one hydraulic
pump (EDP) per engine, the discussed failure scenarios are depicted in Fig. 4.20. These three
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failure case scenarios cover the major scenarios to be addressed in a preliminary design study,
where the number of remaining power supply devices is essential.
The chosen approach for the prototype of the simulation framework, the failure scenarios to be
considered for sizing of the PTDSs are subject to a priori analysis that is however implemented
in a parametric way. The proposed concept can be detailed and enlarged according to evolving
needs. Whereas, it has to be outlined that a more detailed analysis of failure scenarios has
always to be considered regarding its meaningfulness to be conducted at aircraft level or if a
system level is more adapted, propagating the results then to the aircraft level.
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Figure 4.20: Failure scenario example: aircraft with two engines and two generators per
engine
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4.5 Aircraft-Level Synthesis - Coupling to the Aircraft Mission
and Performance Tool
The coupling of the system architecture platform to the aircraft performance level is realized
through the development of an automated interface. This interface follows the principle ex-
plained in Section 3.1.1, schematically depicted in Fig. 3.2. An Airbus in-house AMPT, based
on principles described in [58]. This tool integrates the aircraft characteristics (performance,
aerodynamic, engine) for a current baseline aircraft.
Different levels of re-sizing are possible to cover the snow-ball effects, impacting the mission
and the baseline aircraft. The following parts of the aircraft can be adapted to meet a specified
performance (weight-range target):
• external geometry,
• structure and/or
• engines.
In the automated interface developed for the prototype simulation framework, geometry, struc-
ture and engines are kept constant; the impact of the APSA is evaluated. In an additional
manual process, the engine can be adapted in order to match climb profiles of different an-
alyzed architectures. The complete process is depicted in Fig. 4.21. The following steps are
made in the calculation process:
1. A mission profile is generated with the AMPT for a baseline aircraft study (including a
baseline APSA description).
2. The mission profile is extended to cover the ground, taxi, take-off and landing phases
of the aircraft operation (the AMPT only covers the mission above 1500 ft (≈460 m)).
3. A first simulation loop (sizing mode) with the defined mission profile, leading to the
calculation of the APSA mass and constant drag contribution.
4. A simulation loop in performance mode is to be done, leading to the definition of the
power off-takes (bleed air flow, fan air flow, mechanical power) and mission profile
depending drag contribution.
5. The difference of the mass and drag with regards to the baseline aircraft and APSA is
calculated. The engine performance tables taking into account the power off-takes are
transmitted to the AMPT. In order to consider the fuel consumed below 1500 ft (≈460
m), so-called fuel allowances are calculated and added to the mission calculation. This
allows also the consideration of the fuel consumed by i.e. the APU.
6. A new mission profile is created taking into account the derivation from the reference.
7. The performance simulation is run again.
8. For the case of the comparison of two architectures, the climb profile is adapted to the
reference profile through calibration of engine scaling factors.
9. The steps 5. to 8. are repeated until the climb profiles of the two architectures fit. Then,
e.g. the block-fuel can be considered as absolute measure for the consistent comparison
of two architectures.
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Figure 4.21: Process for the coupling between the APSA simulation framework and the
AMPT
In step 5. the power-off takes from the engine are transmitted to the AMPT. During this
transmission, an error is introduced due to the current code structure of the AMPT. The
power off-takes have to be defined as a function of the altitude. Within this definition, only
one power-value per altitude value can be given, which requires thus the assumption that the
power off-take profiles are symmetric with respect to the altitude (). For the mechanical and
the bleed air off-take, this assumption is acceptable (compare e.g. for the bleed air demand
Fig. 4.15). For the fan air off-take (see Fig. 4.22), this hypothesis introduces an error in the
estimation, as the major amount of fan air is required during take-off and climb (pre-cooler)
and only a small amount is required for at top of descent. The limited level of confidence
in the engine performance data additionally influences this uncertainty for the descent phase
additionally. However, the implemented interface gives the possibility to compare architectures
in a relative way or e.g. only the cruise phase, which allows obtaining meaningful results in
the preliminary design phase.
The added value of this automated and integrated approach allowing APSA aircraft-level
evaluation is illustrated through an application example in Chapter 5, Section 5.1. It has
to be emphasized, that the elaboration of the automated interface is a first step towards
an integrated consideration of the APSA in the preliminary design activities conventionally
conducted in the early aircraft project activities.
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Figure 4.22: Fan air demand for an example mission profile
4.5.1 Aircraft Level Mass Estimation
Within the preliminary design analysis of the APSA, the estimation of the systems mass
contribution on aircraft level has is difficult to capture in an exhaustive way. In addition to the
weight estimated on system level, the contribution to the aircraft level is much more difficult
to estimate in early design phases. The aircraft level weight is divided into the following terms:
1. Equipment or component weight (including ducts and cables),
2. Installation weight (to fix the equipment to the surrounding structure),
3. Controller and monitoring weight (includes sensors, cables, computer etc.) and
4. Secondary weight impact on structure (e.g. impact through thermal constraints, load-
alleviation functions etc.).
In this thesis, the focus is on the equipment weight estimation through the systems sizing
models. In a second step, an analysis of the installation weight is conducted for most of the
systems to define the additional weight to be considered. This second analysis step is based
on available data from existing aircraft and thus difficult to extrapolate to new technologies.
Concerning the secondary weight impact, dedicated studies have to be completed on aircraft
level in order to provide trade-facts for the APSA evaluation.
Summarizing, regarding a comparison of two architectures on aircraft level, the difference for
each of the four aspects of the system weight has to be addressed.
4.5.2 Drag Modeling
As outlined in the previous Sections, the consistent aircraft level evaluation of aircraft power
systems requires a methodology to quantify the drag contribution. In the frame of the pre-
sented research work, the development of a dedicated methodology has been initiated and
specified; a first approach has been proposed by the Aerodynamic Performance Department
of Airbus [30]. Here, for completeness, a short outline on the impacting parameters, the
established approach and its limits is given.
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Already mentioned in Chapter 2, the difficulty for the reliable estimation of the systems’ drag
in the pre-design phase of an aircraft is the dependency of the drag on the boundary layer of
the aircraft. The emphasis is put on the drag contribution due to air systems, where drag is
generated through ram-air inlets. For the estimation of the ram-drag three different types of
information are required:
• System characteristics: ram air flow (as a function of the aircraft mission profile), tem-
perature increase due to the system (between ram-air inlet and ram air outlet), pressure
drop due to the system (between ram air inlet and ram air outlet);
• Ram air channel characteristics: location of the ram air inlet on the aircraft, type of
ram air inlet and outlet;
• ambient conditions.
The temperature and pressure difference contribution of a system is e.g. due to a heat ex-
changer installed in the ram-air channel. However, the pressure and temperature at the ram
air inlet are impacted by the air inlet aerodynamic characteristics. The location and the type
of the ram air inlet (e.g. NACA, scoop, actuated) are the key parameters to be considered.
The local aerodynamic characteristics are nevertheless only reliably estimable with Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations. Therefore a methodology, allowing at least the
comparison of systems regarding the above cited system characteristics is established based
on the stream-tube theory [24]. This concept neglects the installation drag and is thus only
applicable for relative comparison of system with the same aerodynamic installation charac-
teristics. As the installation drag may constitute a major amount of the drag generated by
systems, it is foreseen to use CFD to establish a data-base for typical installation locations
and air inlet and outlet types for the aircraft under investigation.
4.6 The Graphical User Interface
The GUI guides the user step by step through the study definition and calculation process.
Simulation and calculation results for the different calculation modes (sizing and performance
mode) are displayed. The GUI is structured in the same way as the simulation process. Three
modes can be chosen: the Sizing-Mode, the Performance-Mode and the Analysis Mode. The
Analysis-Mode allows the comparison of the performance simulations of different architecture
studies. The complete analysis process enabled by the GUI is schematically depicted in Fig.
4.23.
The proposed ergonomics of the GUI provides an essential part of the improvement of the
architecting activity. A specific formalization of the information presented in the GUI is elab-
orated and a logic structure is implemented to avoid the building of not feasible architectures.
Here, an example of the process is given.
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Figure 4.23: User guidance provided through the GUI: implemented study scenarios.
The step build new architecture in the sizing process (see Fig. 4.23) is structured in the
following way:
1. The user choses a global power architecture (see Fig. 4.24), which defines the available
types of power distribution networks. For example, the choice of "conventional (E, P, H)"
indicates, that electrical, pneumatic and hydraulic power can be used by the consumer
systems. If "bleed-lees (E, H)" is chosen, no pneumatic power circuit is available. This
choice leads to an automated elimination of system configurations not fitting with this
choice. Thus, if "bleed-less (E, H)" is chosen, no pneumatic WIPS can be selected for
the architecture.
2. Then the user can select a configuration for each system among those which are still
available after the first elimination loop. Choosing a configuration, a set of default
parameters describing this selection are loaded. Among these parameters, the user can
then modify selected ones.
The default settings allow users not familiar with the detailed characteristics of the systems to
conduct studies staying on system configuration level. The default settings corresponding to
one dedicated system architecture are validated with the system domain specialists. Addition-
ally, a help function is implemented giving detailed information on the displayed parameters
and background of the systems.
For each system module, a dedicated tab is available in the GUI. In Fig. 4.24 the example of the
WIPS is shown. A common structure of information display is proposed for each system tab:
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system parameters, sizing conditions, operation conditions and information (global parameters
from the aircraft, cabin or other systems). For the WIPS, different knowledge level on the
system is reflected: the EOP can be entered directly (pre-defined in the default parameter files)
or estimated by the tool (the blue box left from the parameter display has to be activated).
xxxxxx xxxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
AMPT
Figure 4.24: Sizing GUI - example of the WIPS-tab
In this way, the GUI makes the major parameters accessible for the user. More parameters are
available in the system parameter files. The GUI eases significantly the process of architecture
evaluation and makes a complex simulation environment accessible to users conventionally not
familiar with day-by-day simulation. However, as the GUI as well is still in prototype status,
the complete overview on the capabilities provided with the simulation framework is only
accessible by users familiar with the simulation environment.
4.7 Uncertainty Management
The presented simulation framework consists in different models with various levels of detail or
confidence intervals. The high level of interaction of those models characterizes the simulation
process. These interactions propagate of the different types uncertainty. Therefore, uncertainty
management is crucial in order to assure the confidence of simulation results. The following
types of uncertainties are identified in the here presented simulation framework:
• Model uncertainties due to approximations.
• Input parameter uncertainties due to early stage of design process.
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• Propagated input parameter uncertainty due to model uncertainty for the input calcu-
lation.
Moreover, the uncertainties have the following specific characteristics:
• Uncertainties are time depending: models may have different levels of uncertainty for
different regions of the operational space (e.g. the engine model gives a good prediction
for the cruise-phase, but the results are less precise for the descent phase).
• Discrete effects will interfere with the error propagation. Especially for the sizing model
discrete phenomena occur: e.g. if standard duct diameters are chosen. This may lead to
mitigation or amplification in the error propagation.
The common method to analyze model uncertainty is the validation. As already explained
above (refer to Section 4.2.2), a clear identification of a confidence interval is only possible
if a model is compared with a well known existing system, e.g. when measurement can be
made. If the confidence interval of a system representing a new technology is to be defined, the
confidence interval itself may be uncertain, depending on the source of information. If a certain
technology is pushed, then, normally the confidence interval tends to be less conservative. The
establishing of the uncertainty model is then made in strong collaboration with the system
design experts.
The development of probabilistic methods and means for uncertainty management is
widespread and more and more important in all fields of the research community. For this
reason, here, the objective is not to establish a new method to identify uncertainty, but to im-
plement uncertainty management as a means for analysis, answering the specific needs defined
above.
4.7.1 Uncertainty Management Test Case
A significant test case is elaborated and proposed in order to analyze the feasibility of the inte-
gration of an uncertainty management service within the simulation framework. Two different
methods are analyzed. The first consisted of an intrusive approach requiring re-modeling. For
this reason, this method is not adapted to the proposed simulation framework due to its com-
plexity. The second method that is assessed, consists of a non-intrusive approach using the
open-source code OpenTurns [48]. The preliminary results of this study are presented in the
following. The scope of the proposed test-case for the uncertainty management is schematically
depicted in Fig. 4.25. The test-case scenario is defined with regards to the assumed optimiza-
tion potential in the Electric Power System and the newly elaborated statistical model of
the Commercial Cabin Systems. Thus, the test case study analyzes the impact of a statistical
distribution of the usage-factors of the galleys (sub-system of the CCS - refer to Section 4.4.2)
on the electric power generator sizing and on the overall mass of the APSA.
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Figure 4.25: Power architecture scope for the uncertainty management test-case
The following hypothesis and constraints are assumed for the study implementation:
• The uncertain input parameters are modeled as triangular distributions in the interval
of [0,1] with the dedicated most-likely values as modes (see Fig. 4.26).
• The CCS comfort-level (number of installed equipment) varies arbitrarily.
• The flight-phases are considered independent from a power consumption viewpoint (no
correlations between the uncertain parameters is assumed).
• The discrete size of electric power generators is modeled. Power values will be rounded
to the upper discrete value. This allows the analysis of one discrete phenomena within
the statistical approach.
• A Monte Carlo simulation has been performed for the uncertainty study. Only a very
limited number of 100 runs are conducted due to technical limitations.
0 1most-likely value
mode
Figure 4.26: Triangle distribution definition for uncertain parameters
The results of the study are depicted in Fig. 4.27 and Fig. 4.28. The following Tab. 4.3 shows
the probabilistic results relative to the deterministic calculation. The mean value percentage
from the probabilistic analysis describes the difference to the nominal value resulting form
the deterministic approach using the most-likely values as input. The variance defines the
distribution of the result around this mean value. It can be concluded from this example, that
the assumption of the most-likely factors for the cabin systems leads to an underestimation of
the generator size of around 20%, but this under estimation is mitigated on EPS level (only
4% for the considred perimeter) and 0.1% on architecture level.
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Table 4.3: Probabilistic results relative to the deterministic calculation [44]
Parameter Mean value Variance
Generator size (power class) 20% 30%
EPS total mass 4% 6%
APSA total mass 0.1% 1%
A linear positive relation between the generator size (Fig. 4.27-(a)) and the mass of the EPS
system (not depicted) is observed. The discrete effect is clearly distinguishable (occurrences
only every 0.05 steps in the normalized figure). For the total mass, the discrete effect is
mitigated by the impact of the other systems (Fig. 4.27-(b)).
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Figure 4.27: Uncertainty management test-case: distributions of the analyzed parameters
[44]
Additionally, a sensitivity analysis of the different usage factors per flight-phase on the results
is conducted (see Fig. 4.28) in order to identify the most important flight-phase regarding
the generator sizing. A significant linear correlation between the generator size and the usage
factors (indicated with UF in Fig. 4.28) during cruise can be observed. For the total mass of the
APSA, the usage factor along the ground phase constitutes an important linear correlation.
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UF galleys ground
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Figure 4.28: Uncertainty management test-case: sensitivity analysis [44]
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This study achieved to assess the uncertainty propagation method for "static" parameters
(mass). Due to technical limitations of the current prototype, a case of time-dependent un-
certainty (e.g. the fuel flow for specific mission profile) had not been addressed.
Summarizing, the following conclusions can be drawn from this study initiated in the frame
of this thesis.
• The software development succeeded to interface two prototypes (the presented simu-
lation framework and the uncertainty management tool) that were not at all designed
to work together. One of the major technical difficulty is the fact that currently the
probabilistic code and the power systems simulation framework are running on different
operation systems. For a future implementation of the uncertainty management within
the power systems simulation framework, both have to run on the same operating sys-
tem. Additionally, improved calculation power, such as cluster calculation, is required
in order to take full benefit of the available analysis methods (the application of prob-
abilistic methods demands a high number of simulation runs and increases thus the
calculation time significantly).
• On the systems side, work is still required to model the uncertainty of the dedicated
models and input parameters exhaustively and in a realistic manner.
However, the presented test case enables the demonstration of the improved analysis capability
and to gain experience on the feasibility.
4.8 Validation of the Simulation Platform Prototype
For validation of the complete simulation framework prototype, the method explained in
Section 4.2.2 is applied.
• First, the system models are tested separately. For each system module, the different
system configurations are tested regarding correctness. For this, the results of system
models representing conventional solutions are compared against existing data (refer e.g.
to the WIPS modeling Section 4.4.1). The results obtained with models representing new
architectures and configurations are compared to data currently available from system
design specialists. In an iterative process, the models are tuned to produce similar as
results obtained by the system specialists.
• For the Power Distribution System models (e.g. the EPS) two aspects are validated:
1. Qualitative: The validity is assessed through the comparison of the automated
design point search of the simulation with the calculation done in the system de-
partment. The design points occur for the same conditions of the operational design
space.
2. Quantitatively: The validity is assessed through the comparison of e.g. the gener-
ator sizes obtained through the simulation with calculation results of architecture
studies done in the system departments. In case that the same inputs (power con-
sumer data) are used for both methods, the results differ only slightly (due to the
symmetry hypothesis explained in Section 4.4.5). In case that the inputs are as
well simulated, the variation is around 10%.
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• Secondly, the overall simulation is tested for two complete architectures and regarding
the aircraft level performance. The power off-take and mass of the architectures are
compared to results obtained in trade-studies performed with the traditional method.
The validation of the aircraft level impact is made for each architecture and regarding
a relative comparison of two architectures.
Summarizing, each module is tested twice: separated and within the simulation framework.
The level of correctness provided by the simulation framework is comparable with the re-
sults obtained through the traditional calculation means. The advantage of the simulation
framework is first the rapidity of the calculation and the possibility to perform parameter and
sensitivity studies to improve the transparency of the architecting process. However, a further
improvement of the system models would be highly profitable (compare the recommendations
listed in Appendix B.1). The operational implementation of the uncertainty management will
enable the improvement of the model representativity.
4.9 Summary of Chapter 4
The implementation of the methodology proposed in Chapter 3 within a simulation environ-
ment is described in this Chapter 4. The sizing and performance calculation require a specific
inverse modeling approach. Different modeling approaches are chosen in order to implement
the system models regarding their specificities. The APSA simulation framework is linked
to a mission and performance tool in order to enable the consistent aircraft level evaluation
of candidate architectures. The feasibility and difficulties of the integration of probabilistic
methods to enhance the analysis capabilities of the simulation framework is demonstrated for
a test case.
Summarizing, all required elements to support architecting activities in preliminary design are
established in the presented prototype. Nevertheless, this prototype requires more elaborated
models in order to fully support architecting activities. However, the examples presented in
the following Chapter 5 will illustrate the new analysis capabilities for the preliminary design
of ASPA.
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Chapter 5
Analysis and Applications
The established simulation framework provides a new capability that complements the today
existing process for the preliminary design and analysis for aircraft power system architectures.
Thus, the following applications are enabled or improved:
• Consistent and transparent aircraft-level comparison of conventional and novel archi-
tectures.
• Parametric studies and the analysis of the propagation of changes between systems, from
system to the aircraft level and vice versa. For example, the impact of aircraft family
concept sizing or changes in aircraft top-level requirements can be assessed rapidly.
• Improved power distribution system sizing synthesis: Consumer load profiles defined
within the operation design space concept enable the time dependent analysis of required
distribution and generation means taking into account aircraft level failure scenarios.
• Improvement of multidisciplinary simulation processes through the enlargement of the
simulation portfolio for the aircraft preliminary design phase. The computation of the
systems heat dissipation as a function of the mission profile allows the enhancement of
a newly established aircraft global thermal model. This approach is especially beneficial
for the analysis of technological step changes as more electric APSA within composite
structures.
In the following Sections, three applications of the framework are presented. First, the en-
hanced aircraft level evaluation capability is demonstrated for the comparison of two different
architectures. Secondly, an example of the electric power generator sizing synthesis is detailed.
Finally, the added value of the coupling between the systems heat dissipation calculation and
a newly developed aircraft thermal model is illustrated.
5.1 Comparing Architectures at Aircraft Level
Today, the aircraft level analysis of power system architectures can either be made by hand in a
cumbersome process or by applying the quick method of using trade-factor providing only very
limited technical insight. The presented simulation framework, filling the gap between these
two methods, improves the aircraft level analysis capability of power system architectures in
two ways:
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1. The transparency of the aircraft level results is increased through the time-dependent
representation (see Fig. 5.1).
2. The integration of the aircraft level analysis within the APSA simulation framework
enables the automated analysis of aircraft-level performance metrics for each simulation
run. As this process is now faster and easier for the user, sensitivity studies are made
possible and already accessible to the system designers.
Here the comparison of two architectures A and B (not further detailed) at aircraft level is
presented, using the aircraft level metrics fuel-flow and block-fuel. The two APSA (architecture
A and architecture B) are distinguishable through different power-off takes, different weight
and different drag. Each architecture disposes of a dedicated engine model adapted to the
specific power architecture, establishing the link to the aircraft performance simulation. The
coupling of the APSA simulation to the AMPT is considered as described in Section 4.5.
The fuel-flow of the two architectures A and B is depicted in Fig. 5.1. For this example mission,
architecture B consumes -0.69% less in terms of block-fuel regarding the complete mission.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of fuel flow consumption of two different APSA
Offering now a full visibility on the performance variables (e.g. fuel-flow) and parameters
(e.g. block-fuel), the analysis tool of the aircraft architects is enhanced through the direct
visibility of the differences in the architectures characteristics for all mission phases. For the
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example depicted in Fig. 5.1-(a), considering the fuel-flow characteristics in detail shows that
the architecture A provides a lower fuel consumption during the cruise phase (see Fig. 5.1-(c)
corresponding to around 3,19% difference in cruise-block-fuel) despite the overall disadvan-
tageous performance. This advantage in cruise fuel consumption is mitigated by the higher
consumption during the climb phase (see Fig. 5.1-(b)).
The chosen mission to compare the two architectures is rather short. It is possible to analyze
for which critical mission range, the architecture A becomes more interesting with regards to
the overall mission block-fuel. To do so, the block-fuel difference of the same architectures A
and B is calculated for different mission ranges, the result is depicted in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Evolution of block-fuel difference for increasing mission range (Comparison of
two architectures)
In the here considered example, lower block fuel of the architecture A with respect to the
architecture B can only be achieved for mission ranges approximately six times the initial
mission range. Moreover, it has to be considered, that above a specific mission range, the
payload has to be reduced in order to keep the same flight performance.
The presented example demonstrates one use-case of the enhanced analysis capability provided
for aircraft level analysis. The time-dependent and flight-phases based analysis tool helps
analyzing the specific impact of systems at the aircraft level in a more transparent way.
To summarize, Fig. 5.3 depicts schematically the user scenarios that are improved by the
introduction of the APSA simulation framework into the early design APSA elaboration and
evaluation process. System designers can work on new system architecture solutions on their
side, having the capability to evaluate the benefit on aircraft-level. In case of a promising con-
figuration, the automated process has to be checked (the modified system configuration might
induce configuration changes on other systems within the architectures that are not already
implemented in the tool) with the system architects community. In this way, new architecture
concepts can be elaborated using a common basis. On the other side, the overall power system
architects are enabled as well to conduct studies on their side: they may explore the design
space with the system modules provided in the simulation framework or conduct parameter
studies on architecture or aircraft level (e.g. examining the impact of top-level requirement
changes on the systems and on the overall aircraft performance) leading to request the system
architect to examine a promising solution. Thus, the proposed simulation framework enables
a model-based preliminary design process.
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Figure 5.3: Use case: improved architecture and aircraft-level view for system designers/
system architects
5.2 Preliminary Sizing Synthesis of Electric Power Generation
The sizing synthesis of the electric power generation is presented in this section. This ex-
ample illustrates the capabilities of the framework regarding the integrated power systems
preliminary design and the new possibility of rapid parametric studies.
As described in Section 4.4.4, the today’s preliminary design of the electric power system
lacks of simulation tools on one hand and on detailed information on the electric power
consumer load profiles on the other hand. This leads in general to over-estimation due to
an accumulation of design margins (compare Section 2.4, Fig. 2.9). The presented simulation
framework provides both, an automated simulation framework to conduct sensitivity studies
on the EPS generation sizing and the consistent computation of the consumer load profiles.
The established operational design space concept allows an integrated analysis of the major
aircraft level failure scenarios (refer to Section 4.4.5) driving the EPS generation sizing.
Here, the analysis capabilities are described for the comparison of two different APSA, sum-
marized in Tab. 5.1. Architecture C is a conventional architecture (comparable to an Airbus
A320); the architecture D is a bleed-less architecture (comparable to a Boeing B787). For
both architectures, the so-called commercial loads caused by the CCS are identical. The tech-
nical loads (TL) consists in the fuel system load for the architecture C and additionally in the
loads of the electric actuation systems (PFCS, LGS, HLS) for the architecture D. For a better
visibility, the ECS and the WIPS, becoming the major consumers in a bleed-less architecture
(D) are considered separately.
The ECS of the architecture C is based on a conventional bleed-driven air cycle machine
system; electric power is required for the recirculation fans. In architecture D, the ECS is
completely electrically powered, the fresh air is taken from outside (ram air). For the WIPS,
a conventional bleed driven configuration is chosen for architecture C; architecture D consists
of an electro-thermal anti-ice system with de-ice function.
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Table 5.1: Architecture definition for EPS generator sizing test case
Architecture C: Architecture D:
System "Conventional" "Bleed-less"
ECS Pneumatic Electric
(electric recirculation fans)
WIPS Pneumatic anti-ice Electro-thermal anti- and de-ice
Actuation Hydraulic Electro-hydraulic
EPS 2 generators 4 generators
Transformation schematics: Transformation schematics:
DC
consumer
GEN
AC
consumer
ENG
TRU
DC
AC
DC
consumer
GEN
AC
consumer
ENG
INV
DCAC
GEN
HVDC
consumer
RU
HVDC
BBCU
The EPS architecture is characterized through the number of generators per engine (one
for C, two for D) and the transformation network structure. The transformation network
is here considered in a very simplified manner, in order to demonstrate the principle. The
architecture C has to supply electric power consumers requiring AC and DC. DC is generated
via a Transformer-Rectifier-Unit (TRU) from AC. In architecture D, the highest amount of
power is required in form of HVDC, the other types (AC and DC) are then generated in a
second transformation step via an Inverter (INV) and a dedicated converter unit (here: back-
boost converter unit - BBCU), respectively. The principles are depicted schematically in Tab.
5.1 for one side of the aircraft (the other side is symmetrical).
For the EPS generator sizing, three operation modes are considered: normal operation, one
generator failure and one engine failure. The dedicated load shedding scenarios and the num-
bers of generators available during the regarded operation modes are summarized in Tab.
5.2.
Table 5.2: EPS sizing scenario characteristics
Considered operation modes Normal 1 GEN failure 1 ENG failure
Load shedding scenario
Technical Loads (TL) no load shedding
CCS no load shedding 50% load
WIPS Anti-ice De-ice (only architecture D)
ECS Normal Normal Minimum airflow
Number of generators
Architecture C 2 1 1
Architecture D 4 3 2
The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 5.4, showing the profile of total required power per
generator for different operation scenarios for the conventional architecture Fig. 5.4-(a) and
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the bleed-less architecture Fig. 5.4-(b).
The load shedding applied to the CCS (50% of the load in normal operations) and ECS is
identical for both architectures for the engine failure case. In the case one generator fails,
no load shedding for the CCS is applied. For the WIPS, load shedding (switch to de-ice
mode) can only be considered for the architecture D. The de-ice mode is activated for the
generator failure and the engine failure modes. Due to the different number of generators in
the two architectures, the sizing cases occur in different operation scenarios. For architecture
C, the most penalizing scenario is the generator failure: only one generator remains, but no
load shedding applied. For architecture D, the engine failure scenario is sizing as only two
generators remain to carry the load (instead of three for the generator failure case). The
architecture C is sized by the power requirements during the cruise phase (nevertheless the
required power level is nearly constant during climb cruise and descent); the climb phase is
sizing for the architecture D.
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Figure 5.4: EPS generator sizing synthesis for the two example architectures C and D
A detailed look on the sizing case for architecture C is given in Fig. 5.4-(c). As ECS and
technical loads are not to be shed in this failure case, the CCS shedding philosophy drives
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directly the generator sizing. Here, 50% load reduction is assumed. As the required power
during climb, cruise and descent is nearly constant, a decrease of the sizing point level can
only be achieved by an overall power decrease that is difficult to be accepted by airlines.
Regarding the uncertainty in the power assumptions of the Commercial Cabin System, the
architecture C is more sensitive than architecture D.
For architecture D, the engine failure operation is the sizing case, as only two of four generators
remain. Significant is the contribution of the WIPS to the generator sizing (Fig. 5.4-(d)). It is
obvious that load shedding strategies, like the here chosen switch to a de-ice mode, downsize
the generator. As well, the further load shedding of the CCS (beyond the 50% assumed)
during WIPS operation phases will bring benefit with only low passenger comfort impact.
In the following paragraphs, possible evolutions for improvement are presented for each of the
considered architectures C and D.
Architecture C modification. From a power management point of view, architecture C
seems well balanced. Only nominal load reduction would bring a benefit. To increase of oper-
ational flexibility of architecture C (e.g. to be compliant to ETOPS requirements), an archi-
tecture C* is proposed. For this architecture C*, only the EPS configuration is modified by
increasing the number of generators from one to two per engine.
In Fig. 5.5, the two architectures C (dashed lines) and C* (solid lines) are compared for
the three tested operation modes with regards to power per generator. For the modified
architecture C*, the design case is now for the engine failure case, like for the architecture
D. The power per generator in this case decreases by about 62%. However, the weight of the
new architecture C* is around 8% higher than for the initial architecture C (higher number
of components, non-linear weight-to-power ratio for the generators).
This example shows that the key parameters (here: the number of generator per engine) can
be easily modified to analyze globally the impact with regards to the aircraft performance.
Whereas, additional evaluation metrics, such as the increase of operational reliability of an
architecture, are not yet included in the approach.
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Power management for architecture D: generator size reduction. For the architecture
D, the sizing case is during icing conditions. As already mentioned before, one possibility to
decrease the size of the generators is the reduction of the CCS loads during the time-period
when the WIPS is operating. Fig. 5.6 illustrates this case. The CCS load1 is shed during the
engine failure operation scenario and only during the time-period of WIPS operation2. The
described change in the load shedding philosophy of the CCS with minimal impact on the
passenger comfort allows the reduction of the installed power of the EPS main generators.
For the here presented example, a sizing power reduction of around 7% decrease is achieved,
which leads to an EPS main channel weight reduction of around 3%.
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Figure 5.6: EPS generator sizing - architecture D sizing point improvement, CCS load
reduction during WIPS operation
On overall EPS level, the generator size and weight will be further decreased through the
following snowball effect: the CCS power reduction leads to the decrease of cabin heat loads
which decreases the ECS power and/or ram air demand. The ECS power demand decrease
reduces further the EPS design point power. Consequently, the heat dissipation of the EPS
power centers decreases which leads to less cooling demand and thus to less electric power
demand to supply the cooling power (depending on the cooling system technological solution).
Summarizing, the established simulation framework provides a detailed view on the system
power consumption, here demonstrated only for the electrical power. This detailed view allows
the analysis of the preliminary sizing in an integrated way, e.g. by the application of time and
operation-dependent power management strategies. Moreover, it helps to identify the critical
scenarios with regards to the overall aircraft performance, that have then to be analyzed in
more detail on system level.
1Here, only the galley and IFE-load; the lights power consumption is not affected.
2For the general assumption that icing conditions occur up to 31000ft (≈ 9500m), the WIPS operation
time for a normal climb profile is around 8 minutes.
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5.3 Contribution to the Aircraft Thermal Model
Beside the application illustrated in the previous section, the developed simulation framework
is also conceived to fit into a more multidisciplinary analysis framework. One of these multi-
disciplinary topics of specific interest for more electric aircraft in combination with composite
structures is the aircraft global thermal analysis. In the frame of another Airbus internal
research project, as well in the frame of the Common Virtual Bird initiative, a global thermal
model of the aircraft has been developed. This model (see Fig. 5.7) enables the coupling of the
systems with the aircraft environment: the structure and ambient air. This coupling allows
the analysis of the structure and ambient air temperatures for different scenarios and the
detection of specific thermal risks already early in the design process.
The aircraft global thermal model consists in a structural 3-D model of the aircraft, including
blocks representing the preliminary systems and power feeders and ducts routing, as shown
in Fig. 5.7.
Systemswithin structural
model
Figure 5.7: Global thermal aircraft model: structure-model with systems representation
The power system simulation framework presented in this thesis is used for a test case simula-
tion to compute the systems heat rejection for different flight missions. As the power systems
modules implemented in the APSA simulation framework are established by respecting the
energy conservation principle, the wasted energy is calculated automatically. The heat actu-
ally rejected into the ambiance is calculated with a model taking into account the equipments
mass and volume combined with the power loss calculation obtained for the simulation with
the APSA simulation framework. This enables the calculation of structure, fuel and air tem-
peratures. The example of the obtained skin temperature of the structure for a ground and
a take-off case is shown in Fig. 5.8-(a) and Fig. 5.8-(b), respectively. As an example in Fig.
5.8-(b), the running fuel pumps can be identified by the red color as a source of heat during
the take-off phase.
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(a) Ground case (b) Take-off case
Figure 5.8: Example for a simulation result: aircraft skin temperature for different flight
phases
Specific characteristics of dedicated systems have to be respected: e.g. the functional power
for the WIPS corresponds here to the heat applied on the structure, the power loss is ejected
into the ambiance with a minor effect on the aircraft.
Here, only an one-directional analysis is conducted (impact of the systems on the ambient
temperature). A bi-directional analysis (consider additionally the impact of the ambient tem-
perature on the systems design) would bring further benefit in the preliminary sizing process,
as the systems require the ambient temperature or temperature constraints as input for the
sizing or performance evaluation.
Summarizing, the coupling of the structural and the systems module allows the identification
of thermal critical points already earlier in the design process and the development of adapted
thermal management strategies. Additionally, the 3-D model provides a topological view on
aircraft systems in their environment, which increases the physical insight not achievable with
a classical physical simulation tool.
5.4 Summary Chapter 5
The three presented examples for the application of the established simulation framework
demonstrate the perimeter of the application and outline the capability of M&S for the analysis
of power systems. In order to achieve the full benefit of the proposed simulation framework,
work is required to improve the systems models and to equalize their representativity.
A more general conclusion and an outlook on further work is presented in the following
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook
The presented research work proposes a methodology that introduces the capability to con-
duct robust and integrated aircraft level power system architecture trade-off studies in the
preliminary design phase of civil aircraft through a simulation framework.
Today, generally two methodologies are available to conduct the complex task of the prelimi-
nary design, analysis and optimization of aircraft power system architectures. For very quick
assessments providing a rough view on small variations within one architecture, so-called
trade-factors are used. On the other side, a detailed but not automated process is applied
to get more accurate results. The latter is too slow to assess a large number of architectures
and to conduct sensitivity studies. Additionally, the traditional process makes it difficult to
shift from the traditional ATA-chapter separated system-by-system approach to an integrated
aircraft-level architecture approach. However, the high level of interactions between the sys-
tems constituting the aircraft power system architecture demands an integrated environment
when step-changes in technology and architecture concepts (e.g. more electric, bleed-less) are
to be brought to a successful aircraft integration, i.e. in the light of demanding requirements
for fuel-efficiency, weight reduction or cost and reliability. Finally, the comparison of different
aircraft power system architecture concepts, from conventional architectures to architectures
representing a step-change is difficult to achieve in a consistent way today, regarding reduced
cost and development time.
Beside the academic goal of advancing the state of the art in modeling and simulation method-
ologies for the preliminary design of complex system architectures, the conducted work has as
a major goal to develop a methodology that is possible to implement directly in an industrial
frame. These boundary conditions influences the chosen approach: a methodology framework
is developed that allows the integration of different system model types (existing or modified
from existing models).
The basis of the established and here presented methodology is an analysis of the state of the
art of aircraft power system architecting. This analysis includes interviews with system design-
ers and architects from all major power system domains considered in the presented approach:
secondary Power Generation Systems (Engines, APU, Fuel Cell), Power Transformation and
Distribution Systems (Electric Power System, Hydraulic Power System, Pneumatic Power
System) and Power Consuming Systems (Environmental Control Systems, Wing Ice Protec-
tion System, Commercial Cabin Systems, Primary and Secondary Flight Control Systems,
Landing Gear Systems, Fuel System and Fuel Tank Inerting System). The preliminary design
process is analyzed with regards to the academic state of the art. This analysis allows the
establishing of an overall process "to-be" and the capitalization of required systems knowledge
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(key design parameters, constraints, interfaces) to be implemented in this process.
The proposed methodology is characterized by the coupling of two processes: first, the power
architectures sizing process and secondly an aircraft level performance analysis. The consid-
eration of these two aspects is of major interest for the challenging of aircraft performance:
the power to be installed (outcome of the sizing process taking into account various security
margins and other requirements) has to be balanced against the power actually consumed
during a flight mission (to be assessable in the performance process). The implementation of
the sizing process, requiring parametric models, enables the automated propagation of system
changes to dependent systems. The performance process allows assessing the system charac-
teristics for different missions. The formalized power architecture sizing process enables the
calculation of the power to be installed (and thus the mass to be carried by the aircraft).
Once the overall architecture is pre-sized through the proposed inverse engineering process,
the performance and thus operational power consumption and losses is assessed. For opti-
mization and evaluation of changes, the two processes are coupled. In this way, the impact
of overall aircraft top-level changes, of overall power architecture choices or even of system
parameters is calculated directly and in a transparent way. To assess the changes in mass,
drag and secondary power off-take on the engine, the power system architecture calculation
process is linked to an aircraft performance calculation that computes the required thrust for
flying the defined mission.
In order to implement the proposed methodology, three concepts are proposed. The first con-
cept is the logic-tree , which enables the formalization of the sizing process of each system
starting from a functional system analysis. The logic-trees build the basis for the implementa-
tion of the sizing models. The second concept, enabling the implementation of the performance
models is the operational design space concept . The latter describes the power consump-
tion behavior of systems with regards to the mission (time) and operation mode (normal,
degraded, minimal) in a consistent and formalized way, allowing therefore the analysis of air-
craft level failure scenarios automatically for the sizing synthesis of the Power Transformation
and Distribution Systems (electric, hydraulic, pneumatic). The third concept is the unified
power systems module definition allowing the implementation of the system model with
clear structured interfaces that simplify the traceability of common parameters. The modular
approach uses the energy exchange as main interfaces, which enables an intuitive architecture
building. Moreover, the energy interfaces open the way to multi-level modeling approaches.
A prototype of a simulation framework is established, to implement the developed concepts.
This simulation framework integrates the aircraft power system architecture calculation pro-
cess and the following essential parts enabling the support of the architecting process: an
interface to an existing aircraft mission and performance tool is established and a graphical
user interface is developed to ease the use of the complex simulation process. The feasibility
of the integration of probabilistic methods for uncertainty management is analyzed through
a test case. For the latter, a direct implementation in the simulation framework prototype is
not achieved due to software difficulties. However, the requirements for an industrialized tool
providing probabilistic analysis methods are analyzed through a test case.
To validate the proposed methodology, dedicated models are developed or integrated in the
framework after the reception of system models from the system departments which elaborated
these model from dedicated specifications. The main effort is spent in the elaboration of
the sizing models, requiring an inverse modeling approach. According to the specificities of
the systems, dedicated modeling techniques are considered. Exemplary, four different system
models are detailed in this thesis, applying different modeling techniques. First, a mixed
approach of physical modeling combined with empirical data analysis and extended with
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extrapolation facts is applied for the Wing Ice Protection System and the Pneumatic Power
System. Secondly, a statistical approach is presented for the Commercial Cabin Systems.
Third, a logic approach is presented for the Electric Power System model. Models representing
conventional technologies are validated against data of existing aircraft, new technologies are
adapted to the current state of the art knowledge; the overall calculation process is compared
with a trade-study performed in the traditional way in order to assure the validity of the
chosen approach.
Through the work conducted in this thesis, the development of an innovative methodology is
achieved. The established prototype of the simulation framework enables the demonstration of
the new capabilities obtained for architecting of aircraft power systems. Three representative
use-case scenarios are presented.
The first use-case addresses the comparison of aircraft power system architectures at aircraft
level. The established automated link between the aircraft power system architecture simula-
tion framework and an existing aircraft performance tool improves the aircraft-level analysis
in the following ways: system designers can now assess the changes on system level directly
on aircraft level without passing a cumbersome manual analysis process; aircraft architects
can assess and compare different system architectures on aircraft level in a consistent way.
Through the time-dependent visualization of the unique aircraft-level metrics fuel-flow, a de-
tailed impact analysis, considering different mission phases, is made possible. Moreover, the
aircraft level analysis, today only considered for climb, cruise and descent phases, is extended
to the whole mission profile, including a ground operation scenarios, which is important for
the analysis of short range aircraft.
The second use-case deals with the parametric implementation of the sizing and performance
process including the time dependence and operation mode dependence of the systems. A
transparent and flexible sizing synthesis is achieved, especially important for Power Trans-
formation and Distribution Systems as the Electric, Hydraulic or Pneumatic Power Systems.
The capabilities of the established method for the amelioration the electric generator sizing
though the adaptation of load-shedding scenarios is demonstrated for two different system
architectures. A clear visibility on the sizing assumptions and consequences on the operation
of the system are established.
In a last example, the importance of the inclusion of thermal aspects within the aircraft
power system architecture simulation framework is demonstrated with regards to the aircraft
context. Each implemented power system module is based on the energy conservation principle
allowing the calculation of the heat dissipated to the system ambiance. This is particularly
important in order to calculate the required cooling demand on system architecture level, but
it allows additionally to link the systems domain to the structure domain through an aircraft
thermal model already in the preliminary design phase.
Furthermore, the parametric implementation and the structuring of the models following a
functional approach allows the rapid assessment of changes of aircraft top-level requirements
or parameters on the power system architecture. Sensitivity studies are enabled; the analysis
of more scenarios is made possible. Through the deployment of such a simulation framework
in the daily conceptual architecture definition work process, a significant amount of time will
be saved for calculation (one architecture calculation run takes around 3 to 5 minutes on a
common desktop computer). This time may be spent on analysis, which may enable more
robust decisions.
Through the development of the methodology and the implementation into the simulation
framework, a first deployable prototype of a tool for APSA analysis is established. The devel-
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opment of this prototype includes tests and integration of feedback of different users (system
designers, architects) and the capturing of additional requirements leading towards industri-
alization.
Tough the efforts made within the frame of the presented research work, the prototype sim-
ulation framework constitutes a starting point into a new way of working for aircraft power
system architecting. To spend effort on the development on dedicated models fitting into the
methodology would be highly profitable. Especially further improvement of parametric siz-
ing models would bring benefit; advanced modeling methodologies such as scaling laws are
promising. Even if in the frame of this thesis the required key parameters for the systems are
outlined and identified, attention has to be paid to the consistency of the modeling approaches
throughout the architecture. For the performance models, different ways for improvement are
suggested. The use of statistical analysis or flight-test data would bring benefit in order to
define the consumed power and would bring further inputs for possibilities to decrease design
margins through the reconciliation of nominal specified power and actually consumed power.
The presented simulation framework is based on the steady-state performance of systems.
Architectures identified within this frame have to be analyzed in more detail regarding the
dynamic requirements. For specific systems, the consideration of dynamic cases for sizing is
important; the simulation framework should be enhanced to treat these cases in an efficient
manner. Beside the improvement of the models, further criteria, like reliability or cost may
be integrated. However, the integration of new criteria risks to change the required level of
modeling detail.
Regarding the enlargement of the use cases of the presented simulation framework, the mod-
ular implementation of the power systems using the energy exchange as unified interfaces
enables the reuse of the simulation framework in other phases of the aircraft development. An
application throughout the whole development cycle is thinkable, when physical steady-state
simulation is required. Only the number of required parameters describing the system models
will change, the interfaces would persist.
Finally, the industrialization of the presented tool will enable the integration of probabilistic
methods and enhance therefore the capability for sensitivity studies, error propagation analysis
and a robust uncertainty management.
Concluding, the presented methodology and prototype tool fills a gap of the today’s available
analysis capabilities in the preliminary design phase of aircraft power system architectures.
The proposed approach is a first promising step towards a model-based integrated architecting
process which will allow the identification and the development of aircraft power system
architectures with regards to an aircraft level optimum.
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Appendix A
System Examples Airbus A320
In order to provide the reader an essential background on the considered systems, a brief
description of one technical solution for these systems is given in the following sections. The
Airbus A320-family is taken as example [65]. For more detailed information, it is referred to
e.g. [18].
A.1 Environmental Control System
An overview on the ECS of the A320 is given in Fig. A.1. The interface to the Pneumatic
Power System, the Engines and APU is depicted as well.
Airconditioning packs
recirculation
air-flow
from cabin
recirculation
air-flow
from cabin
Figure A.1: Overview of the Airbus A320 ECS and the interface to the PPS [65]
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The airflow supplied by the Pneumatic Power System (ATA36) is cooled down via two re-
dundant air-conditioning packs. The pack flow control valves control the supplied flow and
establish the interface with the PPS. This cold fresh air flow is then mixed in the Mixer Unit
with the recirculation flow (portion of the outflow from the cabin), leading to a temperature
increase. The outflow of the mixer is supplied to the different cabin zones (here forward an
after zone) and to the cockpit. If required, the temperature of this flow can be increased by
mixing with a by-passed bleed air flow from the hot manifold. The mixer and the trim-valves
fulfill the temperature control function.
The pack provides the cooling air flow. The pack is depicted in more detail in Fig. A.2.
Here, the following pack architecture is chosen. The fresh air flow from the bleed air system
passes a first heat-exchanger located in the ram-air channel, the cooled air is supplied to the
compressor, where it is compressed and flows then through the main heat-exchanger (as well
located in the ram channel). Before being fed to the turbine, the water content of this air is
extracted via a re-heater, condenser and water extraction devices. Then, the air is expanded
over the turbine, which leads to a significantly temperature decrease. After, the air flows into
the mixer unit.
Compressor and turbine are connected via a shaft on which is mounted as well a fan enabling
the ram air channel ventilation.
Figure A.2: ECS pack of the Airbus A320 [65]
A.2 Wing Ice Protection System
For the description of the WIPS it is referred to the modeling part in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1.
The interface to the Pneumatic Power System is depicted in Section A.5.
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A.3 Flight Control Systems
An overview on the flight control surfaces (primary and secondary) of the Airbus A320
family is provided in Fig. A.3.
Slats
(5per side)
Aileron
Flaps
(2 per side)
Rudder
Elevator
Trimmable horizontal stabilizer
Roll spoilers
Lift dumpers
(5 per side)
Sped brakes
Figure A.3: Flight control surfaces of the Airbus A320 [65]
A.3.1 Primary Flight Controls
The Primary Flight Controls (elevators, ailerons, rudder, spoilers, THS) of the A320 are all
powered by a centralized hydraulic supply from three independent hydraulic circuits (green:
G, yellow: Y, blue: B), refer to Section A.6. The allocation of the actuators to the hydraulic
circuits is depicted in Fig. A.4.
Figure A.4: Primary Flight Control System Architecture of the Airbus A320 [65]
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A.3.2 High Lift System
The High-Lift System of the A320 is schematically depicted in Fig. A.5. For both subsystems
(slat-system and flap-system) a central PCU, powered by two different hydraulic circuits
(refer to Section A.6) is driving a unique shaft transmission to both wings. Rotary actuators
transforms then the rotatory movement through a dedicated kinematics into a translational
movement of the surface. Two actuators drive each surface, a wing tip brake between the two
outer actuators prevent uncontrolled surface movements in case of a rupture of the mechanical
transmission shaft.
SlatPCU
Flap PCU
Figure A.5: High Lift System Architecture of the Airbus A320 [65]
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A.4 Landing Gear Systems
The overview on the Landing Gear Systems in depicted in Fig. A.6. Here, the doors are driven
by the gear extension/retraction system. The LGERS is hydraulically supplied from the green
hydraulic circuit (refer to Section A.6).
Doorsdriven
by the gear
Hydraulically
driven doors
Nose gear
Main gear
Doors driven
by the gear
Figure A.6: Overview on the landing gear arrangement of the Airbus A320 [65]
A physical view on the Nose Landing Gear Systems (Extension/Retraction and Steering Ac-
tuator) are depicted in Fig. A.7-(a). The schematic of the Braking Control System is shown
in Fig. A.7-(b). All actuators are supplied with hydraulic power from the different circuits of
the HPS (refer to Section A.6). A dedicated accumulator is part of the BCS.
(a) Nose Landing Gear: Extension-Retraction System
and Steering System
(b) Braking Control System schematics
Figure A.7: Landing Gear Subsystems of the Airbus A320 [65]
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A.5 Pneumatic Power System
The Pneumatic Power System is depicted in Fig. A.8. Power is supplied though the two EBAS,
the HP ground connector or the APUBAS. The interfaces to the dedicated pneumatic power
consumer systems, such as the WIPS, the ECS (air conditioning packs), the cargo heating
and the "various systems" (FTIS, hydraulic tank pressurization, etc.) are depicted. The cross
bleed valve enables bleed air supply to both wings in case of the failure of one engine or EBAS
or for engine start, respectively.
APUBleed Air Distribution System (APUBAS)
Engine Bleed
Air System
(EBAS)
Bleed Air Distribution
System (PADS)
Figure A.8: Overview on the subsystem of the Pneumatic Power System (Airbus A320
Example) [65]
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A.6 Hydraulic Power System
The Hydraulic Power System of the A320 and the dedicated allocation of the hydraulic power
circuits to the consumer systems is schematically depicted in Fig. A.9.
Figure A.9: Hydraulic Power System of the Airbus A320: schematic architecture [65]
The one EDP is the power source for the green circuit. The yellow circuit is supplied through
an EDP and an EMP; a hand pump is available for cargo doors operation without running the
engines. Power can be transferred between the yellow and the green circuit through a Power
Transfer Unit (PTU), in case of failure. The blue circuit is supplied through an EMP and the
RAT in emergency conditions. For the A320, the RAT generates primarily hydraulic power; the
depicted Constant Speed Motor/Generator (CSM/G) generates then electric power to supply
the EPS emergency circuit. Each circuit disposes of a dedicated reservoir and accumulator to
ensure the segregation of each system.
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A.7 Electric Power System
An overview on the electric power network in normal configuration is provided in Fig. A.10.
The two generators supply each an AC bus bar. Through a transformer the DC bus bars are
supplied. In emergency cases, AC can be provided through transformation of DC via the static
inverter. External, APU and emergency (RAT) power supply are connected accordingly.
BAT:Batterie
INV: Inverter
TR: Transformer
Figure A.10: Electric Power System of the Airbus A320: normal configuration [65]
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Appendix B
Implementation Details
B.1 System Modeling Overview
The following Tab. B.1 gives an overview on the system models covered within this thesis.
Their modeling approaches, current status and contribution in the frame of this thesis is
summarized.
Table B.1: Overview of System Modeling Principles and Sta-
tus
System
Mod-
ule
Modeling Principle Thesis Contribution Status
ECS Prototype model: look-up ta-
bles for different ECS pack ar-
chitectures derived from sim-
ulation of complex simula-
tion models (only perfor-
mance mode possible, no mass
estimation); thermodynamic
model for mixing, recircula-
tion; scaling law for fan mass
estimation.
Prototype model devel-
opment; specification of
required Modelica r©
for integration in the
simulation framework.
Complete parametric
and sizable model un-
der development; one
architecture already
integrated.
Final model: parametric com-
ponent libraries developed
with Dymola/Modelica r©;
object-oriented code allows
building up architecture in
different simulation direc-
tions, that are then integrated
in the simulation framework.
continuation on next page
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WIPS Model based on empiric and
simulated data, thermody-
namic equations and extrapo-
lation factors. Refer to Section
4.4.1.
Model development
from provided data.
Prototype completed;
Model representing
new technology to be
enhanced in future.
FTIS Air Separation System model:
interpolation model (empiri-
cal and simulation data) for
required number of ASM as a
function of mission and power
supply characteristics;
Prototype model devel-
opment.
Parametric mass esti-
mation to be developed;
Validation required;
Scaling laws for mass
estimation of compo-
nents would be suitable.
Air Supply System model:
thermodynamic equations.
CCS Model based on statistical
data, combined with physical
properties. Refer to Section
4.4.2.
Model specification, in-
tegration and adapta-
tion.
Completed.
FUS Function based model for cal-
culation of required compo-
nents; component weight and
power demand from supplier
data analysis.
Model specification and
integration.
Completed.
PFCS Parametric model for steady
state performance analysis;
model valid for a specific load
and wing-movable status; dif-
ferent actuator types avail-
able.
Model elaboration from
provided data.
Prototype completed;
Possible enhancement:
integration of statistical
behavior (flight test
data) representation to
improve sizing of the
power supply systems.
HLS Prototype model: data tables
for one specific aircraft and
system configuration imple-
mented.
Prototype model devel-
opment; Specification
for final model.
Parametric model (for
sizing and performance
mode) under develop-
ment.
Cooling Not defined. Combination of
thermodynamic model and
scaling laws proposed.
Model specification To be developed.
LGS Preliminary physical perfor-
mance model.
Model specification and
integration.
Sizing model to be de-
veloped; model for new
technologies to be devel-
oped.
PPS Parametric thermodynamic
model; mass estimation based
on empirical data. Refer to
Section 4.4.3.
Thermodynamic model
development; Mass esti-
mation model with the
contribution of the Mass
Properties Department
of Airbus.
Prototype completed;
Possible model en-
hancement: use of
scaling laws for mass
estimation.
continuation on next page
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HPS Performance model for spe-
cific architecture available;
based on physical equations
(pumps curves); enhanced
through generic implementa-
tion of hydraulic consumers
repartition to different hy-
draulic circuits (will enable
pump sizing model implemen-
tation).
Model specification
and integration; Pro-
totype development of
enhanced model.
Parametric model to be
built including pump
sizing. Mass estimation
required.
EPS Model allows generic genera-
tor sizing & mass estimation
for main & auxiliary channel
for specific architecture types.
Refer to Section 4.4.4.
Prototype model devel-
opment.
Model to be im-
proved: parametric
cable lengths, power
center weight estima-
tion, transformation
components and batter-
ies size estimation.
ENG Interpolation Model of engine
manufacturer data; allows the
calculation of fuel flow for dif-
ferent power off-takes, ambi-
ent conditions and thrust re-
quirements; valid for a specific
engine type (and thus aircraft
type).
Specification of needs;
Integration with the air-
craft performance tool
(AMPT).
More parametric model
would be suitable
(bleed-port choices).
APU Interpolation of existing APU
performance data for bleed-
configuration; physical model
for thermodynamic part; sup-
plier data for bleed-less model
implementation; calculation of
fuel flow, air-flow, efficiency
and mass as a function of
flight-conditions and power
off-takes.
Specification and inte-
gration, adaptation of
sizing and performance
mode.
Prototype completed
providing adequate
results for current
studies.
RAT Not defined. Not yet covered. To be developed.
Fuel
Cell
Adaptation from existing
thermodynamic models
envisaged.
Specification of needs
and interfaces.
To be developed.
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B.2 Aircraft Reference Geometry
Fig. B.1 shows the geometry of a conventional aircraft geometry, here for the example of the
Airbus A318.
x
(a) side-view
z
(b) front-view
y
(c) top-view
Figure B.1: Aircraft geometry definition - conventional aircraft configuration
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B.3 Mission Module
The generic and modular flight-phases definition implementation in Stateflow r© is depicted
in Fig. B.2.
taxi/
during:flightphase=2;
taxi_braking/
during:detailed_taxi=4;
only_taxi/
during: detailed_taxi=1;
taxi_end/
during: detailed_taxi=1;
lg_mavoeuvre/
during: detailed_taxi=2;
slatflap_mavoeuvre/
during: detailed_taxi=3;
ground/
during:flightphase=1;
during: detailed_taxi=1;
takeoff/
during:flightphase=3;
during: detailed_taxi=1;
end_takoff/
during: detailed_takeoff=1;
only_takoff/
during: detailed_takeoff=1;
sf_retraction/
during: detailed_takeoff=3;
lg_retraction/
during: detailed_takeoff=2;
climb/
during:flightphase=4;
during: detailed_takeoff=1;
cruise/
during:flightphase=5;
descent/
during:flightphase=6;
approach/
during:flightphase=7; only_approach/
during: detailed_approach=1;
sf_extension/
during: detailed_approach=2;
lg_extension/
during: detailed_approach=3;
end_approach/
during: detailed_approach=1;
landing/
during:flightphase=8;
rollout/
during: braking=2;
during:flightphase=8;
stop/
during: braking=1;
[Ma>0]
[altitude>0&altitude<=1500]
[altitude>1500&d_altitude>0]
[altitude>10000&d_altitude==0]
[d_altitude<0]
[altitude<=1500]
[altitude==0]
[altitude==0]
[Ma==0]
after(20, wakeup)
after(HLS_ER_time, wakeup)
after(taxi_time, wakeup)
after(SCS_time, wakeup)
after(10, wakeup)
after(LGERS_RET_TIME, wakeup)
[altitude>250&d_altitude>0]
[v_TAS<128]
after(HLS_ER_time, wakeup)
after(LGERS_RET_TIME, wakeup)
Figure B.2: Generic flight-phases implementation
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